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Chapter One 
“I got a body, and it’s off a missing  
persons report, and just my fuckin’  

luck, it’s in your county’s jurisdiction.”

J
ade Morgan was dictating her autopsy findings, which Special Agent 
John Swenson of the FBI had requested for quick processing. “Subject 
appears well nourished. Physically fit. There are superficial lacerations 

and bite marks on the subject’s legs and arms. These wounds are post 
mortem and most likely inflicted by animals that came in contact with 
the body. The subject was found nude in twenty-one degree temperatures. 
Cause of death: exposure. No foul play is suspected.” She pulled the 
sheet back over the remains, pushed the microphone away from the 
autopsy table, and had her orderlies place the body back in the morgue’s 
refrigeration unit. She cleaned up then placed a call to Swenson.

“Swenson.” “Hi, John, it’s Jade. I finished the autopsy report on your 
John Doe. I found no sign of foul play. The guy died from exposure.” 
“I figured as much based on the scene. I’m trying to figure out what the 
hell a guy in his early twenties was doing out in the Devil’s Punchbowl 
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in the middle of January.” “Well, if he was going out to hike the trails, 
he was ill prepared.” That drew a laugh from John. “Yea...he was ill 
prepared all right. We have had five ‘ill prepared’ deaths in the bowl in 
the last two months with the same M.O. Something is wrong out there.” 
Jade asked if there was anything else he needed from her. He asked 
her to email him the report. “No problem. Are you and Sara going to 
be home tonight?” “As far as I know. Why?” “I wanted to stop by the 
house and give you both a little thank you gift.” “That’s not necessary, 
Jade.” “I want to do it; it’s the least I can do for the kindness that you 
two have shown me over the past couple of years.” There was a pause 
on John’s end of the line, and he said, “Why don’t you give Sara a call. 
She knows our schedule better than me.” “Will do,” said Jade.

An Irvine police car pulled up to the Rollins Industries building and 
a patrol officer stepped out. He entered through the main entrance and 
was waived through security. He approached the receptionist’s desk and 
asked for Amelia Farrell. Only a few seconds passed, and Amelia came 
out to greet him. As she approached, she looked at his nametag, but he 
spoke before she could say anything.  “Ms Farrell?” She nodded. “You 
called the department to file a missing persons report?” She nodded 
again and invited him back to her office. He followed her to a bank of 
elevators, they stepped in, and she pressed the button for the twentieth 
floor. There was silence as the elevator ascended, and they walked into 
her office. “Thank you for coming, officer…” “Sergeant Hoskins, Ms. 
Farrell. Are you related to the missing person?” He was reading the 
placard on her desk that had her name and job title on it. “No, sir. I 
mean we were dating, but that’s all.” Hoskins took out a tablet and 
pushed a few buttons and started to speak into the microphone. 

“Sergeant Richard Hoskins taking a missing persons report from 
Ms. Amelia Farrell. Ms. Farrell, who are you reporting as missing?” 
She explained that her boyfriend and employee, Mr. Adam Osborn, was 
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missing. “When was the last time you saw him?” “We had drinks two 
nights ago with some co-workers, and we parted at about ten p.m. Adam 
didn’t show up for work yesterday or today, and I have been unable to 
reach him.” Have you been to his home?” “Yes, sir. He’s not there and 
neither is his car.” “Do you have access to his home?” “Yes, sir. I went in 
both days looking for him, but there is no sign of him.” Hoskins took the 
report and asked, “Is there anyone that you can think of that might want to 
hurt Mr. Osborn or some place that he may have gone and not told you?” 
“Adam would not have left without telling me. Sales is his life. He lives 
and breathes it. As for anyone wanting to hurt him…the only person who 
comes immediately to mind is an employee that he terminated two days 
ago who had made threats.” “What’s that person’s name?” “Gaston Reed. 
He was a part of Mr. Osborn’s sales team. He was terminated with cause 
for making threats against other employees.” “When did you terminate 
Mr. Reed?” “Two days ago on Monday morning.” 

“What kinds of threats were made?” “Um…he said, ‘there will be 
blood.’ He told it to Mr. Osborn regarding a sales deal he was working 
on. He was afraid of it ending up in the hands of another sales person.” 
“Had he made threats of this nature before?” “Yes. He had made the same 
threat on several occasions. Rollins Industries has a zero tolerance policy 
for workplace threats, and he had been warned several times before, so he 
was terminated.” “Did Mr. Reed make any direct threats to Mr. Osborn?” 
Amelia got a thoughtful look on her face. “No…not directly that I recall. 
They were just general threats.” Hoskins finished typing some information 
into his tablet and then handed it to Amelia to sign. “Please sign on the 
bottom line acknowledging that you are filing this missing persons report. 
I will need any information that you have on Mr. Reed.” Amelia did as he 
asked then pulled up Gaston’s employee file and gave the information to 
him. “What happens now?” she asked. He said that he would turn it over 
to a detective who handles missing persons cases and someone would be 
in touch. He got up and Amelia escorted him to the main lobby, and he 
left the building. She watched the police cruiser pull out of the lot and 
whispered, “I hope they move fast. I have a bad feeling.”
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Steve Hoffman made his way into the office a little after nine a.m. 
He stopped by John’s office to see if he had anything new on the recent 
victims found in the mountains east of Los Angeles. “Good morning, John. 
Have you heard back from Jade on the Devil’s Chair victims?” John was 
reading something on his tablet intently when he had walked in asking the 
question. John never looked up while answering. “Yes. I spoke to Jade 
this morning, and she told me that the victim died the same as the other 
four we found out there due to exposure. She said there is no sign of foul 
play.” Steve walked in and sat down. “Some strange suicide plot, you 
think? I used to hike the trails out there at the Devil’s Chair and the Devil’s 
Punchbowl years ago with Molly. It’s pretty rugged terrain. I can’t for the 
life of me figure out what anyone would be doing out there, nude, in the 
middle of winter.” John put the tablet down and looked at Steve and asked, 
“You used to hike out there?” Steve nodded. “Oh, yea. Many, many years 
ago. Molly and I used to be real outdoor people when we were young.” 

John smiled. “It’s hard to believe that you and Molly would be out in 
the middle of the desert and mountains. You don’t seem like the type.” 
Steve laughed. “Yea, well, we were hippies. We did most of that hiking 
with school friends and others I worked with here at the Bureau.” “Well, 
I was looking into the topography of the terrain out there, and it maxes 
out at about fifty-five hundred feet. So you would have had to have been 
in good shape to go from sea level to altitude to hike up there.” Steve 
nodded and said, “We smoked a lot of pot in those days, so that didn’t 
hurt.” There was a laugh from John, and Steve moved to get up out of 
his chair but fell back down. There was an awkward moment of silence, 
and John instantly stood up and moved to help him.  Steve waved him 
off. “I have to keep doing this stuff by myself as long as possible, John.” 

Steve pushed himself up with his arms and got to his feet. He 
had a slight shuffle in his walk as he went to leave John’s office. “It’s 
progressing faster, isn’t it?” John asked. Steve nodded his head and said, 
“ALS is a bitch, John. Sara has me on the experimental treatment at 
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UCLA, but I don’t think its helping.” Steve kept moving to leave John’s 
office when he stopped in the doorway and turned around. “When you 
have some time, I would like to talk to you about this situation.” John 
looked on and asked, “What would you like to discuss?” “Another time. 
I’m not ready yet.” Steve walked out into the bullpen and on to his office. 

Jim O’Brian was finishing up some last minute reports in his office 
when his cell phone rang. “What?” “Is that any fuckin’ way to answer 
the goddamn phone, asshole? Christ, man. Was you born in a goddamn 
barn?” Jim was stymied for only a moment and said, “The last time I 
heard your fake southern accent I was picking pieces of your ass out of 
my shoe.” “Yea…well, spitting in my eyes during a fight is what you 
Irish fucks do when you can’t win fair.” Jim laughed and asked, “To 
what do I owe this most unwelcome phone call from you, Detective 
Joe Masters?” “I got a body, and it’s off a missing persons report, and 
just my fuckin’ luck, it’s in your county’s jurisdiction.” “Boo fuckin’ 
hoo…what do you have?” “A butchered sales guy reported missing by 
his girlfriend a couple of days ago.” “Someone hacked him up?” “NO, 
you ignorant mackerel snapper, they literally butchered him.” “Are you 
on scene?” “No…I’m calling from the fuckin’ Playboy mansion; Heff 
and I got bored with all the girls, so we’re hanging out by the pool. YES 
I’M ON SCENE, IDIOT!” Jim started laughing and said, “Give me a 
location, dumb ass, and I will send out one of my CSI units.” “Nope…
you need to come out here and see this for yourself.” Jim scowled. 
“What the fuck for? It’s not my first dead body.” There was a pause, and 
he heard a click, then his phone buzzed. Jim took it away from his ear 
and opened the .jpg photo. He looked at it and said, “Holy fuckin’ shit…
bagged, tagged, racked and stacked. Are you in a fuckin’ meat locker?” 
“Yea…and given that it’s colder than shit in here, why don’t you get in 
one of your plush cruisers and get the fuck up here?” Jim got the address 
and called down for his CSI team to meet him in the parking lot.
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Chapter Two
“You think he’ll die before  

we can question him?”

J
im and his team arrived at 29831 Valyermo Rd. in Valyermo, CA at 
just after one p.m. He had noticed the population sign as they drove 
into the small Mojave Desert town, and when he saw Masters standing 

outside of the small building smoking a cigarette, he parked and jumped 
out saying, “Population four hundred and fifty fuckin’ people. You just 
drug me and my team into the middle of the goddamn desert for a crime 
scene. Oh, Joe. It better be some kind of major fuckin’ deal.” Joe took 
a hit off his cigarette as Jim pulled one out of his top left pocket and lit 
up. “So how’s Barb doing?” “Mean as a pit viper. How about Vicki?” 
“The same,” Joe said with a little levity in his voice. Jim took a few hits 
off the smoke then threw it on the ground and said, “Well…let’s see this 
fuckin’ scene that I had to drive three hours to get to.”

Joe walked off and through the doors of Maxwell’s Meat Company 
and into cold storage. There were several employees going about their 
business cleaning up butchering equipment, and Jim asked if they 
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were closed down. Joe nodded and said, “Until we can figure out if 
the guy was killed here or somewhere else, then yea, they’re closed. 
The owner is really fuckin’ happy with this situation. He’s losing a lot 
of time and business.” Joe pulled open the walk-in freezer, and they 
stepped in. Jim said, “Well, you don’t need to look too far to know 
who the guy is.” There, in the back of the freezer, were the butchered 
remains of a man. His skull was on top of the meat that had been 
cleaned off his bones, which were neatly stacked next to the remains. 
The meat from his face had been removed as well as his brain and 
eyes. The skullcap had been left half off, and written on white butcher 
paper in bold black letters was the victim’s name, ‘Adam Osborn.’ 

Jim put on a pair of crime scene gloves and asked Joe, “Where are 
his innards?” “Good question. His meat as well as his intestines are here, 
but the lungs, heart, kidneys, liver, pancreas, spleen, and brain ain’t.” Jim 
looked around a little more and said, “We need to call in the LA coroner’s 
office.” Joe stepped out of the locker, and Jim followed, yelling to the 
workers, “Please stop cleaning. This is a crime scene, and we need to 
analyze your units to see if this victim was killed here.” He followed Joe 
to a back office of the building and asked, “Who found the body?” There 
were three men sitting in the small office, and Joe pointed to an old man 
sitting behind a wooden desk and said, “Sheriff Jim O’Brian, this is Peter 
Maxwell. He’s the owner of this business, and he found the body.” 

Mr. Maxwell looked to be ninety. Jim whispered to Joe, “You think 
he’ll die before we can question him?” Joe stayed straight-faced. Jim 
walked in and sat down in front of the desk. Maxwell looked at him 
with his piercing blue eyes and said in a raspy voice, “I found the body 
about six a.m. I always open the locker in the morning. I’ve been doin’ 
that for, oh shit, eighty years. I opened the locker, and there he was.” 
Jim asked, “Do you know the man?” He shook his head. “Do you 
have any idea who might have done this to him?” “Nope…it wasn’t 
done in my locker, I can tell you that.” Jim asked, “How can you be so 
sure?” The old man laughed and said, “That boy was hand butchered. 
Someone took a lot of time cutting him up. I figure whoever killed him 
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split him into sides and then took him and butchered him.” “Split him 
into sides?” Joe asked. The old man laughed and coughed. “Yea…most 
likely split him up the middle with a band saw, stopped short of his 
head, then cut it off and hung him to bleed out. Yep, whoever killed that 
boy in there knew what the fuck he was doing.” Jim sat back and said, 
“My team and I are going to need to interview all of your employees.” 
“I figured as much. They are all here. The two in here with me are 
master butchers, and the three Mexicans cleaning the equipment don’t 
speak much English, and that’s the extent of my employees.” 

The two other men looked on and both looked to be in their 
sixties or early seventies. They both introduced themselves, and 
Jim sat with all three men while his team leader, who spoke fluent 
Spanish, interviewed the other employees. It was half past three p.m. 
and starting to get dark when he finished his interviews. Jim asked 
Maxwell if the lock on the freezer was intact when he opened that 
morning. “Nope…it had been cut with a bolt cutter or something. I 
didn’t notice that at first, but when I lifted the lock to put in the key, 
it fell to the floor.” Jim asked, “What type of industry do you have 
out here?” “Well, when you walk out the goddamn door look around, 
man. This here is a farming community.” Jim looked at Joe and said, 
“This is your kind of town, isn’t it?” Joe nodded, and Jim asked, 
“What the hell do you farm out here?” “Everything. For the most part, 
livestock, cattle, hogs, chickens, and the like. We are a self-sustained 
community. There are a few giant coop ranches spread out over a lot 
of the acreage, but for the most part this is a multi-generational town 
of farmers and ranchers. We’re a hardy folk.” Jim got up and stretched 
his legs, as did Joe when they suddenly heard Jade Morgan’s voice. 

“Where in God’s name am I? I expect to hear banjoes and guitars 
any second.” Jim and Joe started laughing, and Joe asked, “Who’s 
that?” Jim smiled and said, “Jade Morgan. The Los Angeles County 
Deputy Coroner. You’ll like her. She’s pretty and sassy…hot stuff, 
brother.” Jade saw Jim walking out of one of the back offices and said, 
“Thank fuckin’ God…a familiar face. What the hell, Jim?” He pointed 
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to the meat locker’s walk-in freezer and said, “See for yourself. My 
people are done. We’re out of here.” Jade got a dejected look on her 
face. “Jesus. I’m not going to get home until midnight or later.” Jim 
laughed, and Joe said, “Boo hoo! You got a date or something?” Jade 
snapped, “Who the fuck is Mr. Funny Man?” “Jade Morgan, this is 
Detective Joe Masters of the Irvine Police Department.” “You’re a 
long way from home. What the hell are you doing out here?” “The guy 
in the freezer is a missing person from Irvine. It was my jurisdiction 
until it crossed county lines.” Joe got a big smile on his face and said, 
“But now it’s the mackerel snapper’s problem. Ain’t that right, Jim?” 

Jim turned and socked Joe in the arm and said, “Go fuck yourself, 
you fuckin dago. Get the fuck off my crime scene, asshole.” Joe turned 
to leave, and Jim yelled out to him, “Did you call the USDA? This guy 
can’t do anything with his business until you get them to come out 
and clear him.” “Nope…it’s your fuckin job, ginger man. I’m going to 
notify the next of kin, and I’m out of this one, pal.” He never turned to 
look back at Jim as he walked to his car. “Oh, fuck you, Joe…payback 
is a bitch, asshole, and I will pay you back!” Joe drove off headed back 
toward civilization, leaving Jade and Jim standing in silence until she 
spoke up, “I will call the USDA and get them out here. This is one 
fucked up scene. Based on a look at the equipment, I don’t think the 
victim was killed here. I will have my team rush DNA testing, but I 
think this guy was killed somewhere else and left here.” Jim took a 
cigarette out of his top pocket and lit it, snapping his Zippo shut. “Yea, 
I think you’re right. The question is why did the killer kill this guy, and 
why the fuck did he take him hundreds of miles from his home?” Jade 
shrugged her shoulders as she walked back into the locker and said, 
“That’s your job to figure out, Jim. That’s your job.” Jim was getting 
ready to get in his cruiser when he called out to Jade. “Yea. That’s my 
fuckin’ job. Yours is to tell me how the fuck that dude died. I bet you 
that’s going to be one huge mother fuckin’ puzzle.” He drove off to 
Highway 2 headed back to Los Angeles with a cigarette hanging out 
of his mouth and a million questions on his mind.
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Gaston Reed was sitting in the interrogation room of the Irvine PD 
after being picked up at Joe’s request. It was nearly nine p.m., and he 
looked around, wondering why he was at police headquarters. Joe had 
just gotten back to the station and was told that Reed was in room two, 
so he grabbed a cup of coffee, walked in, and sat down. He didn’t say a 
word. He had a gray crime scene file in his hands as well as a manila file 
folder. He threw the manila one onto the interrogation table, and Reed 
saw his name on the flap. “What’s going on here, who are you, and 
what am I doing here?” Gaston demanded in a pissed off voice. “Where 
do you work, Mr. Reed?” Joe asked flatly while sipping the coffee and 
reading the gray file. “I’m between jobs at the moment. Why?” “Where 
was your last place of employment?” “Rollins Industries. Why?” “What 
did you do there?” “I was a salesman.” “What did you sell?” Reed 
hesitated a bit too long, and Masters saw it but didn’t comment on it. 
“Um…Rollins is a huge company. I was a salesman in the commodities 
portfolio, not in investment grade commodities. I sold bulk meats 
and other foods to consumer businesses. Why? Did I do something 
wrong?” Joe took a deep breath and asked, “Why don’t you work there 
anymore?” “A misunderstanding!” “Can you be more specific on just 
what the misunderstanding was?” Gaston looked on and said, “I lost 
my cool and made some threatening statements that got me fired…you 
satisfied?” Gaston was arrogant, and Masters didn’t like it. 

“Can you tell me your whereabouts since your departure from your 
previous employer?” “What? You want a timeline of my activities 
since I was fired?” “Sure…that would be good. A verifiable timeline 
with witnesses I can interview.” Gaston was now clearly agitated and 
pissed off. “What’s the fuckin’ problem? Why do you need to know 
my whereabouts since I was fired two days ago?” Joe threw the gray 
folder he was holding onto the table in front of Gaston and asked, 
“Did you know Adam Osborn?” “Well…yea…he was my boss until 
the prick got me fired.” “Open the folder I just put in front of you.” 
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Gaston grabbed it and pulled it open. There were multiple photographs 
of the crime scene, and he saw the sign in front of Adam’s butchered 
remains. He got a sick look on his face, laid down the folder, and threw 
up on the floor. “Interesting reaction!” Joe said as Gaston was still 
throwing up. He lifted his head, and his eyes were filled with tears. 
“Is this Adam?” he asked. Joe nodded. “Oh my God, oh my God…
what happened?” “I was hoping you could tell me.” Gaston had tears 
running down his face and asked, “You can’t possibly think that I had 
anything to do with this?” “Well…the thought has crossed my mind.” 

Joe took the folder and pulled the missing persons report. He 
opened it and read it out loud to Gaston, “‘There will be blood.’ Did 
you say that when you were fired from Rollins?” He nodded, holding 
his head in his hands. “I was just pissed, and my God, I have never 
ever been a violent person.” Joe laughed. “Are you sure about that?” 
Gaston looked on as Joe read the file. “You have quite a colorful rap 
sheet, Mr. Reed. Assault with a deadly weapon, domestic battery, 
assault on a police officer, resisting arrest, drug possession, making 
terrorist threats. Should I go on, or are you getting my point?” “I have 
never hurt anyone who didn’t have it coming to them.” Joe sat back 
in his chair and said, “Really…so did Mr. Osborn have this coming?” 
“I had nothing to do with this. I can give you a detailed and verifiable 
itinerary of my movements from the moment I was escorted off the 
property up to the time that your men picked me up and brought me 
in here this evening.” Joe handed him a legal pad and said, “Well 
then…write it down, and I will check it out.” Gaston didn’t hesitate. 
He began writing immediately, and in five minutes, he handed Masters 
a complete timeline with people, places, and things he had done. 

“Can I go now?” Masters looked at the pad and said, “Of course. 
Please don’t leave the area. I’m certain I’m going to want to talk to you 
again.” Gaston stood up and said in a smug and arrogant tone, “I highly 
doubt it. It’s airtight, detective. If you decide that you’re going to harass 
me,” he paused and reached into his pocket and took out a business 
card and handed it to Joe, “you can call my lawyer. I don’t expect that 
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I will see your face again...we clear?” Joe didn’t say anything. He just 
waved the card in the air as he called out to the officer on the door to 
allow Gaston to leave. He walked out of the room, and Joe looked at the 
business card. “Forest Winston. What a fuckin’ surprise. Mr. Reed has 
been in lots of trouble in the past, and he has a great defense attorney.” 
He called out to one of his other detectives who came at his call. He 
handed him the sheet of paper and said, “Check everything on this list. 
This guy is an arrogant son of a bitch. Now, I’m not saying that he is 
the one who killed the victim. I’m pretty sure that his alibi is going to 
be ironclad and airtight. But I do believe that he knows who killed Mr. 
Osborn here, so let’s put him under surveillance.”

Gaston walked out of the police station and called a cab. When he 
got home, he made one phone call. “I just spent the past several hours 
with the Irvine Police and a detective named Joe Masters. You ever 
heard of him?” The voice on the other end of the line said yes. “Have 
you ever crossed paths with him?” The deep male voice said, “No…
I’ve read of cases he has investigated over the years, and he is relentless 
once he gets a whiff of someone who he thinks has done wrong. Relax, 
Gaston. You have nothing to fear. You are a hundred percent clean in 
this situation. I would stay off landlines and your cell phone, however, 
because I guarantee that you are now under surveillance. Don’t call me 
again and get rid of that phone. Get a new disposable one. If I hear from 
you again, I will do to you what I did to Osborn. Remember, Osborn is 
dead because you asked me to kill him. You got your revenge, and I got 
some sweetbreads to enjoy.” The line went dead. 
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Chapter Three
“There is no time for that vacation that  

I wanted to take Gail on, is there?”

I
t was half past twelve a.m. when the white cargo van for Joling Farms 
pulled off of Big Rock Creek Road near Devil’s Chair in the Angeles 
National Forest headed for the open pastures of the third largest corporate 

producer and seller of high-end meats and dairy products in the United 
States. The farm had been in Cliff Joling’s family for five generations, 
and his biggest local and national competitor was S&Z Farms, which 
operated in the same small town as he did in Valyermo. Unlike Cliff, who 
had worked his way up as a farmer, Henry Schmitz and Seal Zamusky 
of S&Z had inherited the far eastern Los Angeles county farm from their 
families after the death of its founders. S&Z Farms was a household 
name for those who could afford the select cuts of meat and farm fresh 
milk and cheeses provided by the company. Joling’s family had worked 
hard to compete with them, but S&Z could cut wholesale bulk deals to 
retailers in many areas of the business where Cliff just couldn’t compete, 
but the tide had started to change to Joling’s advantage. 
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S&Z meats and dairy products were, for nearly four decades, fit 
for a king, and only a king could afford them. When Henry and Seal 
took over in the late eighties, they were able to streamline operations 
and buy up more and more land, allowing the company, for the first 
time in its history, to sell to the general public at a competitive rate. 
Now, the company and its tier priced products were reaching a larger 
and larger segment of America and the world. 

That new movement by S&Z had cut deeply into Joling Farms 
and its business model, which was to sell its organic products in niche 
markets and to local and national consumers. Cliff had tried to take 
away every advantage that his greatest competitor had; he even went 
to private investigators and sent in spies to work for the operation. 
Joling learned a lot from the inside look, which allowed him to 
become a greater competitor to S&Z in both farming and livestock 
streaming as well as marketing. The reason for this was largely due 
to the advent of the World Wide Web.  As a result of the Internet, 
the world had become a smaller place, and this, along with other 
technology, allowed S&Z and Joling to compete more equally in the 
specialized market of organic food sales. They were able to crush 
other companies who, up until twenty years earlier, had the corner on 
the fresh meat markets. Schmitz, Zamusky, and Joling had taken their 
companies to the world, and the world was grateful. 

The van pulled around to one of several large outbuildings used 
for feeding and raising livestock. The driver pulled up to the security 
gate in front of the barn, handed the guard his bill of lading, and was 
waved in. He backed the van up to the delivery doors and sat inside 
as his cargo was unloaded. Inside the van, behind the driver, was a 
solid steel partition that was three inches thick. The vans had been 
modified for the farm, as were all of the trucks that delivered and 
shipped their products. The driver looked on as two guards stood in 
the watchtower in front of him while the cargo was unloaded. 

Jeremy Fink had been driving for Joling Farms for over fifteen 
years. He knew the drill. Pull in and sit. Never exit your vehicle 
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or make any movements until the cargo had been unloaded and the 
bed of the van cleaned and prepared for the next delivery. Joling 
was crazy about cleanliness and making sure that their equipment 
was sanitary. The rules were the same at their outlets. Jeremy waited 
for the all clear, and once he got it, he headed back to Valyermo to 
make his final pickup of the night and to drop it off at another one of 
Joling’s ranches outside of Valyermo. 

It was just past midnight, and Steve and Gail had settled in for the 
evening. He was having some severe cramping, and Gail called Sara. 
When Sara answered, Gail immediately apologized for the late call 
and said, “I hope I didn’t wake you.” “No…no. I’m waiting for John 
to get home. He’s been working late. What’s up?” “It’s Steve. He’s in 
a lot of pain; his legs are in spasm, and I can’t do anything to help him. 
Do you have anything, or can you give me a prescription that I can fill 
that can stop this?” “I’ll be right down to the house to see what I can 
do.”  Sara was writing John a note when he came walking through the 
door at a quarter past twelve. She explained the situation and said she 
was going to go down and give Steve a low dose of morphine. “Hang 
on, Sara. Let me drop my bags in the lair, and I will join you.”  John 
walked into the conference room and left two duffle bags on the table 
and then ran the length of the house back to Sara. 

When they got to Steve’s, Gail was in tears, and John held her 
while Sara gave Steve the injection. It took only a few seconds, and 
his pain was relieved. Steve was a little drowsy, but he looked at 
Sara and said, “Thank you, Sara. I’m sorry to be a bother.” “Don’t 
be ridiculous. You’re my patient, and I’m going to do everything in 
my power to keep you as pain free and active as long as possible.” 
Steve smiled a weak smile and asked, “How much time before it takes 
my legs?” Sara looked down at his now quiet face and said, “I don’t 
know, Steve. I just don’t know. It seems like things are moving a little 
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faster than expected. I think that you should stop the experimental 
treatment. It might be exacerbating your symptoms, and I just don’t 
see it being beneficial. I actually think that you might get a bounce 
off of stopping the treatment, and the progression might slow or 
stop.” “Permanently?” Steve asked, now weak and overtaken by the 
morphine. “No…it might add some months of asymptomatic time, 
but this disease is insidious, Steve. You might make it two more 
years, and that’s if you revoke your DNR and advanced directive and 
allow for a ventilator.” “And if I don’t?” Gail and John were sitting in 
a chair together next to the bed that Steve was lying on, and Sara was 
sitting next to him. “That’s hard to say, Steve.” He could see it in her 
eyes and said, “There is no time for that vacation that I wanted to take 
Gail on, is there?” She shook her head slowly, and as Steve fell asleep 
he said, “I have one more case in me. I know I have one more case.” 

When he was asleep, the three went into the living room, and 
Gail was crying as was Sara. John looked on and asked, “I know this 
is going to sound insensitive, but have you and Steve made all of the 
final plans?” She nodded through her tears. “I don’t agree with all of 
them,” she said then asked Sara if taking Steve off the experimental 
treatment would really help him. Sara nodded and said, “Yea…in 
all cases of progressing ALS, every single patient who came off the 
treatment as they progressed got a bounce.” “How long does it last?” 
Gail asked. “The longest recorded one that I’m aware of was a year.” 
“And the shortest?” “A few weeks. Steve will get a boost from this, 
Gail, that’s a fact. But you have to face the reality that he’s going to 
die…and soon.” “I’m aware of that. Steve and I have talked all of 
that stuff over. He has made plenty of provisions for me as he always 
tells me financially I will be just fine.” John spoke softly and said, 
“But you won’t be fine.” She shook her head violently and began to 
weep against Sara’s shoulder.
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It was a quarter to one when John and Sara made it back to the 
main house. They got to the bedroom, and John undressed and jumped 
into the pool. Sara followed, and the two swam for a half an hour then 
jumped into the Jacuzzi. Sara asked, “Are you going to be alright, 
John?” He shrugged and said, “It’s coming for all of us.” Sara got a 
strange look on her face and asked, “What’s coming for all of us?” 
John put his head back on one of the soft cushions in the Jacuzzi and 
said, “Death, Sara, death. We have no control over it. It will come 
when it comes.” She sat up in the water and asked, “Are you going 
to be okay?” John had a look on his face she had never seen before. 
It was one of serenity. He looked over at her and said, “I have to be, 
don’t I? I can’t change what’s happening to Steve. Life will still go on; 
the sun will rise and set long after he has left this world. Someday it 
will be my turn, and when it is, it is. Will I miss Steve? Yes.”

Sara was quiet for a few seconds and then blurted out, “Will you 
let him in on your secret? Will you tell him that you are the Iron 
Eagle?” John let out a little laugh. “Of course, I will. I have a feeling 
that Steve is going to live long enough to see the Iron Eagle in action.” 
Sara sat staring at John for several minutes before she responded. “As 
a victim or as an eyewitness?” John laughed again. “Witness, silly. I 
wish Steve no harm. He tried to ask me something today but stopped 
and said he would ask me later.” “What do you think he wants from 
you?” “I think that he wants me to watch out for Gail. I also think that 
he wants me, when the time comes, to kill him.” Sara sat back in the 
hot water staring up at the stars. “I will do that when the time comes, 
John. It’s not something that you need to worry yourself with.” “I 
know. I just think that Steve is not sure you will follow through with 
it. He doesn’t know you the way I know you. I think he wants to feel 
that a man has his back, no disrespect meant.” “None taken. He is an 
old timer, and his thinking is not as progressive as ours.”  

Sara was quiet for a moment then asked, “On the subject of the 
Eagle, is there someone on his radar?” John sat with a thoughtful 
look on his face and didn’t respond immediately, which Sara took 
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as not open for discussion. He sat in the warm water and said after 
a few moments of silence, “I don’t know if it is a who or an entire 
entity. Something is wrong out in Devil’s Chair. People are dying, and 
it’s the strangest thing I have ever seen. Full grown adults, male and 
female, are being found nude on or near hiking trails in the Devil’s 
Punchbowl.” “It could be a suicide cult; believe it or not, death from 
exposure is not a bad way to die. Next to kidney failure, it’s probably 
one of the more peaceful ways,” Sara said as the conversation went 
on. John shook his head. “No…it’s not that. We’ve checked all groups 
in the area, and there are none that have that type of M.O. It’s a strange 
anomaly that I can’t figure out.” Sara smiled and laid her head on 
John’s chest as they sat in the hot tub and said, “If there is any person 
on this planet who can figure out what is going on out there, it is John 
Swenson.” He smiled and kissed the top her head. She said, “Bed?” 
He nodded, and the two went in and laid down. It was just before two 
when John last looked at the clock before slipping off to sleep.

Jim had a message to call Detective Joe Masters when he got 
to his office. It was half past six a.m. when he called Masters’ cell 
phone, and a groggy voice answered. “Masters.” “Hey, dago, it’s 
after six a.m. I hope I didn’t wake you.” “What they fuck do you 
want, you goddamn ginger freak?” “I’m returning your call. What 
the fuck do you want, you asshole?” Joe sat up in bed; it was still 
dark outside. “I thought you were the guy that showed up at the office 
at like noon,” Joe said in a groggy voice. “Yea, that was when I was 
single and spent most of the night drunk. I’m married now, and, less 
I remind you, I’m the Sheriff of the City and County of Los Angeles. 
It’s a bitch, but I have to be up early…only for another year and a 
half, give or take a few months.” “WHAT DO YOU WANT?” Joe 
yelled into the phone. “I DON’T FUCKIN’ KNOW. YOU CALLED 
ME, ASSHOLE,” Jim yelled back. 
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The grating sound of Jim’s voice woke Masters up, and he got out 
of bed, took a cigarette off the nightstand, and lit it, walking to the 
window of his apartment.  Jim heard the click of the lighter and said, 
“You really should give those things up. I’m told they’ll kill you!” 
There was a quiet “fuck you” then Joe said, “I called you because 
I interviewed a person of interest in the Osborn killing last night.” 
“So!” “So…hey, asshole, you’re the fuckin’ Sheriff of LA County, 
remember? You have the lead in this investigation. I’m giving you 
a courtesy call to let you know that there might be a suspect.” Jim 
laughed and said, “We’ve been cops the same amount of time that 
we’ve hated each other. Is the guy guilty or not?” There was a pause 
and then a deep breath on Joe’s end of the line. Jim could tell he was 
taking a hit off his smoke. Jim walked over to the window in his office 
and pulled out a smoke, lit it, and Joe commented when he heard the 
snap of Jim’s Zippo, “I thought you said these things were going to 
kill me?” “Yea…they probably will.” “You’re doing the same fuckin’ 
thing. What makes you immune?” Jim laughed, taking a deep hit of 
the cigarette. “I have doctors and others in law enforcement as well 
as Barb who are looking out for me.” “So, how the fuck does that 
make a difference if you’re not going to quit?” There was a moment 
of silence, and Jim said, “Good point…so what about this suspect? 
You got a tail on him?” “Yea…I had him in last night, and he has an 
airtight alibi. You could submerge the thing in water, and it wouldn’t 
leak.” “So, if he’s that fuckin’ clean, why are you wasting your time?” 
“I don’t think he’s clean. He’s got a violent rap sheet and just seems 
like the kind who has others do his dirty work.” 

“Okay…but what does that have to do with me?” “I think you need 
to pass this off to the feds.” Jim started laughing. “Yea,” he coughed, 
“I’m going to get the feds interested in a dude who went missing and 
showed up dead in non-federal jurisdiction. I can pull a lot of strings, 
but the reality is that this ain’t anywhere on the fed’s radar.” Joe was 
quiet for a few seconds then said, “Word through the grapevine is you 
have an in with the Iron Eagle.” Jim was quiet for a few seconds and 
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then said, “Is that what they say? Sorry. I’m hunting the son of a bitch 
just like the rest of law enforcement; if I knew who he was, I would 
be the first to give him up.” There was coughing and laughter on the 
other end of the line. Joe stopped and said, “Oh, give me a break with 
that holier than thou bullshit. I know goddamn well that if you knew 
or know the Eagle, you would be feeding him information left and 
right. Never bullshit a guy who has known you your whole fuckin’ 
career.” “There is nothing here for the feds, the Eagle, or anyone else 
for that matter. I don’t know what you want me to do.” 

“Your fuckin’ job, Jim. I want you to do your goddamn job. I’m 
emailing you the file on this guy. It was his former boss we found mutilated 
in that meat locker yesterday, and I think the guy is dirty.” Jim took a 
deep breath of smoke and released it out the window. “Fine. Send it over. 
I will look at it. You still have jurisdiction on this in Orange County. Just 
remember that…unless you want to release it to your old pal, the Orange 
County Sheriff.” Silence met that comment. “No…I’m working the case. 
Just take a look at the file and call me…LATER, MUCH LATER…AND 
TELL ME WHAT YOU THINK!” The line went dead, and Jim started 
laughing as he stubbed out the smoke. His PDA buzzed with an email 
from Joe, and he forwarded it to John and Steve with a note to call him.

The soft earthy smell of truffle oil and butter filled the air of 
Oliver Golden’s kitchen as he prepared breakfast. He filleted the 
bright red meat, and his guests stood in the kitchen waiting for the 
master chef’s next great creation. Oliver owned and operated several 
high-end restaurants in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, and was 
hired by Milton Enterprises to consult in their fine foods business. 
Milton had been trying, without success, to gain favor with Rollins 
Industries in the hopes of putting a food conglomerate together to 
rival any in the United States or the world. They had hoped that 
bringing in Master Chef Golden would be the winning ticket. 
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The chef lightly floured the meat and began to sauté it. The smell 
was both fragrant and off-putting. “What are you preparing this 
morning, Chef?” “Ah, this morning you will feast on lamb kidney 
sautéed in truffle oil and garlic with eggs prepared to your liking, 
gentlemen.” Henry Schmitz was seated alongside his partner, Seal 
Zamusky, who said, “That odor coming from the pan almost has a 
urine smell to it.” “Ah…your nose does not deceive you, Mr. Zamusky. 
I do not flush the kidney as so many chefs do. I want the natural juices 
of the organ to enhance the flavor of the meal. Yes, it is a little off on 
the nose at first, but once it is on the palate, your mouth will come 
alive with the flavors.” The cry of the frying pan was the only sound 
in the kitchen as the chef flipped the meat and added more spice 
until the aroma became pleasant. Schmitz said, “We are desperately 
trying to negotiate an agreement between our companies and farms 
with Rollins Industries, arguably the largest sales and distribution 
company of fine foods the world over.” “It will happen, I promise 
you this,” the chef said, taking their egg orders and then serving their 
meal. The first forkful stole the morning, and the rest of the meal was 
spent discussing how they could take their new organic foods to the 
world, and how the chef was going to help orchestrate that.
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Chapter Four
“Crash the meeting, dumb ass.”

J
ohn’s email buzzed on his PDA at just after seven. He looked at it while 
eating breakfast with Sara and saw it was from Jim. There was only 
an attachment and a note to call him. Sara was putting dishes in the 

dishwasher when John turned to her and asked, “Sara, why are you doing 
what the staff is supposed to do?” She had her back to him as she put the 
last of the dishes in the washer. “It’s nothing. And if you remember, I used 
to take care of myself.” “Well, we pay a staff to run this massive house. 
You should let them do the work.” Sara poured a cup of coffee and asked, 
“Why the hell did we have to build such a big house?” John shrugged. 
He had his finger on his PDA and was reading something. Sara spoke 
softly and said, “I’m taking Steve off the experimental protocol today.” 
John nodded. “You will need to watch him if he is going to work. While he 
is going to get the bounce, he may look like he is doing great, but in reality 
he’s going to crash, and when he does, it’s going to be bad.” John put down 
the PDA and said, “I will do the best I can to look out for him, but Steve 
is Steve, and the last thing he wants is someone tailing him around and 
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doting on him.” Sara nodded and told him she was going to take a shower. 
John sat on one of the barstools in the kitchen reading over Gaston Reed’s 
interrogation and looking at his rap sheet. He called Jim in his office.

 “O’Brian.” “What’s this file you sent over to me?” “It’s a guy that 
a detective friend of mine sent over on a homicide I was at yesterday 
afternoon.” John looked out the kitchen window at the Pacific Ocean 
and asked, “What does this have to do with the Bureau or me for that 
matter?” Jim sighed. “This guy isn’t on anyone’s radar. My friend thinks 
he’s dirty, and he thinks he had something to do with the victim at that 
homicide scene.” “Okay…what does that have to do with me?” “I need 
another pair of eyes to look into this. It’s not your case, but after reading 
over the interrogation and the alibi, as well as this guy’s rap sheet, 
there’s something off.” John had already read the whole report and said, 
“His alibi is airtight. The guy has a rap sheet but no priors for any actual 
violence. Based on what I have read, he’s just an arrogant idiot. I mean 
the guy is in sales, Jim. That’s the way those guys operate.” “Yea, I 
suppose. If I send you over the crime scene report and photos, will you 
take a look at them?” “Yea.” “Thanks. I just have a feeling that this is a 
bad fuckin’ guy, and my friend seems to think so, too.” 

John had grabbed a Coke Zero out of the fridge and walked out 
onto the deck near the pool. “This ‘friend’ of yours, that’s Detective Joe 
Masters?” There was a moment of silence, and Jim said, “Yea.” “Well, 
if there is one thing I know, it is that you two aren’t friends. In fact, as 
I recall, there was a cross jurisdictional case a few years ago after the 
fires, and you two were going at it pretty good.” Jim laughed. “Joe and 
I have a hate, hate relationship, but we still extend professional courtesy 
and have known each other since we were kids.” John was nodding to 
himself as he put down the Coke. “Okay…hey, I’m not one to push the 
wrong button. Send me the file. Has the autopsy been done?” “Yea, if 
you can call it that. The report is in the file. If you want to know what 
we found, go talk to Jade. She’s still living at your place, right? She was 
out on the scene really, really late moving the body.” “Okay. I will talk 
to her before I leave for the office.” Jim thanked John and hung up. 
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John told Sara he had to go down to Jade’s house to speak to 
her. He walked the paths between the guesthouses and servants’ 
quarters until he got to Jade’s front door. He knocked, and there was 
a moment’s pause, and he heard her call out that she was coming. 
The door opened, and Jade was standing makeup-free in an open 
robe. “Amazing!” John said. “What’s amazing?” She walked back 
into the house and waved for him to follow. “Did you just roll out 
of bed?” She nodded, pouring herself a cup of coffee. “So, what’s 
so amazing?” John sat down on one of the barstools in the kitchen 
and said, “That you always look so beautiful. You don’t have to do 
a thing. It’s crazy.” “Agent Swenson, are you flirting with me?” He 
laughed and asked, “What time did you get home last night?” “You 
mean this morning? Jim drug my ass all the way out into the middle 
of the Mojave fuckin’ Desert on a homicide case yesterday. It was a 
pain in the ass. I had to hang out while the USDA tested the facility 
where the body was found and clear them to reopen today.” 

“Jim called me about the case. I haven’t seen the file yet. Where 
was the body found?” She took another sip of her coffee and sat down 
on one of the barstools, her robe open and her nude frame exposed. 
“Um…I’m not sure how to even pronounce the name of the town. 
Valyrmo?” John said, “You mean Valyermo?” “I guess. Anyway, the 
Irvine Police Department called Jim in on a homicide out there, and 
since it is in LA County, I got to drive with my team and spend about 
twelve hours between being on scene and the to and from drive time.” 
“What did you find?” “Well…I’m a coroner, John, so I was called in 
on a dead body. Only this body had been butchered. It was found in a 
meat locker in the small town, and Irvine PD and Jim were on scene 
when I got there.” John took a sip of his Coke and said, “There is 
nothing out there but some scattered farms and hiking trails.” “Don’t 
forget a dead body,” Jade laughed, taking another sip of her coffee. 

There was a knock on the door, and Jade called out, “It’s open!” 
John heard the door open and close, and Sara came into the kitchen. 
Her hair was wet from the shower, and she was in a robe looking for 
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John. “Honey, Gail just called me and said that Steve had taken off 
for the office. I thought I should let you know.” He nodded, and Jade 
asked Sara if she wanted a cup of coffee. She nodded, Jade poured 
her one, and Sara asked, “What’s up?” Sara looked down at John’s 
underwear. “Going pantsless today? Nice package, Mr. Swenson.” 

“Why are you asking me about this scene?” Jade asked. “Jim called 
this morning and emailed me a file on a guy he thinks might have had 
something to do with the killing. He asked me to look at the case as 
a favor to him. Did you do an autopsy on the body?” “There was no 
body, John. It was a pile of well-butchered meat. Whoever killed the 
victim knew what the fuck he was doing. I would say he was a master 
butcher. I can’t even give a cause of death. The victim was male and cut 
to pieces; that’s about all I can say.” John looked on and asked, “What 
about the guts?” “Intestines were with the body; the rest of the internal 
organs were not. He was as clean as a whistle.” “The body was found in 
a meat locker?” “Yea. Masters Locker was the name of the place. It’s a 
small meat processing business and local butcher shop.” “Did you talk 
to anyone?” “I didn’t interview anyone. Jim and another detective did 
that. I did spend some time with the owner and his employees while the 
USDA was inspecting their equipment, and they were nice people.”

“Anything seem odd about them?” John asked. “No. Not at all. 
The owner is, like, ninety, and as sharp as a tack. The other two master 
butchers had to be in their sixties or seventies but, again, still sharp. I 
can tell you that the victim was not killed in their locker. I cleared their 
equipment as did the USDA; they are back in business this morning.” 
Sara was listening to the conversation and said, “You would think these 
types of conversations would bother me, but they don’t.” Jade laughed. 
“Well, this might. Whoever killed and butchered this guy, butchered 
him to eat!” Sara stood silent, and John looked on and asked, “Was the 
meat packaged?” “Yes…and labeled. I think the killer was going to 
consume the meat and hid it at the small locker in the hopes that no one 
would notice. Well, on second thought, probably not!” John looked at 
Jade and asked, “Why the change of heart?” “Well, the killer wrote the 
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victim’s name on some white butcher paper and held it down with the 
cleaned out skull.” John laughed. “Yea…I don’t think he was coming 
back for a snack. However, the fact that the killer didn’t leave the entire 
victim tells me that someone might be dining on those organs.” Jade 
nodded and said, “My report is already to Jim, and if he’s going to send 
you the report you can read over the whole file. Now, I’m going to take 
a quick swim and then shower and get to work.” 

Jade dropped the robe and walked across the living room, nude, 
and jumped into the pool. Sara looked on as John sat with a thoughtful 
look on his face. Sara smiled and said, “You really don’t pay attention 
when Barbara, Jade, Gail and I are nude, do you?” John shook off his 
deep thought and said, “Sure, I admire the female form. I’m not one 
to sit and stare or ogle; it’s not me. Plus, you’re my wife. The rest is 
like watching different types of nude modeling.” Sara dropped her 
robe and jumped in the pool, and the two women swam together. Jade 
asked Sara, “I thought you just took a shower?” “I did, but the pool 
looks so inviting I thought I would take a dip. I hope you don’t mind.” 
Jade laughed and said before diving under the water, “No problem 
with me. It’s your house. I’m just a guest…probably a permanent 
guest but a guest just the same.” 

Steve got into the office just before nine. He had the email from Jim 
on the recent finding in the desert and sat down to look over the file. 
He called Jim and asked if he would stop by the office to talk about the 
case. They worked it out for ten a.m. Steve was typing an email to John 
when Jim asked over the phone, “What’s up, Steve? I talked at length 
with John about this case earlier, and he didn’t really have any interest.” 
Steve sighed. “John, for all his great investigative work, doesn’t always 
pay as much attention as he thinks he does.” “What does that mean?” 
“Be here at ten, and I will explain, but I will say if you look at the 
whole area out where this body was found, you will see that it is in an 
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agricultural area. You will also notice that it is very close to Devil’s 
Chair and the Devil’s Punchbowl.” “You think there’s a connection?” “I 
think it’s worth exploring.” Jim told Steve okay and hung up the phone. 

When John arrived at the federal building, he was greeted by Jim, 
who was passing through security on his way to Steve’s office. “What’s 
up?” asked John as he bypassed security and walked through an open 
secured entrance. “I’m not sure. Steve called me and asked if I would 
come by and talk with him about the recent deaths and the murder up in 
Valyermo.” John met Jim on the other side of security and said, “Hmm. 
He didn’t invite me.” Jim shrugged and said, “So, do what I do when 
I’m uninvited.” John looked at him with a disengaged look. “Crash the 
meeting, dumb ass.” John smiled and followed Jim up to Steve’s office. 
When the two men walked in, Steve was on the phone. Steve looked 
revived; he was sitting up straight and conversing like the Steve both 
men had always known. He said, “I’m glad you’re both here. John, I’m 
sorry. I was going to invite you. I thought you would have already been 
here when I arrived this morning.” 

John nodded, and Jim asked, “So, why am I at feebee central to 
talk about a case that isn’t even all mine and is not yours?” “Look,” 
said Steve, “I have been looking over the autopsy reports on the 
victims that have been found out near Devil’s Chair and the state park 
at Devil’s Punchbowl. One of the troubling things about the deaths 
is there are no signs of foul play.” Jim nodded as John sat listening. 
Jim said, “Go on.” “Well, doesn’t it seem unusual to either of you 
that we would have a sudden rash of unexplained deaths all within a 
few miles radius of each other?” Jim laughed and asked, “Steve have 
you been down to the new South Central LA or the new and improved 
Compton? We have twenty deaths a day, half like this one…and most 
are gang related. I hate to break it to you, but the short period of a 
gang free LA is over. The fuckers are back and are even more violent, 
aggressive, and organized than ever before in LA history.” John 
nodded as did Steve, and John said, “That’s a problem unto itself, 
and sooner rather than later, that issue is going to rear its ugly head 
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and garner the Bureau’s attention.” Jim continued, “Then there are 
the longer term dead that are chalked up to being victims of the fires 
a few years ago. Jade is buried with bodies even now. She doesn’t 
even do full reports on the bodies that come in with no outward sign 
of trauma or wrongdoing. She signs a death certificate with a rubber 
stamp that says, ‘The great LA fire, complications related death,’” 
and sends them off for cremation. A few bodies found on a hiking trail 
in the Angeles National Forest are really not a high priority.” 

Steve slumped behind his desk. “Jesus Christ. What happened to you 
two? You used to be so damned passionate about crime fighting.” John 
said it before Jim could. “You have missed out on a lot of crime fighting 
out here, Steve. We are still passionate about our jobs, but with all of the 
deaths from the terrorist acts, fires, bombs, and other factors, it’s hard to 
draw a line in the sand and say this is a homicide.” Steve was getting angry 
and said, “Yet you two managed to catch the Hollywood Killer, who was 
terrorizing the city, just six months ago.” Jim piped up on that one. “Hey…
that was a clear case of homicide. We had mutilated bodies with varying 
causes of death. You can’t compare what is a clear case of murder to some 
random bodies found in the wilderness with no signs of foul play. Jade did 
the proper autopsies and reports in all of those cases, and everything came 
back showing that those men and woman died from exposure. I mean, I’m 
sorry, Steve. I know you’re sick and afraid of your fate. I also know you’re 
pissed, but I think you’re trying to create a mountain out of a mole hill.”  
Steve rose from his chair and walked over to his office window. “Irvine is 
working the lead on this Gaston guy?” Steve asked. “Yea,” Jim said. 

John looked on at Steve standing in the early morning sunlight 
and asked, “What’s on your mind, Steve? What makes you think that 
these scenes are related, and do you think they are related to the Osborn 
killing?”  Steve didn’t turn around as he responded. “Molly and I hiked 
out in that area a lot when we were young. I know most of those trails like 
the back of my hand. We did winter, spring, summer, and fall camping 
and back packing out there. Perhaps I’m oversensitive. I don’t think so, 
but I think that something is going on in Devil’s Chair and Punchbowl, 
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and that all of these cases are in one way or another connected. The full 
time population out there is in the low hundreds.” Jim interrupted Steve 
and said, “450 is the population of Valyermo. I saw it on the sign going 
into town the other day.” Steve turned around and asked, “And what was 
missing from that body, that crime scene?” Jim shrugged and said, “The 
innards of the victim. So what? There’s a twisted freak that killed a guy 
and gutted him. It’s not the first time we’ve seen that.” John spoke and 
said, “Steve, it’s not our crime scene. We only have one body that is foul 
play, and that’s in Jim and Irvine’s jurisdiction. It’s not our case, and even 
if Jim were to request formal assistance from the FBI, Washington would 
never approve it. We need a much higher body count and proof that there 
is wrongdoing outside of what we have before we can jump in here.” 

Steve sat back down at his desk. There were multiple files open in 
front of him. He just shook his head and said, “I’ve got a bad feeling 
on this one. A really sick feeling in the pit of my stomach, and you’re 
both right. There isn’t a damn thing that the FBI can do about it right 
now.” Jim told him that they had Gaston under surveillance in Orange 
County, but so far, nothing was out of the ordinary. Jim said, “He’s the 
only lead we have on the killing at Maxwell’s Locker, and his alibi is 
airtight.” Steve apologized for wasting their time and said he had work 
to do and excused himself. John and Jim walked out of the office, and 
Jim said, “I’ve known Steve a lot of years. Something about this case 
is really bothering him. I’ve seen that look in his eyes before. If he has 
a bad feeling, there is something to it.” John nodded and asked, “Do 
you want to work this as a side case?” Jim nodded. “Okay…I will run 
everything I can on Gaston and his connections. I already have his 
rap sheet. If he is a bad guy, we both know he might have ordered the 
murder but didn’t carry it out himself.” Jim nodded as John spoke. 
John got a thoughtful look on his face and asked, “Have you gone out 
to Rollins and talked to the reporting party?” He shook his head. “Why 
don’t you start with her and see if you can get any new information. I’ll 
see if I can find anything interesting in Gaston’s business and personal 
life, and we can work from there.” Jim nodded and walked off.
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The cries were deafening when Cliff Joling walked into the feeder 
room and the insemination facility. He put in the orange earplugs that 
one of his workers handed to him and walked alongside him through 
the calving area of building one on his three thousand acre farm. 
“How many have you calved this week?” he asked Austin Daniels, his 
operations supervisor. “We have been staying very consistent on our 
turnover, Cliff. We’ve had a hundred gross this week with a loss of 
about twenty five due to infection.” Cliff’s face dropped. “Infection? 
No one told me about any infection in the animals.” “It’s no big deal. 
It’s normal mortality for the older cows to lose one here and there. The 
infections that we are dealing with are minor and not contagious.” 

They walked on through the building until they got over to the 
yearlings. Austin opened the door to the second stage of the five-
stage building that spanned twenty thousand feet long and five 
thousand wide. It was one of ten on the property. It got quiet, and 
he was able to take out the earplugs. There were only light murmurs 
coming from the yearlings. Cliff said, “Jesus, it’s loud in the calving 
room. I’ve been farming my whole life, but that is the only room 
I have never gotten used to.” Austin nodded and said, “It’s nice 
when the season is done, and it’s quiet in there again, outside of 
the insemination for next season’s calves.” Cliff nodded and asked, 
“How many inseminators do we have lined up for the next round?” 
“Oh shit, Cliff. There’s a damn waiting list for that job. You don’t 
ever have to worry about that. We have plenty.” 

They walked the rows of calves, and Cliff said, “Okay…let’s pull 
the veal from the regular herd. That way we can keep them down 
and soft for the market.” The two men walked amongst the herd, and 
Cliff tested different aspects of the yearlings. When he found one he 
wanted for veal, he ran a black sharpie along its back, and Cliff had 
one of the farm hands brand the animal then chain and drag it out to 
the veal facility. They were just about finished when he noticed one 
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of the calves was a female. “Hey...who fucked up? This one should 
be put in the pasture until she is old enough to breed.” Austin looked 
on and apologized and ordered the female separated from the herd. 

After they finished choosing the veal, they headed to “Meat central,” 
as Cliff called it. This included the young livestock, and while not veal, 
he could market it to his customers as ‘Prime’ and could get a good 
markup on it. He walked the lines with Austin and asked, “How are we 
on medications? Are we inoculating these guys?” “Oh, yes. They are all 
really, really healthy. We set them up at birth and keep that line running 
until they are butchered or used as studs.” Cliff looked at the stables 
where the animals were kept; they were cramped. “We need to make 
more room for the next generation that’s coming in here, Austin. If our 
customers saw conditions like this, they would be appalled.” “Jesus, 
Cliff. This fuckin’ place is so clean. You could practically eat off the 
floor.” Cliff rolled his eyes. “It’s not that. I advertise my meats as ‘free 
range.’ This is not ‘free range.’ It’s too crowded. Work to separate out 
what we can butcher now and get to market and what you can separate 
into other pens. I have a reputation, and I don’t want that tarnished 
because you tried to keep too many of these animals close together.” 
Austin nodded and made a note on a tablet computer he was carrying. 

Next, they inspected the stud herd, and Cliff commented on the 
quality of their condition. “Have we lost any animals recently?” Austin 
checked his computer and said, “Not any more than usual. We’ve lost a 
few that wandered off when grazing but nothing has been reported back 
to us.” “Well, let’s make sure that we take good care of this herd, Austin. 
It’s been a very profitable one for us for many years. I know there will 
be a loss here and there, but I don’t want to have a lost one brought back 
in with an infection we can’t control. Have two men check the fencing 
to make sure there are no holes and that the barbed wire and electric 
fencing is all working properly.” The two men headed up a staircase 
to Austin’s office, and Cliff sat down. “You understand what I mean, 
Austin? We run a climate-controlled and germ-free farm environment 
for these animals. They are treated better than any of the animals in the 
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market. By doing this, it leaves us open to outside infections and things 
like that. I don’t need another great fever outbreak.” Austin nodded 
and said, “Don’t remind me. We had to put down nearly three thousand 
cattle.” Cliff nodded back at him and asked, “What’s our head count 
total for all of the units?” Austin checked his computer and said, “We 
have almost twenty thousand head, Cliff, and that’s taking into account 
all meat products that we raise.” 

Cliff put his feet on Austin’s desk and said, “On that note, I’ve 
noticed we’ve had a drop in dairy. What the hell is going on over 
there?” “Shit. Some of the custom milking machines have been broken 
for a few months. The manufacturer promised that we will have all 
of our units up and running in the next week.” Cliff smiled. “Our 
dairy business is booming, and I want to make sure we can keep up 
with the demand for our organic milk, cheeses, and other products.” 
“We will be fine. I have it under control.” Cliff looked around the 
state of the art office that had windows all the way around. “I have 
to admit, Austin, I was skeptical when I brought you on twenty years 
ago. You were a greenhorn kid with attitude, but I have to admit that 
you have turned out to be the best pick to oversee my operations.” 
“Thank you, sir. That means a great deal to me.” 

Cliff stood up and looked out over the whole facility and asked, 
“How are we on transport to the locker for meat processing?” Austin 
looked confused and said, “I’m not following you, sir. We have made 
no changes in that area. Everything is the same.” Cliff sat back down. 
“I’m being hounded by Rollins Industries. They want to do a deal 
with us for our meats. I brought up the dairy issue because I okayed 
a deal for a brokerage agreement between Joling Farms and Rollins. 
Gaston Reed from Rollins has really, really been pushing me to let 
him into our meat business. He’s promising to make us the top private 
producer of meat and dairy products. The problem is that S&Z Farms 
have been taking more and more of our market share. Their operation 
is just too big. I’m afraid if we do the deal with Rollins, we won’t be 
able to keep up with S&Z…or worse, they might attempt a takeover.” 
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Austin looked on and said, “Fuckin’ Seal and Henry are really 
pissing me off. They have the cash to make our lives a living hell! 
However, Gaston is no longer with Rollins.” Cliff stood up and stomped 
his feet. “What the fuck?” “Rollins canned him a couple of days ago. I 
don’t know all of the details, but he supposedly made some threatening 
statements, and his manager and HR released him.” “Son of a bitch. 
Fuck. Goddamn it. Who’s taking over for him?” “I assume that Beatrice 
Hanks will take his portfolio. You did the dairy deal with her, so I’m sure 
you can work out the meat deal.” Cliff stood up. “No…it’s not that easy. 
Fuckin’ Gaston understands our operations; he’s toured the facilities and 
knows how we operate. Beatrice never stepped foot in one of our plants 
or into the farm yards or buildings.” Cliff sat thoughtfully then asked, 
“When’s the last time you talked to Gaston?” “Um…a couple of days 
after he was released. He called and told me about it.” “I bet it was that 
fuckin’ Adam Osborn who got Gaston out.” “That was what Gaston told 
me when I talked to him.” “So, what are you doing about it?” “There’s 
not much I can do, Cliff. They fired him. I can’t get him his job back.” 
“That’s not necessarily true. If I call Beatrice and tell her that I’m killing 
the dairy deal until Gaston is rehired, she will have to press the higher 
ups to put him back on board. They want my business too bad and even 
Osborn can’t get in the way of that.”  

Austin was quiet for a minute and said, “Um…Adam Osborn is 
dead, sir.” Cliff sat for a long time before replying, “How?” “Murdered. 
He was butchered to death and left at Maxwell’s Locker in Valyermo. 
The police found the body in one of the locker’s freezers yesterday.” 
Austin stayed still after he told Cliff the news. Austin waited for what 
he thought would be an outburst of anger, but it didn’t come. “You 
do it?” Cliff asked. “Yes, sir.” “Fuck … Austin…what the hell were 
you thinking? Jesus Christ! You could bring the wrath of God and 
government down on my head. My business model does not include 
murder, Cliff.” “I’m sorry, sir. Gaston was just so upset, and I know 
how much you hated Osborn. I thought that if I took him out everything 
you just said you were going to do would happen. You would get Gaston 
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back in at Rollins, and we could move forward with our deal, thwarting 
any efforts from S&Z. I mean, with Rollins having an exclusive farming 
and food distribution deal with Joling, you could tie up the contracts 
and effectively put S&Z out of the business altogether.” 

Cliff sat for a long time thinking about what Austin said. He stood 
up and paced the office, looking out the windows and down on the 
animals below. “This has to be done carefully. The last thing I need is 
you getting caught.” “I covered my tracks completely, sir. There is no 
way to tie Osborn back to me or Joling.” Cliff frowned. “You are not 
that fuckin’ arrogant or naïve. I’m sure the cops have talked to Gaston, 
and if he makes a wrong move, he could land this thing back in your 
lap and then mine. We have to get Gaston on a payroll, mine or Rollins’ 
ASAP. That way he is taken care of, and we can control him. In fact, 
putting him on our payroll in a sales capacity might be a really, really 
good idea. That way Gaston has a job; we have the inside track with 
Rollins, and we can move from within to do a deal with them. And then 
when it’s done, you can kill Gaston and cover our tracks.” “What do 
you want me to do, sir?” “Get Gaston on the phone.” Austin pushed 
the speakerphone on the desk in his office and dialed Gaston’s number.
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Chapter Five
“FUCK YOU! IT’S FIVE  

O’CLOCK SOMEWHERE.”

J
ohn was reading over Gaston’s interrogation from the missing 
persons report on Osborn. He called Masters and introduced 
himself. “Yea…Swenson. I’ve heard of you. You’re that big fuck 

at the FBI that scares the hell out of everyone.” John didn’t know what 
to say at first, but it passed. “Um…yea…sure. I’m calling about the 
Osborn case.” “What about it? This is not FBI jurisdiction. We have 
a person of interest at best, and even he has an airtight alibi. What 
do you want?” “Sheriff O’Brian, Steve Hoffman, and I discussed the 
case today. Jim told us that you have Mr. Reed under surveillance.” 
Masters looked down at his watch as he answered John, “Yea… 
for about another ten minutes.” “You’re taking off surveillance  
after less than twenty four hours?” “Well, yes, Agent Swenson, we  
are. You see, we can’t get secret warrants, and we don’t have the 
ability to hold and torture ‘suspects’ without probable cause like  
you fuckers do.”
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John stayed calm. “You know that we don’t do that.” “Yea, and 
my wife is a fuckin’ supermodel who gives me head on command 
and does everything I tell her to do. If wishes were fishes. Get 
to the fuckin’ point, Swenson. I have work to do!” “I just don’t 
understand why you would drop surveillance on a suspect in a 
murder investigation. You have probable cause, a motive, and a dead 
man who got him fired from what his statement says in your report. 
Alibis are never airtight, detective. I have broken more than one, so 
I need a better explanation from you as to why you are giving up on 
tailing this man!” There was a long pause. John could hear Masters 
breathing on the other end of the line, and then he finally spoke. 
“You know what? I don’t have to give you an explanation for shit. 
Get fucked!” And Masters slammed the phone down. 

John sat back in his office chair with his hands behind his head, 
his huge arms straining the fabric of his dress shirt. Steve was 
walking by and saw John reclining back and stopped in his doorway 
and said, “Hey…I know you’re the big chief here now, but it’s not 
a good example to set for the others to be lazing in your chair.” 
John smiled and said, “Hey, Steve, can I ask you a question?” Steve 
walked into his office and said sure. “I just got off the phone with 
Irvine Homicide Detective Joe Masters. He told me that they are 
ending their surveillance of Reed as of right now.” “Did he tell you 
why?” “Why, yes, he did. He said that Reed has an airtight alibi, and 
they aren’t going to waste resources on him anymore.” “Did you tell 
him that you could beat a confession out of Reed?” Steve said with 
a laugh. “Yea. And on that note, he knew me by reputation as being 
‘the big fuck who scares the hell out of everyone.’ I’m paraphrasing. 
He used  some other expletives in our conversation.” 

Steve stood at the end of John’s desk looking on. “Well, I know 
Masters, and he’s an asshole. I know that he and Jim don’t get along, 
and based on the report, there is no evidence implicating Reed in 
Osborn’s death.” “He had a motive!” Steve sat down in a chair at 
the front of John’s desk. “The guy got fired. People get fired from 
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jobs every day, and they don’t kill their bosses. Reed has an airtight 
alibi. I can see why Masters would pull the plug on following him. 
It’s a waste of resources.” John still had his arms behind his head, 
and Steve looked at him sternly and asked, “Have your arms gotten 
bigger since I left Los Angeles?” John laughed. “I don’t think so. I’ve 
been doing the same workout for twenty years. I’m in maintenance 
mode.” Steve sat back and said, “Well, thank God for that. You 
don’t need any more power than you already have. I see the wheels 
spinning, John. What are you thinking?” 

“I’m thinking of paying Mr. Reed a visit to see what I can get out 
of him.” Steve smiled. “You will have to get that cleared through Jim. 
It’s his case completely now that Irvine is giving up.” John picked up 
the phone and called Jim’s cell; he had the phone on speaker. “WHAT 
THE FUCK…JESUS! DON’T YOU HAVE A FUCKIN’ LIFE?” 
“Good to speak to you, too, Jim. Listen, I just got off the phone with 
your pal, Masters. As of right now, they are ending their surveillance 
on Gaston Reed.” “Yea…SO WHAT THE FUCK DOES THAT HAVE 
TO DO WITH ME?” “Well, Sheriff O’Brian, Steve and I are sitting 
in my office, and I was thinking of calling on Mr. Reed, but I have to 
clear that through you since yours is the investigating office.” 

There were a few moments of silence, and Jim said, “Steve, are 
you fuckin’ sitting with this fuckhead?” “Yea, Jim, I’m here.” “Before 
I give Agent Swenson the keys to the hen house to start a wrath 
of shit for me, I think the three of us should meet at Santiago’s to 
discuss how we are going to deal with this.” “That’s a hell of an idea. 
It’s just now three thirty, so what about five?” “FUCK YOU! IT’S 
FIVE O’CLOCK SOMEWHERE. A HALF HOUR. BE THERE!” 
Jim hung up the line, and Steve laughed and said, “Well, you heard 
the man. He wants a meeting, and you’re the designated driver since 
I WILL BE DRINKING! Let’s go.” The two men put on their suit 
coats and headed out.
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Gaston was sitting in his apartment reading the want ads when 
his cell phone rang. “Gaston Reed.” “Gaston, this is Cliff Joling. 
I’m calling you from Austin Daniels’ office here on my ranch.” “Mr. 
Joling, what an honor to hear from you, sir. What can I do for you?” 
“I would like you to come up to my office here in Devil’s Chair for a 
meeting about a job opening that I have.” “Wow…I would be honored, 
sir. When would you like me to come up?” “Tomorrow morning at 
ten a.m. sharp. Come to my main office at the Devil’s Chair ranch.” 
“Um…yes, sir. Is there anything you want me to bring?” “Just yourself. 
We will talk about the details when you arrive.” “Yes, sir. I will be 
there.” Cliff heard the sound of newspaper rustling on the other end 
of the line. “Let me guess? You’re reading the want ads.” “Yes, sir. 
A rolling stone gathers no moss.” “Have you talked to anyone about 
a job yet?” “No, sir. I have been gathering my thoughts. It’s been a 
few years since I had to look for work, so I have been polishing up 
my résumé and was planning to hit the Internet and phone tomorrow.” 
“Good. Don’t talk to anyone until you meet with me. Do we have an 
agreement?” Gaston had a huge smile on his face. “YES, SIR!” Cliff 
motioned with his hand to Austin like he was jerking off. “Great. I 
will see you at my office tomorrow morning. You know how to get 
here?” “Yes, sir. It’s the office off of Big Rock Creek Road, isn’t that 
right, sir?” “Yes, that’s right. When you arrive, don’t park outside the 
guard shack. Pull up to the shack, and my men will let you in.” “Yes, 
sir. I will see you at ten sharp tomorrow.” “Great. Enjoy the rest of 
your day.” Cliff pressed the button disconnecting the call. 

He was looking off in the distance somewhere behind Austin 
when he said, “I want you at my office tomorrow as well. You created 
a mess, and I want to make sure that all three of us are on the same 
page. I need to cover my ass. The fact that it could be the killing 
blow that I want dealt to S&Z is not nearly as important as protecting 
what my family has spent generations building.” “I understand, sir.” 
Cliff stood up with an indignant look on his face. “No, you don’t. 
You don’t have the first damn clue what I’m talking about. This is  
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my business, and I’ll be dammed if I’m going to have you two dumb 
asses fuck it up. You know that I will kill the both of you before I let 
this get out?” Austin nodded. “Good. Be in my office at ten and don’t 
be late.” Cliff turned to leave when he stopped at the office door. 
“Oh…do me a favor. I want you to butcher two veal for me for dinner 
tonight. I’m going to have a little cookout. Bring it up to my house at 
five.” Austin nodded as Cliff walked out the door. 

Austin heard Cliff call out to one of the animal keepers, “Bring me 
a branding iron.” Austin got up and stood looking out the window as 
Cliff took the iron in his hands. Cliff looked up at Austin and said, “I 
want these two prime pieces of meat,” and he drove the branding iron 
into the flesh of the first animal. It let out a cry, and then he branded 
the second, which cried out as well. Cliff handed the iron back to the 
handler and took out his field knife. He grabbed the animal by the 
legs and pushed it to the ground with his knee. Cliff took the knife 
and incised a part of the rump and took the flesh with his hands. He 
held it up to Austin and said, “This is my lunch.” He put the field 
knife back in its holder and said to the yard man who had handed him 
the iron, “Brand the damn thing, so it doesn’t bleed out before Austin 
can butcher it.” “That wasn’t very humane, Mr. Joling.” Cliff smiled 
at him and said, “It wasn’t supposed to be. I am making a point,” and 
he walked off with the bloody flesh at his side.

Santiago’s was quiet when Steve and John arrived. Jim was already 
there, and they knew the silence would not last long. John and Steve 
took a seat with Jim, who already had a bucket of beers and one empty 
bottle on the table next to him. Jim took out a cigarette and put it 
between his teeth. He didn’t bother calling out to ask Javier if he could 
smoke. He looked at Steve and asked, “You and I know that asking to 
smoke will only get me ignored.” Steve nodded, taking a drink of the 
beer Jim had opened and waiting for him before he arrived. Jim sat 
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back in his chair with the beer in his hands and asked John, “So, what’s 
the deal with Reed? Why do you want to talk to this guy so bad? It’s 
not even your case.” Javier brought John a glass of tonic water with 
lime, and he sipped and said, “I have a feeling.” Jim started laughing 
as did Steve. Jim looked at Steve and said, “What the fuck? John has 
a feeling. WOW! I guess I should throw the rule book of police work 
out the window and just go on feelings.” John wasn’t smiling. Jim said, 
“Look, John, I read the police report when they brought Reed in for 
questioning, too. I also looked at his rap sheet. Do I think he’s clean? 
Fuck no. Does that make him a killer? Fuck no as well. I already know 
where you’re going with this. You’re going to try to figure out what 
Reed knows about the Osborn killing.” John nodded, so he continued. 
“With all of the shit going on in LA, what the fuck do you care about 
some slouch sales manager who got killed?” 

“Butchered,” John said in a soft tone. “Yea, yea. The dude was killed. 
We have had no other cases like it, so it’s not a serial killer matter. You 
need to give me a good goddamn reason why I should put my department 
in the line of fire for this guy and who knows who else over one killing.” 
John took a sip of his drink and said, “Valyermo is an agricultural part 
of Southern California. There are some huge ranches out there.” Jim 
nodded and said, “So?” “So, we have found five people over the past few 
months, dead from exposure, no signs of trauma, nude, and all running 
the hiking line from the Devil’s Chair to the Devil’s Punchbowl.” Steve 
was drinking his beer and asked, “What does one have to do with the 
other, John? What ties Osborn’s killing to the dead bodies we found 
over the past few months?” “I’m not saying that they necessarily tie 
into the ranches. I’m saying that there’s a connection between Osborn’s 
murder and the bodies we have been finding up there.” 

Jim cracked open another beer and said, “You haven’t connected 
one goddamn dot in all of this for me. I have no idea how you can 
connect the Osborn butcher scene to those nude bodies in the canyons 
and connect them to the ranches. Show it to me, John. Explain it. 
Give me one ounce of evidence that there is a connection, something 
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to justify grabbing Reed and questioning him.” Jim’s words were 
met with silence. Jim took a swig of his beer and said, “You can’t 
make a connection. Fuck, man, you’re losing your touch.” Steve let 
out a laugh and said, “I have made my feelings clear that the whole 
situation up there bothers me. I also made it clear that I know that 
area very, very well. It’s been a lot of years, but as far as ranches go 
in that area, the two that come to memory for me are S&Z and Joling. 
Both were, in my day, some of the biggest cattle producers in the 
southland. Both of the families who run those ranches donated huge 
amounts of land to allow the state to make up Devil’s Punchbowl 
State Park. I think you should let John talk to Reed. It can’t hurt.” 

Jim looked at Steve and said, “The kid has a knack when it comes 
to getting information out of people. Man, look at his past record.” 
Steve looked at John and said, “You might also want to look at those 
two ranchers and see what they are farming these days. I know that 
Joling was diversifying its ranch back in the seventies when I used 
to hike and camp out there with Molly. The family was adding hogs 
and poultry, and I even think they had a dairy. I used to talk to Cliff 
Joling, one of the kids who was running the ranch for his father years 
ago. Make an appointment to speak with him. As I recall, he was a 
pretty straight shooter. He might be able to give you some insight into 
what’s going on out there. The dead bodies are no secret to anyone. 
They have been in the news, so the fact that the FBI is investigating 
wouldn’t set off any weird bells with the locals. Though I have to tell 
you, they don’t like law enforcement up there.” 

Jim was finishing his beer and cracking his third, so when Steve 
finished talking, he said to John, “Steve’s right. If you want to talk to 
Reed, then talk to him, but be a soft touch. I also think Steve’s idea 
about talking to not just Joling but also Zamusky will help us determine 
if they have had any missing persons issues. I think a visit up there 
would be appropriate. But as Steve said, and I will say it to you as 
well, be warned. They don’t like cops.” “What’s their problem with law 
enforcement?” John asked, sipping his tonic water. Jim looked on at the 
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sea out the bar window and said, “It’s a long standing issue; they don’t 
just farm animals up there, if you know what I mean?” “Drugs?” John 
asked almost naively. “What do you think dumb ass? It’s a huge cash 
crop for them, and it is a huge supplement to their incomes. It’s one 
thing for a sheriff’s deputy to pop up and ask questions. It’s a whole 
other thing to have a federal agent sticking his nose in their business.” 

Steve had a thoughtful look on his face as the three men sat 
drinking their beverages. “I’ll go with you,” Steve said, finishing off 
his second beer and opening another. “I might still know some of the 
guys up there from my hiking days, and that might soften the blow 
and open the doors a little wider to meeting with the ranchers.” John 
nodded and asked, “What about Reed?” Jim laughed. “I will send a 
car out to pick him up and bring him in for questioning tomorrow. 
When he is in my office, you can talk to him. That way it is on my 
turf, and you won’t set off too many bells and whistles with Reed. 
Though knowing you, you will make him shit his pants before you 
even show your ID.” There were laughs all around as they finished 
off their drinks and left the bar for their homes.
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Chapter Six
“I’m going to enjoy dining  

on you this evening.”

J
ohn and Steve got to his house a little after six. Gail and Sara were sitting 
on the deck having a glass of wine when the men walked in. Steve poured 
a scotch and asked John if he wanted one, but he shook his head. “I’m 

dying, John. Let me give you a piece of advice. Don’t put off too much in 
life. Enjoy everything in moderation unless or until you get a “drop dead 
date,” then pull out all the stops and have some fun.” John laughed as the 
two men made their way to the deck where the girls were sitting and talking. 
“How are you feeling, Steve?” Sara asked. “Pretty good. I’m still a little out 
of sorts now and then, but I’m feeling better than I was while on that damn 
drug.” Sara took a sip of her wine and said, “You will feel better and better 
over the next few days…you will most likely feel like your old self. Just 
remember, it will be short lived. I don’t know how short but short.” Steve 
swigged down his scotch and went to pour another as Gail sat waiting for 
him to rejoin her. Steve talked as he walked, “I understand, Sara; I really do. 
I saw what the cancer did to Molly, and I have known fellow officers and 
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agents who had this damn disease. I know it’s a death sentence. I just want 
a stay of execution for a few months. If I had a guarantee that it would be a 
year, Gail and I would be out of here on a long vacation.” 

He walked back to the sofa and sat down, putting his hand in 
Gail’s. Sara smiled a sad smile and said, “I know you would like to do 
that, but I can’t sign off on it given the sensitive nature of your disease. 
We have no idea how long you were having symptoms before the final 
diagnosis, which means that I have no idea how far you are into the 
progression of the disease, and that affects the long-term prognosis. 
My hope for the two of you is you get a year…I think it is wishful 
thinking; I have to say that as a doctor, but at the same time, I want you 
to be happy and ambulatory as long as possible.” 

They quietly toasted the sentiment, and Steve thanked John and Sara 
for putting him and Gail up at the house. John smiled and said, “It’s the 
least we could do. If it weren’t for you, I would still be in homicide in West 
Los Angeles instead of up here in the bigs with the FBI.” Steve took a sip 
of his drink and laughed saying, “You would have gotten there on your 
own, John. You did all the work. You were just in the right place at the right 
time.” Steve let out a yawn, and Sara said, “Get some food in him, Gail, and 
get him off to bed. He is going to be dragging for a few more days.” Steve 
nodded and asked John what time they were going to leave to meet with 
Reed. John said he would work it out with Jim but not to worry about it too 
much. They said their good nights and went their separate ways.

Cliff was pissed that Austin had put him in the spot that he did. 
Austin had butchered the meat for Cliff and had delivered it but 
wasn’t invited to stay and enjoy any of it, so he took off at just a 
little after five for Irvine. He knew he had plenty of time to prowl 
town before getting back home and getting a few hours sleep before 
the meeting with Gaston. He was hungry, and he was pissed, and the 
two weren’t good bedfellows.
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Amelia Farrell had finished for the night and was leaving her 
office at Rollins. She was devastated when she received the news of 
Adam’s death. Two Irvine detectives had come in earlier in the day 
to break the news to her, and the rest of the day had been a blur. In 
speaking to the police, she asked, “Adam is dead and someone cut 
him up?” That was what was sticking in her mind as she walked out 
to her car, still confused. Her lover had not just been murdered but 
butchered. She had Wanda, her assistant, walk her out to her car, 
and she asked Amelia if she was alright. She said, “No, not really. 
Someone killed my Adam and butchered him like an animal. Who 
would do something like that? More importantly, why?” Wanda 
Harris walked next to Amelia, and the two went out for drinks as 
they had done only a few days before with Adam. They sat at the 
same table and conversed and cried as Amelia tried to take in her 
loss. Little did she know, she had an admirer in the bar.

A hostess told Amelia she was instructed to offer her a refill 
compliments of a secret admirer. Tall for her gender, at five eleven, 
Amelia was a looker and a full-figured Norwegian. Both of her parents 
were from Norway, and her natural blond hair and voluptuous figure 
attracted all types of men. Her sea blue eyes were red with tears, and 
her admirer saw her shake her head to the hostess who offered the free 
beverage. He decided he would make a direct approach. Wanda had 
had a few too many drinks with little food when the tall well-dressed 
man approached the table. Wanda was mesmerized with his smile and 
his rugged good looks. The stranger started up a conversation with her, 
letting Amelia sit on the sideline. The two conversed for several minutes 
as Amelia finished her third cosmopolitan and was starting to feel less 
pain. The handsome man with the deep brown eyes asked Amelia if he 
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could buy her another drink, and she nodded slowly and sadly. Wanda 
was staring off dreamily at him as he purchased a round for their table. 

“I sense a sadness at this table. I thought perhaps I could help to 
alleviate some of that.” His deep voice only enhanced his rugged good 
looks, and Wanda was smitten. She talked over their new friend and 
Amelia and said, “We are in mourning. My friend lost her boyfriend a 
couple of days ago.” There was sadness in the eyes of their new friend, 
and he said, “I’m so sorry to hear that. I hope I’m not being insensitive 
by asking, but what happened to him?” Amelia didn’t answer right 
away. Wanda was on her third double vodka tonic, and at four foot nine 
was no match for an empty stomach filled with alcohol. She blurted out 
in slurred speech, “Her boyfriend was butchered by some psycho killer 
the night before last. I took her out to try to put it to rest.” Their new 
friend told them he was devastated to hear of such brutality. Amelia was 
on her fourth cosmo and said, “That was my exact thinking. Why would 
someone do something so savage and brutal to my love?” He said, “The 
world can be a savage place. We don’t always know why things happen. 
They just do.” Wanda was agreeing with him while Amelia, who still 
had a bit of sobriety in her, said, “There is no need in this world for 
savagery of that kind; animals are treated better than my Adam was. At 
least that’s the way the police described his death to me.” 

“I’m sorry for your loss. I did not intend to diminish it in any 
way.” Wanda piped up over the noise of the bar and asked, “What’s 
your name?” A live jazz band had just started playing when he 
answered her. She didn’t understand him, so she asked again, but she 
still didn’t get his name. He handed her a business card and yelled 
near her ear, “This is me!” She took the card and stuck it down into 
her ample cleavage. Wanda was swaying in her seat to the music 
when she announced that she needed to use the bathroom. Amelia 
asked if she needed help, and she shook her head. The next round of 
drinks came, and Amelia was looking around the crowd to see if she 
recognized any of the faces. She didn’t see her new friend pouring 
a clear liquid into her beverage from a small glass vial. She took a 
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few sips, and then asked the man if he wanted to get out of the noise. 
He nodded, and the two walked out with their drinks in hand to the 
parking lot and over to his pickup truck. 

She finished off her drink and said, “I didn’t get your name.” He 
laughed and said, “That’s because your friend, Wanda, wouldn’t let 
me get a word in edgewise.” Amelia laughed and started to lose her 
balance and slid down the side of the man’s truck. He grabbed her and 
pulled her up. “Are you okay?” he asked. “Too much alcohol and not 
enough food, I’m afraid.” “Can I take you out for a bite?” She looked 
at her new friend strangely and said, “I’m feeling rather funny. Are 
you feeling okay?” He nodded. She pulled herself up, stood tall, and 
asked, “What’s your name?” He looked at her and said, “You look a 
little weak. Would you like to sit down?” She nodded, and he helped 
her over to the passenger side of his truck. The parking lot was dark 
as he slid her into the front passenger seat, fastened her seatbelt, 
and closed the door. He got in the driver’s side and started the truck. 
Amelia was severely altered when she asked his name again. “My 
name is Austin Daniels, Ms. Farrell, and I’m going to enjoy dining 
on you this evening.” He started to pull out of the parking lot as 
Wanda appeared from inside the bar. She saw Amelia in the front 
seat of the man’s truck and the two driving off. She stomped her feet 
and said, “That’s not fair. He was a hot looking guy. Now she gets 
to drive off with him in his Ford F-350 pickup, and I have to go in 
and try and find another meal ticket. That’s hardly fair. It was me he 
was hitting on, not her.” She looked at the license plate frame as the 
truck turned out of the lot onto the street and said, “What the fuck is 
Valyermo?” She was still mumbling it on her way back into the bar 
to find another fellow to buy her drinks and a meal. 

Austin was heading up the 210 Freeway to Highway 2 when he made a 
hands free call to a friend. “Chef Golden, how are you tonight?” “I’m doing 
well, Austin. It is a bit late to be calling, don’t you think? It’s after ten.” 
“I’m sorry to call so late, but I have a lady friend that I think we would both 
find most delightful as a late night snack.” Golden’s voice brightened on 
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the line. “Well, I had no idea you were bringing a meal. Bring her up here, 
and I will have a bottle of red wine waiting for you when you get here. Has 
she been prepared for consumption?” “No, chef, she is quite alive.” “Oh 
God! Fresh meats! Bring her to me, and I will make you a dish you will 
never forget.” “I was counting on that,” Austin said as he transitioned to 
Highway 2, the Angeles Crest Highway, en route with his meal.

John was up early and walked quietly across the bedroom to the 
wet bar and grabbed a Coke Zero. He cracked the bottle open, and Sara 
rustled in bed. “What time is it, honey?” “It’s five thirty.” “a.m.?” John 
laughed under his breath. “Yes, sweetheart, a.m.” “Good God. Where do 
you have to be at this hour?” “Nowhere, honey. I’m just up. I’m going to 
work out and then take a swim before I call on Steve.” “Oh, honey, sleep. 
You need sleep. Come back to bed.” He walked over and kissed her 
forehead and said, “You sleep. I will be back for a shower in a few.” Sara 
pulled the pillow over her head, turned on her side, and fell back to sleep. 

John walked into the workout room at the far end of the house. He had 
called his trainer, Christopher Mantel, and they started his workout. They 
were done by six thirty, and John thanked Chris for getting up so early to 
spot him. Chris had only been John’s trainer for a few months. He came 
highly recommended, and he and John hit it off on the first interview. At 
six six, he stood two inches taller than John. He was a lively, fun kid with a 
shaved head, dark eyes, and an incredible body, which Jade had commented 
on more than once. Both men were ripped, but John much more so than 
Chris. They bonded over the fact that Chris was also a former Marine and 
had served in the Middle East. He was as meticulous about his appearance 
and keeping a clear head as John, and they both were obsessed with weight 
training. Chris was a 3L at Pepperdine University School of Law in Malibu, 
and his job allowed him to live close to campus and to work out with an 
FBI agent, the line of work he intended to pursue after graduation. John 
indirectly recruited him for the FBI during their interview. 
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John had finished his last set of reps on the bench press, and Chris 
was pulling off the Olympic plates and putting them back on the plate 
dolly. He commented on the amount of weight John benched. “I have 
to be honest, Agent Swenson. I have been body building since I was 
sixteen. I started training people ten years ago at eighteen, and I have 
never seen anyone lift the amount of weight you lift in a workout. Your 
weight pyramid is incredible; a preacher curl that tops out at two hundred 
and seventy pounds, concentration curls topping out at two hundred and 
fifty pounds per arm, your butterflies at two hundred and eighty pounds. 
Then to top off the workout, bench pressing at the top of your pyramid 
at four eighty. That’s just crazy. John laughed and said, “You want to 
know what’s crazy?” Chris nodded. “I’m in maintenance mode.” Chris 
laughed hard and said, “I wouldn’t want to come up against you.” John 
didn’t look at him. He just said, “No, Chris, you wouldn’t.” 

Chris was cleaning up the gym and asked, “When I graduate in 
May, will I go straight to Quantico for training?” John was wiping the 
sweat from his face and sitting on the end of his power bench. “Yes. 
You have already cleared the background check and are graduating at 
the top of your class, so upon graduation you will go into the academy 
at Quantico.” Chris looked away and said, “I knew that, but I’m still 
in disbelief. I received the acceptance letter from Special Agent Steve 
Hoffman’s office in behavioral science. I am to report June first.” 
John stood up and walked over to one of the many walls of mirrors 
in the room and watched Chris putting the last of the weights away. 
“You are going to make an excellent agent, Chris.” “I want to work 
out here in LA with you when I graduate from the academy.” John 
smiled and said, “I’m pretty sure I can work that out. Now, why don’t 
you get to your other duties here at the house, and I will see you again 
tomorrow.” Chris nodded and left the gym. 

John stood looking in the mirror, and he smiled at his reflection and 
said, “Not too bad for forty.” “You can say that again!” He saw Sara 
standing in the doorway of the room. “Hey…I don’t spy on you when 
you’re working out.” Sara laughed. “I wasn’t spying, and I don’t work 
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out. That’s your obsession, Mr. Swenson.” Sara walked across the room 
with a robe in her arms and said, “How about that swim?” He nodded 
and undressed and followed Sara to the pool.

Steve showed up at John’s front door a little before eight. He 
knocked, and one of the house staff showed him to the sitting room 
while she went to let John know he was there. John walked out with 
his dress shirt over his arm in just his suit pants, shoes, and a T-shirt. 
“I take it I broke up a little morning fun?” Steve had never seen John 
blush, and he started laughing as John was putting on his shirt and tie. 
“Well, it’s good to know you’re not a robot.” John frowned and was 
about to say something when Sara appeared out of nowhere. “I can 
attest to the fact that John Swenson is no robot!” Now it was Steve who 
was blushing. “I’m sorry. Just a little guy banter.” Sara smiled, walked 
over and kissed John, then told Steve to sit. She walked out of the room 
and returned with her medical bag and gave Steve a quick physical. 
When she was done, she asked, “How are you feeling?” “Strong…I 
mean really strong. I haven’t felt this good in months.” Sara stood up 
and looked at John and said, “Steve’s in the rebound. You need to keep 
an eye on him. I don’t have any idea how long it will last, and he could 
literally drop on duty.” “I will keep him out of harm’s way. We’re going 
to question a witness in Irvine. I doubt there will be much drama with 
that.” She nodded and walked off in the direction of the kitchen. 

Steve sat back on the chair and said, “You know, John, I think I 
might be over the hurdle. Maybe Sara has found a new way of treating 
this disease.” John shook his head. “Have no illusions, Steve. You 
still have ALS. Everything is happening just as Sara said it would. 
Don’t get lulled into a false sense that everything is fine; it’s not.” 
The two men walked out the front door to John’s truck and headed 
out to speak with Gaston Reed.
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Chapter Seven
“This is going to sting.”

W
anda Harris made it into her office at just after nine, hung 
over and in no mood to speak to anyone. She grabbed a cup 
of coffee then walked to Amelia’s office to go over the day’s 

calendar. The light was off, and there was no sign of her. “I know she 
met that handsome guy last night, but there’s no way she bedded him, 
not after Adam’s death.” She was talking to herself as she walked 
out to the reception desk to see if they had heard from Amelia. The 
secretary said no, and Wanda went back to her office and started 
calling all of Amelia’s numbers. She left messages on every device 
Amelia had, messages never to be returned.

Oliver was fixing a special breakfast for clients and dignitaries who 
had flown to his sprawling private estate on the Crystalair Country 
Club just a few minutes north of Valyermo. It was a huge invitation-
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only event for the food and wine industry. Those who got the invite 
each year were the envy of all others in the food and wine world. 

Oliver Golden was true to his last name. Everything he touched 
seemed to turn to gold. In the restaurant industry, he was commonly 
referred to as, “The Midas Chef.” If you were in Oliver’s good 
graces, you were guaranteed success. If you weren’t…well…the 
odds were likely going to fall against you no matter where you 
opened a restaurant. He had been known to destroy many, many an 
aspiring and even well established restaurateur. He was both feared 
and revered, and no one dared cross him.

Seal Zamusky had sent out an email blast to all of the attendees 
saying a special announcement would be made at the annual event. 
Speculation was high as to what might be Oliver’s next golden nugget. 
Austin was in the kitchen butchering and preparing the meats for the 
breakfast, while Oliver was busy preparing the meal and working with 
his chefs and catering staff to make sure that everything was perfect.  

The morning events went off without a hitch, and all five hundred of 
Oliver’s guests left the tables with full bellies and a desire to know more 
of what was changing in the culinary world. It was eight a.m. when Oliver 
stepped up to the microphone in his assembly hall off the main house and 
greeted his guests. Behind him sat Seal Zamusky and Henry Schmitz, 
owners of S&Z Farms, and across the platform from them sat Cliff Joling 
of Joling Farms. Oliver allowed a few moments of murmuring before 
he asked his guests to be seated. Austin was standing in the back of the 
auditorium watching the events unfold as Oliver began to speak.

“Ladies and gentlemen, I want to thank you for your gracious 
company and for taking time out of your busy, busy schedules to come to 
my little slice of heaven. As many of you know, the organic food market 
is becoming more and more competitive with smaller start-ups flooding 
the market with what I can only describe as less than ‘Farm Fresh Organic 
Foods.’ I know that all of you have lobbied Congress, without success, 
regarding bills to regulate these upstarts and to get better supervision 
of these markets. Well, I think that I have come up with a solution to 
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this problem. I am very pleased to announce the formation of a new 
corporation that will revolutionize the organic food market. It will allow 
us to operate our establishments with the impeccable products that we 
use, and our customers demand, every day. It will also provide an extra 
level of safety as well as cost savings for purchasing and producing 
products and bringing them to the tables and store shelves. I am pleased 
to announce the founding of GJSZ Food Corporation to do business as 
Organic Food Distributors LLC or OFD LLC. I am one of the founders 
of this corporation along with the gentleman you have come to know so 
well in the organic markets, Seal Zamusky and Henry Schmitz, owners 
and operators of S&Z Farms, and Clifford ‘Cliff’ Joling, owner and 
operator of Joling Farms. Ladies and gentleman, may I introduce to you 
the future of organic food distribution.”

There was a thundering round of applause as each man took a bow 
then shook hands on stage. Austin stood in the back smiling from ear to 
ear and whispered to himself, “If you dumb asses only knew how much 
each one those men hates the other, you would be amazed.” Golden 
went on to explain the changes in distribution to be expected over the 
next year and the hope of making their corporation the one-stop shop 
for not just the guests’ buying needs but the country and the world. 

John called Jim on his way to Jim’s office. “Did your guys pick up 
Reed?” “No…he wasn’t there when the men went out this morning.” 
John looked at Steve and said, “Jim’s men went to pick up Reed, but 
he wasn’t there.” There were a few moments of silence, and John 
asked, “Can Steve and I go out to his home?” “He’s not fuckin’ there, 
John, but if you two want to waste my tax dollars knock yourselves 
out.” John hung up the line and said to Steve, “Change of plans. We’re 
going to Reed’s home.” Steve looked confused and said, “But the 
dude isn’t there. What are you hoping to accomplish?” John shrugged 
as they sped down the freeway to Reed’s apartment.
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They arrived at Reed’s apartment a little before nine but found no 
one home. Steve walked around the apartment building as did John. 
They were walking back to John’s truck when they ran into Reed’s 
neighbor walking out of her apartment. She was a pleasant young 
woman and inquisitive. “Can I help you, gentlemen?” she asked. She 
was dressed in a pair of running shorts and a tight fitting shirt with 
an iPod on her right arm and ear buds in. John said, “We are looking 
for Mr. Gaston Reed.” “Ah…what did he do now?” Steve and John 
looked at each other, and John asked, “Why would you think that he 
has done anything wrong?” She laughed while pulling out her ear buds 
and reached out her hand to John. “My name is Greta Talbot. I’m Mr. 
Reed’s neighbor. With the entire hubbub with him and the cops the 
past few days, I just guessed you were two more looking for him. 
Plus, you two are definitely badges, and you’re not local. Feds?” John 
showed his ID, and she laughed. “Can I call it or what? So, what did 
he do now?” “Nothing, Ms. Talbot. We are simply here to talk with 
him.” She let out a laugh and said, “Well, I don’t know about that, 
but I can tell you he’s not here.” John looked on and asked, “Do you 
know where he is?” “Um…yea. I saw him late last night, and he was 
all excited. He said he had an interview with a huge farming company 
that could change his whole career.” “Did he say which farm?” John 
asked. She started to run in place and said, “Um…we didn’t do a lot 
of talking. We’re kinda friends with benefits. He was in a really, really 
good mood, and we took it into my bedroom. I think he said something 
like Joling or Jolly Farms. Anyway, he was up and out of my place 
without a second bang, so I knew whatever he had going on was big.” 
John thanked her, and the two men walked back to John’s truck.  

Steve asked, “What would a salesman have to do with a farm?” 
John was getting into the driver’s side of the truck and said, “I don’t 
know, but we are going to find out.” John called in to dispatch and asked 
for an address for Joling Farms. The information came back over the 
radio, and the two men headed for the two-hour drive out Angeles Crest 
Highway to Devil’s Chair just outside Valyermo.
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Amelia woke in total darkness to a foul odor, which assaulted her 
senses. She was unable to move but didn’t know why. She also had 
a great deal of pain on her right and left side near the back, and she 
was light-headed. She heard a bit of commotion and weakly called 
out for help. The room suddenly lit up, and as her eyes adjusted to the 
light, she saw what was casting off the assaulting odor. She began to 
scream as she looked at the hanging slabs of meat in the room. Her 
screams drowned out the sound of a lock being released, and she kept 
screaming as Austin walked into the room and took a side of meat off 
a hook. He looked down at Amelia and said, “You are quite a tasty 
young lady.” She was confused, and Austin could see it. “Let me get 
your host. He will explain it to you.” He walked out of the room and 
had no sooner disappeared when Oliver Golden stepped in. 

“Are you confused as to how you got here, or more importantly, 
where here is?” She nodded her head, too weak to speak. “I am a 
complicated man, Amelia. May I call you Amelia?” She didn’t respond. 
“Oh…you have lost a lot of blood. You see, Amelia, my taste in foods 
runs toward the exotic. I can’t get the meat varieties that I like from 
a local farm, so I have my minion collect them for me. I so enjoyed 
Mr. Osborn…he was quite delicious. Well, what I got to enjoy of him 
before the rest of him was discovered a few days ago. What a shame. 
All that good meat gone to waste.” She was in pain and still didn’t 
understand why. She lifted her head to see that she was nude. She was 
warm and hadn’t noticed the absence of her clothing. 

Oliver watched and said, “How rude of me. I have not properly 
introduced myself. My name is Chef Oliver Golden. Perhaps you have 
heard of me?” A blank stare met his revelation. “Oh well. Anyway, 
you are probably a little sore. You met my friend and contract worker, 
Austin Daniels, last night at a local bar. I believe that’s where he 
said he found you. Such a strange coincidence that you would be 
the girlfriend of my last meal. The world is a really small place. The 
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reason you are sore, my dear, is that I had Austin remove your kidneys 
earlier this morning, and he and I had them as an early morning snack. 
Now, I know what you must be thinking. ‘How can I be alive without 
my kidneys?’ Am I right?” Amelia’s head was starting to bob up and 
down but not in response to the question, in response to the toxins 
building up in her body from the lack of kidneys. 

“Well, I plan to dine on you in the next few weeks. You are in the 
aging room of my personal meat storage unit. All of my meats must 
age for at least two to three weeks before I can butcher and enjoy 
them. It was nice to meet you. I look forward to eating you, and 
Austin will be right along to start aging you for me.” With that, Golden 
turned and left the room, and Austin came in behind him. He picked 
up Amelia and carried her out of the room. The cold air in the meat 
locker struck her, and she jolted from the pain and the bitterness of 
the cold. Austin said nothing. He placed her on a steel table, took out 
a filet knife, and started to sharpen it with a wet stone. Amelia looked 
around at the cold sterile room until Austin was standing above her. 
“This is going to sting.” He drove the blade under her sternum then 
slowly slid it down her abdomen until he struck the pubic bone. She 
let out a scream as Austin put his hands down into the opening in her 
abdominal cavity and slowly began to carefully remove organs. He 
started with the stomach and worked his way down the small intestine. 
She stared in silence as Austin removed organ after organ from her 
body. She couldn’t scream. He looked down into the pinpoint pupils 
of her eyes and said, “I know you can feel this. You just can’t react. 
I’m going to remove your liver now. That will stop your heart and end 
your life.” He felt around the large dark purple organ and lifted it, so 
he could get to the hepatic portal vein. He moved his fingers until he 
felt the pulse in the vein. “Ah…found it. He grabbed a surgical clamp 
and clamped off the artery. 

Amelia was starting to lose consciousness from the pain and lack 
of blood when Austin said, “I would usually have killed you with 
a bolt gun to the head, but I don’t want to damage that pretty brain 
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of yours. You see, chef has promised to cook that up just for me.” 
Austin took the knife and cut the artery, and in an instant, Amelia was 
dead. He removed the rest of the organs for cleaning and preparation 
then removed her head and placed it on a table next to her body. 
He finished butchering and splitting her into sides of meat and then 
hung her body from meat hooks in the aging closet. Austin took out 
a blue stamp and pressed the date on the two halves of Amelia’s 
corpse. On her rear, it had the current date and the date that the meat 
should be removed for further butchering, so that Oliver could enjoy 
her wonderful flesh at its peak of perfection. Blood dripped from the 
corpse to the floor, which had raised wood planking, so no one had 
to walk in the blood.

Austin closed the aging locker and grabbed Amelia’s head off the 
table. He carried it by the hair into the small room off the main meat 
room where he opened her skull and removed her brain and eyes as 
well as the skin off the cheeks and other parts of her face. He dropped 
the empty skull into a drum with other body parts in it. Golden came 
in and reminded Austin to be careful not to waste any part of his 
future meals. Golden said, “Remember, all bone fragments are kept 
cleaned and put back together and then sold to medical schools and 
other facilities as well as private collectors. Now, get that bin of 
bones into a stock pot, so I can make my stock and get the bones 
off to the lab for reconstruction.” Austin smiled and asked, “Chef?” 
He turned to see Austin holding a plastic container with Amelia’s 
brain in it. “You promised me a delectable meal for finding this for 
you.” Golden laughed and took the container from Austin. “Yes I 
did, didn’t I? Come and I will show you how to slice and fry brain, 
so you can prepare it yourself with my recipe.” The two men walked 
out of the butcher area and into Golden’s kitchen where he placed 
Amelia’s brain on a cutting board and slowly sliced it into thin pieces 
then battered them for frying.
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Gaston Reed was ten minutes early for his meeting with Cliff Joling 
and Austin Daniels. He went to the guard gate as instructed and told 
them who he was. The guard checked the log and opened the steel gate 
to allow him to enter. He was handed a parking pass for his dashboard, 
and the guard pointed in the direction of a parking spot. Gaston parked 
the car and jumped out in excitement, pulling his suit coat on over his 
shoulders. He grabbed his briefcase and walked to the entrance of the 
small office building. A young blond receptionist sat behind the desk 
typing away on her keyboard. She was a bright-eyed beauty with a smile 
and a warm greeting. “How can I help you today, sir?” She had the hint 
of a southern or Texas accent, and he smiled and said, “Gaston Reed to 
see Mr. Joling.” She picked up the phone and announced his arrival. She 
hung up the line and said, “Please have a seat right over there, Mr. Reed. 
Mr. Joling will be with you shortly. May I offer you a cup of coffee or 
tea?” He smiled at her pretty little face and said, “No, thank you.” He 
started to walk to the seat when he stopped and turned to the girl and 
asked, “I’m sorry, but your accent. Are you from the south?” She let out 
a little giggle and stood up to take a document off a printer behind her 
desk. Gaston looked on at her. She had a great body and was wearing 
spandex pants and heels with a low cut pink top. She bent over, much to 
Gaston’s pleasure, then walked back to her desk and said, “I am from the 
south indeed, Mr. Reed. South Valyermo. I was born and raised here.” 

He smiled. She had an infectious personality, and he was about 
to ask her name when he heard Austin’s voice. “Don’t get any ideas 
there, Gaston. Annie Joling, are you flirting with the visitors again?” 
She just laughed, and Austin said, “Follow me, Gaston, and watch 
yourself around Mr. Joling’s only daughter. She’s sixteen, and she’s 
a little vixen.” Gaston looked confused, “If she’s sixteen, what is she 
doing working here? Why isn’t she in school?” Austin laughed as 
he pushed the door to Cliff’s office open. “She is in school. She got 
her GED and works for her father now, and you don’t want to cross 
that path.” “Because she’s under age?” Austin shook his head slowly. 
“Because she’s Cliff’s only child, and you will never see the inside 
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of a court room. He will shoot you himself and bury your body out 
there on the north forty.” There was a serious look and then a laugh 
from Austin as they walked into Cliff’s office. 

Cliff Joling was on the phone, and Austin pointed to a chair and 
had Gaston sit in front of Cliff’s desk. Cliff was listening then hung 
up the phone and stood and greeted Gaston with a hard handshake 
and a pat on the shoulder. Cliff Joling was a large man and looked 
as though he’d never missed a meal. He had the build of a rancher, 
and while stocky, at six feet tall, his black hair and brown eyes were 
a bit disarming. He carried the bulk of his weight in his stomach, but 
it wasn’t really noticeable. He wore blue jeans, cowboy boots, and a 
flannel shirt with the sleeves rolled up. His arms strained against the 
fabric, not with muscle, but girth. 

“So, this is the first time that we have met in person, Gaston.” “Yes, 
sir. I spent so much time on the telephone with you trying to get your 
business when I was at Rollins that I feel like I know you.” Cliff sat 
back in his oversized black leather office chair and said, “You met my 
daughter, Annie, when you came in?” Gaston nodded. “Pretty little 
thing, isn’t she?” “Yes, sir. Quite.” Cliff stared hard at Gaston. “I’m sure 
that Austin cautioned you with regard to my daughter. Am I correct?” 
Gaston nodded slowly, and Cliff let out a laugh. “Relax, Gaston. I’m 
just bustin’ your balls a little. So, you’re lookin’ for a job, and I think 
I have one for ya.” “That’s what you said on the phone last night, sir.” 
Cliff rocked a little in his chair as Austin looked on from behind Gaston, 
sitting on the edge of a credenza near the office entrance. 

Cliff continued, “Do ya know or have ya heard of Chef Oliver 
Golden?” Gaston nodded. “Who hasn’t? If you’re in this business, and 
you don’t know who Chef Golden is, you’re not in this business.” “Have 
you ever met Chef Golden?” “No, sir. I have not had the honor.” Cliff 
cleared his throat. “Well, let’s cut to the chase. I was at a meeting this 
morning at Chef Golden’s home with about five hundred others. We are 
in the process of workin’ a merger between Joling Farms and S&Z.” The 
look on Gaston’s face said it all. “Chef Golden announced the merger 
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today, and the new company to be known as Organic Food Distributors 
LLC or OFD LLC for short. The merger will allow our two farms to 
corner the market on organic foods, and I need a top notch salesman 
to head up the sales department and to partner us with companies like 
Rollins Industries as well as others.” Gaston didn’t know what to say. 

Austin laughed and said, “Look at that, Cliff. You shut up one of the 
biggest mouths in the food industry.” Cliff laughed and asked, “What were 
they paying you at Rollins?” “Um…salary and commission with a car 
allowance, an expense account, health, life, and disability insurance, and 
a 401(k) plan.” “Did they match your contribution?” “Yes…six percent.” 
Cliff leaned forward with his hands on his desk. “That’s a very generous 
incentive package, and what was the salary?” “I got one fifty a year plus 
a sliding scale commission starting at twenty percent and stopping at ten 
over a certain number.” “What did you gross last year?” “Um…just under 
half a million dollars.” Cliff laughed. “That was a hell of a sweet job to 
lose. How the hell do you expect to replace that salary and everything 
else you were making?” “I’m an excellent salesman, Mr. Joling. I’m not 
worried about that. As long as I do the work, the money will come.” 

Austin chimed in, “Gaston, here, is one of the best in his area.” 
Cliff asked, “If you’re so goddamn good, why the hell did they fire 
you? Don’t lie to me, boy. I have my ways of findin’ out.” Gaston 
stared Cliff right in the eye and said, “I have a temper, sir. I made some 
indirect threats, and I made one too many, and they fired me.” “Hmm…
you ever carried out any of those threats?” “No, sir…” Cliff leaned 
back in his chair and said, “Let me rephrase that question. Have you 
ever had anyone else carry out those threats for ya then?” Gaston was 
afraid to respond honestly. He could feel Austin’s eyes burning a hole 
in the back of his head. “No, sir. I have had some run-ins with the law, 
but I have never hurt anyone.” Cliff laughed and said, “I know that’s 
a bald-faced lie. I pulled a criminal history on ya before I called ya in, 
and ya’ve had a few domestic issues and an assault on a police officer.” 
“Those charges were dropped, sir, and they were dropped because they 
were trumped up charges.” 
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Cliff sat back just staring at Gaston. No one said a word until 
Gaston finally broke the silence. “I’m good at my job, sir. I can sell 
ice cubes to Eskimos. I know I have anger issues, and I’m willing to 
go to anger management classes to deal with them. I want this job, 
Mr. Joling, and I will sell the hell out of your new company.” Cliff 
sat silent for a few seconds then broke out in laughter. “I’m still 
bustin’ your balls, boy. Fuck. Ya better not get rid of that anger, or 
ya’ll never sell again. Austin and I will teach you to harness it and 
use it to make money. I want ya to be my Vice President of Sales. 
I’ll pay ya four hundred thousand a year salary and a flat twenty 
percent commission on sales over one million dollars. I will match 
everything else that you had in terms of benefits at Rollins, so what 
do ya say? Ya want the job?” “Yes, sir. When do I start?” “Pack 
your shit. I will send one of our movers to move ya out here. I own 
several houses between the ranches. Report for work in the morning 
at eight a.m. sharp.” They shook hands on the deal, and Cliff said, 
“Okay then. Get your ass out of here. I’ll see ya tomorrow. I run a 
tight ship, and every sailor on that ship has to do his job. For the size 
operation I have, I only have ten employees.” The shock on Gaston’s 
face was clear. “How can you operate this large of an operation with 
so few employees?” “I know what the fuck I’m doing. That includes 
the guards, so the total employees running the ranches is five. Joling 
is completely automated, that allows me to be economical, which 
makes me more profit. Don’t worry about the staffing. Your job is to 
sell the hell out of my ranch, and very soon, OFD.” 

Cliff handed Gaston off to Austin and said, “Show him around then 
get him out of here, so he can get his ass back here to work in the 
morning.” Austin walked Gaston out and said, “I don’t need to show you 
anything. Go home and pack. I will have a truck roll your way tomorrow 
to pick up your shit. Be here before eight, as we have paperwork to do, 
then get ready to work like you have never worked before!”
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Wanda spent the morning trying to locate Amelia with no success. 
She was now in a panic. She called the Irvine Police Department and 
asked that an officer be sent out to take a missing persons report. 
The officer on the other end of the line asked, “How long has your 
boss been missing?” Wanda told her that they had been out drinking 
the night before, and the last time she saw her boss she was being 
driven away from the bar in a pickup truck. “What time was that, 
Ms. Harris?” “Um…I don’t know. Late. Maybe eleven or so.” “Well, 
Ms. Harris, we can’t take a missing persons report until someone 
has been missing for twenty four hours.” Wanda was getting more 
and more upset. “You don’t understand. My boss was devastated. Her 
boyfriend had been found murdered the day before yesterday. She had 
just gotten the news yesterday from two of your detectives, and now 
she’s missing.” There was a moment of silence, and the officer asked, 
“Who was your boss’s boyfriend?” “Osborn…Mr. Adam Osborn.” 
The female officer’s voice changed, and Wanda heard typing on the 
other end of the line. “Can you please hold, Ms Harris?” “Yes.” 

There were a few moments of silence and some clicks on the line 
then a male voice came on and said, “Los Angeles County Sheriff Deputy 
Plimpton.” Wanda was at a loss at first then said, “How did I get to the LA 
Sheriff’s Department? I was speaking to the Irvine PD.” The voice of the 
officer in Irvine was on the line with them, and she said, “This is Officer 
Ruth Hodgkins with Irvine PD. Would you please connect us to Sheriff 
Jim O’Brian?” “What is this in regards to?” Ruth was direct. “The Osborn 
murder. I have a woman on the line that might have a connection.” There 
were a few moments of silence before Jim came on the line. 

“O’Brian.” “Sheriff O’Brian, this is Officer Hodgkins with the 
Irvine Police Department. I have Ms. Wanda Harris on the line with 
me who claims that she is the employee of a woman named Amelia 
Farrell who is the head of HR at Rollins Industries.” Jim sighed and 
asked, “What the hell does that have to do with me?” “Ms. Harris, 
would you please tell Sheriff O’Brian what you just told me about 
your missing boss?” “Um…sure. I am the executive assistant to Ms. 
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Amelia Farrell, the head of HR at Rollins Industries.” Jim’s voice 
had an annoyed edge to it. “Okay, and what does that have to do with 
me or my office?” “My boss is missing.” Jim’s voice was loud and 
pissed. “Officer Hodgkins, what’s your fuckin’ problem? You have 
a missing persons case in your jurisdiction, and you’re wasting my 
time on the phone over it?” Wanda chimed in, “My boss is Amelia 
Farrell. She is not just the head of HR for Rollins, she was also the 
girlfriend of the late Adam Osborn.” 

Jim looked down at his watch. It was half past twelve. “Ms. Harris, 
please stay at your office. I am on my way over to speak to you. Who 
was the last person to see Ms. Farrell?” “Me, Sheriff. We were out 
for drinks last night, and I am the last person that I know of who saw 
her.” Jim said, “I want you to write or type up everything you recall 
about your evening last night. Every tiny detail. I am on my way to 
your office.” Jim hung up the line and put a call in to Steve and John 
who were just arriving at Joling Farms in Devil’s Chair. 

“Swenson.” “I have another missing person out of Rollins 
Industries.” John and Steve were looking for the address of the 
headquarters for Joling as he talked. “And?” “And the missing person 
is a woman, and that woman is the girlfriend of Adam Osborn.” John 
said, “You’re kidding me?” “Nope. I’m on my way to Irvine. You 
two want to join me?” “We can’t. We are following up on Gaston 
Reed. He had an interview for a job at Joling Farms headquartered 
in Devil’s Chair. You can guess where Steve and I are right now.” 
“Okay. I’m going to Irvine to take a missing persons report. Let’s 
coordinate after you’ve met with Reed and compare notes on what 
we learn.” John agreed and hung up the phone as Steve pointed in the 
direction of a small office building off of Rock Creek Canyon Road.
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Chapter Eight
“THE FBI. DO YOU KNOW  
ANYTHING ABOUT THIS?”

C
liff Joling was out walking some pasture land when he got a call 
over the radio from Annie that there were two men at the main 
office to see him. “I don’t recall having any appointments this 

afternoon!” “Your calendar is clear. This appointment was just made 
for you.” “Who the hell is making appointments for me?” There was 
a pause, and Annie came back on the line and said, “The FBI!” Cliff 
slapped the phone on his hand as if it were a bad connection and said, 
“Say again…who?” “It’s the FBI, daddy. There are two men from the 
FBI here in the lobby, and they want to talk to you.” “Okay, honey. 
I’m on my way in. Please ask them to have a seat.” Cliff jumped on 
his quad and headed as quickly as he could down the hill out of the 
Devil’s Punchbowl to his office at Devil’s Chair.

When Cliff was within sight of the office, he stopped the quad, turned 
off the ignition, and radioed to Austin. “Austin, where the hell are you?” 
The crackle of the line made it hard to understand. “I didn’t get that. 
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Where are you?” “I’m at the cattle house, Cliff. What’s up?” “We have 
unwelcome company!” “Who?” Cliff yelled into the radio, “THE FBI. 
DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS?” There was silence on 
the other end of the radio. “Austin, Austin? Did you hear what I just 
said?” The pause lasted way too long for Cliff, and he yelled back into 
the radio, “I know goddamn well you’re listening. Ya better get your ass 
down to the office NOW!” Cliff started the quad and drove in.

Jim arrived at Rollins Industries, parked, and walked in through 
the office building’s shiny brass door. Wanda must have told the front 
desk that he was coming as he never got a word out before he heard a 
female voice call out his name. “Sheriff O’Brian?” Jim turned to see 
an attractive young Black woman standing near a bank of elevators. 
He nodded, and she ran over to him and shook his hand. She was a 
pleasant looking woman in her mid-thirties with straight black hair 
and a curvy figure. “Thank you so much for coming out. I don’t 
understand why Irvine PD didn’t come.” “The Osborn murder was 
committed in Los Angeles County, so the case is mine.” Wanda asked 
Jim to follow her, and she took him up to the top floor of the office 
building and human resources. Wanda told the receptionist at the front 
desk she was not to be disturbed, and she led Jim into her office. She 
sat down at her desk and invited Jim to have a seat. He sat down, and 
as he did, he took out his midi recorder and clicked the record button. 

“This is Sheriff Jim O’Brian interviewing Ms. Wanda Harris with 
regard to a missing persons case. You can ignore the recorder. I use it to 
make sure I don’t miss anything when I’m taking a statement or report.” 
She nodded as he pulled out a metal clipboard and said, “Please repeat, 
for the record, everything you told me on the phone.” She did, and when 
she was finished he asked, “Did you write up everything you remember 
about the last time you saw Ms. Farrell?” “Yes, sir.” She handed him 
a typed piece of paper with a lot of notes on it. He looked it over and 
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asked, “I see you two met a man at the bar last night, but you don’t 
have his name down.” “I’m sorry, Sheriff. There was a lot of noise. He 
tried to tell me, but I didn’t understand it.” Jim looked over the page 
she had handed him. “You give a pretty good description of him.” She 
smiled and said, “Yes…well, he was flirting with me first, and then I 
ended up having to go to the bathroom, and he and Amelia left.” Jim 
nodded, reading her document. “Valerym?” he asked. “Um…yes. I saw 
Amelia with the man outside the bar. She was in the passenger seat of 
his F-350 pickup truck and that was on the license plate frame.” “Were 
they sitting and talking?” “No, sir. He was driving out with Amelia in 
the front seat next to him.” “Did there seem to be any sign of a struggle 
between the two of them?” She shook her head. “And you have no 
name other than this?” “No, sir. I wish I had more, but I don’t.” 

“Had you ever seen the man before last night?” “No…Amelia got 
word of Adam’s death yesterday afternoon, and I was taking her out 
to try to get her away from the thoughts.” “How long had Mr. Osborn 
and Ms. Farrell been a couple?” Wanda looked off into space. “They 
weren’t a couple per se. They had been dating off and on for about a 
year. They had a bit of a volatile relationship, so they were off again then 
on again most of that time.” “But they were on again when Mr. Osborn 
was murdered?” She nodded.  “Is Ms. Farrell one for risky behavior?” 
That caught Wanda off guard. “Are you asking me if Amelia is a slut?” 
“Well, I didn’t use those words, but if they apply to her personality and 
behavior, you can use them.” Wanda smiled and said, “Amelia is a free 
spirit. I think that is one of the things that made her relationship with 
Adam the way it was. She didn’t want to be tied down but at the same 
time wanted someone in her bed when the day was done.” 

Jim was writing and said, “So, Ms. Farrell doesn’t like to be alone?” 
“Well…she likes being alone, but when the day is over she wants sex, 
and she will take it whenever, wherever, and from whomever she can 
get it!” Jim let out a little laugh, and Wanda asked what was funny. 
“That was a nice way of telling me that Ms. Farrell is bisexual.” 
Wanda looked down at her desk and said yes. “Were you and Ms. 
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Farrell intimate?” Wanda looked at Jim with a bit of indignation and 
asked, “What does that have to do with anything?” He was still writing 
when he said, “It could have nothing to do with it or everything. Were 
you intimate?” Wanda threw her hands up in the air and said, “Yes…
Amelia and I slept together, but there was nothing exclusive. Besides, 
we had threesomes with Adam at least once a month. We’re young. 
We’re experimenting and having fun. I love Amelia very much, and she 
was devastated about Adam’s murder as am I. Does that answer your 
question, Sheriff?” “Um…yup. That covers it in great detail. Thank 
you. Is there anything else you can think of about the man that you saw 
Amelia leave with?” She got a thoughtful look on her face and said, 
“Not really. I have to be honest. I was pretty lit when I saw her drive off 
with that guy. I was a little pissed. I wanted a shot at him…but I’m not 
a sore loser. I went back into that bar and found another guy.” 

“And did you spend the night with the other guy you met?” “No… 
we had sex in the bathroom at the bar, and I drove home.” Jim finished 
writing up the report and handed it to Wanda to sign. “Well, Ms. Farrell 
has not been missing for twenty four hours yet. However, the fact that 
she was in a relationship with a recent murder victim does push her 
disappearance up on the scale of importance. I will get this information 
out to my deputies as well as local law enforcement and the California 
Highway Patrol. With Ms. Farrell being such a free spirit, I have a 
feeling she will show up, and if she does, please notify me immediately.” 
Jim took the midi recorder off her desk where he had sat it and before 
turning it off said, “If there is anything else you can think of about the 
man that she left with or anything else, please let me know.” 

He turned off the recorder and stood up. Wanda stood up as well 
and thanked him for coming in so fast. He asked, “The make of the 
truck was a Ford F-350, right?” She nodded and asked why. “It’s 
just a detail that’s important. Do you recall the color?” “It was dark, 
Sheriff, but it was bright as it pulled onto the street under the street 
lights, so maybe it was white.” “Okay...well, remember, if you recall 
anything else, please let me know.” Jim handed her a copy of the 
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report along with his card. “This is my card. My cell is a twenty-four 
seven number for me, so if you think of something that you feel is 
important, call me any time.” “I will. Thank you.” 

And with that, Jim walked back out to his car. He took out a 
cigarette and lit it. He snapped the Zippo shut and took a deep drag off 
the smoke. He got into the car and rolled down the window, blowing 
the smoke into the cool early afternoon air. As he drove off, he asked 
himself, “Why is it that I’m the only man I know who hasn’t had a 
threesome? Damn. That sucks!’” He looked at the clock on his dash. 
It was one thirty, and he had no call from John, so he headed back to 
his office to input the report and wait for word.

John and Steve were sitting in the lobby of Joling Farms when Cliff 
walked in. Annie pointed at them, and Cliff walked over and introduced 
himself. “I am at a bit of a loss for your visit to my business. I have never 
had anyone from the federal government in my establishment except for 
the occasional visit from the USDA and, of course, the IRS.” John showed 
his ID, as did Steve, and John asked if they could speak in private. Cliff 
walked the two men back to his office and invited them to sit. John asked 
if it would be okay to take off his suit coat, and Cliff told him it was fine. 
Cliff and Steve were seated as John took off his coat, and Steve could see 
the awe in Joling’s eyes as he looked at John. “A Glock. Nine millimeter,” 
Cliff said, pointing to the weapon on John’s hip. “Yes, sir.” “We’ve been 
trying to get those for the sheriff’s department out here, but they are still 
using the old .357 Magnum revolvers.” John looked around the office. It 
was well decorated, and the gun case behind Cliff’s desk let him know 
why he was interested in weapons. “So, what can I do for you gentlemen?” 

John asked, “Do you know Mr. Gaston Reed?” The look on Cliff’s 
face said it all, but he answered calmly, “Yes. Yes, I do know Mr. Reed. 
Why? Is there a problem?” “Have you seen him today?” Cliff got a little 
more settled and said, “Yes. He was in for an interview with me and 
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my vice president of operations this morning. Why do you ask?” Steve 
spoke up and said, “This is an informal call, Mr. Joling. Mr. Reed has 
done nothing wrong that we are aware of. We had been sent out to his 
apartment to interview him this morning, and we were told that he was 
out here visiting with you.” John sat silent. Joling was trying to size the 
two men up, and John could see it in his eyes. “Mr. Reed was here at my 
invitation to interview for a job opening that I have in sales.” John asked, 
“How long ago did he leave your office?” “Um…we had a meeting with 
him at ten, and we wrapped it up at about eleven. Then my VP took him 
out to show him some of the operation, and I believe they had lunch. So, I 
reckon he left in the past hour or so. I didn’t see him leave.” 

John asked, “If I might ask a question? What need would a farm 
have with a salesman or sales department?” Cliff let out a little bit of 
a laugh. “Well, Agent Swenson, our products don’t find their way to 
restaurants and grocery stores and other outlets by means of magic. 
We are an end producer, which means that we are selling the finished 
product, be it livestock or other farm goods. We are selling them into 
the retail market and doing that requires a sales team.” John blushed 
a little. He realized the stupidity of the question. “I’m sorry. I wasn’t 
aware of your business model.” Cliff laughed back at him and said, 
“How could ya be and why would ya unless you were here investigating 
me.” John shook his head, and Steve asked, “Is your VP of operations 
around? We would like to speak to him.” “I tried to raise him on the 
radio, but I think he might be off property. I haven’t been able to get a 
hold of him. I offered Mr. Reed a very lucrative job offer this morning. 
Should I be withdrawing that offer?” Both men were quick to say no. 
Steve said, “No, sir, not at all. This is not related to his job search. We 
have some questions for him about another matter.”  

“I see,” said Cliff. “Well, I’m glad for that. I’m sure it will be on 
the news tonight. My farm announced a merger with one of our biggest 
competitors this morning at Chef Oliver Golden’s annual meeting, and 
I would hate to be stuck in a search for an experienced sales manager 
again.” John looked and asked, “You are now affiliated with S&Z 
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Farms?” Cliff was surprised that John knew of their operation. “Um...
yea. Mr. Golden and our two farms have formed a new corporation 
that will help to bring more competition to the global organic foods 
markets.” Steve looked at John and asked, “You know about these 
operations out here?” He nodded. “Yes. I forgot that this is the time of 
year when Chef Golden invites the best and the brightest in the culinary 
and business world out to his private estate for his annual meeting.” 
Cliff got a confused look on his face. “Do you know Chef Golden?” 
“Only by reputation, but what I do know of him is that he’s a big player 
in the restaurant and food service industries. He’s very much a man-eat-
man kind of competitor. He is known for his vicious business ways.” 

Cliff laughed and said, “I don’t think I could have put it any 
better. Oliver is well noted for pitting man against man in business. 
The organic market and the restaurant industry are some of the most 
aggressive markets to be in. Every restaurant owner wants the best and 
freshest ingredients for their customers, but they also want them at a 
reasonable rate, so they can pass on the products to their customers 
at reasonable prices while still being able to garner a healthy profit. 
Chef Golden has helped to put together a new business model that will 
allow that to happen for a nation of organic food buyers, both in the 
restaurants as well as other wholesale and commercial outlets.” John 
nodded in agreement as Cliff spoke. Cliff finished speaking and asked, 
“Have I answered your questions?” John nodded, and he and Steve 
stood up. They were walking toward the door when John asked, “What 
is the name of your VP of operations?” Cliff didn’t flinch. He said, 
“Austin Daniels. He runs my day-to-day operations and has done so 
for nearly a decade, though he and I are going to have a conversation 
as to why he was not available to meet with you both.” 

Steve and John stood at the entrance to the building as Cliff was 
saying goodbye. They had turned to leave when Steve turned around 
and asked Cliff, “Does the name Adam Osborn mean anything to 
you?” Cliff got a thoughtful look on his face, “Osborn, Osborn…I 
am familiar with that name. I think that Adam works for Rollins 
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Industries. He’s the head of sales. Why do you ask?” Steve said, “Mr. 
Osborn was founded brutally murdered in the town of Valyermo two 
days ago.” “Oh my God…I had no idea.” John asked, “Did you know 
Mr. Osborn well?” Cliff shook his head, “No, not at all. I worked 
through his sales staff at Rollins. They are the largest wholesaler of 
farm to table organic foods in the country.” “Do you do business with 
them?” asked John. “Um…not yet. We just inked a deal to sell some 
of our dairy products through them. We are hoping to do a larger deal 
to get our products into the major markets where we have been unable 
to break in in the past. That is a big reason for the merger between 
S&Z and Joling under Golden’s direction, to bring us all equally into 
the national and international markets.” “So, you are aware that Mr. 
Reed was an employee of Rollins?” John asked. “Of course. Why do 
you think I hired him? He has the inside track over there, and he will 
deliver a powerful sales presence for my farm and the others in this 
new LLC.” Steve asked, “What’s the new business’s name?” “Organic 
Food Distributors LLC. That has not been made public yet, so I hope 
that you will keep it to yourselves. Ours is a competitive business. As 
we discussed, timing is everything in these announcements.” 

Both men nodded as they walked out the door and to John’s truck. 
Cliff had walked out onto the front stoop of the office and was waving 
when John hollered out to him, “How many acres do you farm here?” 
Cliff yelled back, “Well…this office here in Devil’s Chair is the farthest 
eastern point of operations. I own a little over a hundred thousand 
acres over all. Most of that is used for grazing cattle and for free-range 
operations. My family donated a significant amount of the land to the 
state years ago. You know it as Devil’s Punchbowl State Park. We are 
allowed egress onto the land for ranching; however, that’s why you’ll 
see a stray cow or two if you ever hike out there in God’s country.” John 
thanked him for the information, and he and Steve got into the truck. 

Cliff walked back inside as John started up his truck while looking 
around, taking inventory of the building and the grounds. He noted a white 
Ford F-350 pickup truck parked across from them. He said to Steve, “You 
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see that F-350?” “Yes.” “How much do you want to bet that that’s Austin 
Daniels’ truck?” Steve looked on and said, “If that’s his truck, then where 
is he?” John looked at the license plate and burned it into his memory. 
“That’s a hell of a question, Steve, a hell of a question.” They drove out 
of the lot and headed back to Angeles Crest Highway to go back to LA. 

Austin Daniels stepped from an outbuilding about twenty yards 
from his truck behind the main office and watched the Chevy Silverado 
drive off down the road. He looked over to the main entrance to see 
Cliff looking at him from one of the picture windows in the lobby. 
He had a most disapproving look on his face as Austin walked slowly 
toward the entrance of the office building. He knew he was going to 
get ripped for not showing up.
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Chapter Nine
“When you get a feeling, it makes the hair  

on the back of my neck stand up.”

T
he sun was setting at Oliver’s home, and he was enjoying the 
sunset with a light snack and a glass of wine in his solarium. He 
had heard the doorbell but chose to ignore it. He wanted to take in 

the last light of what had been an extraordinary day before returning 
to Chicago the next day. Harris, his butler, announced that Mr. Cliff 
Joling was at the door. “Show him in, Harris. Show the man in.” 
Harris disappeared, and Cliff walked in a few seconds later. Oliver 
was sprawled out on a lounge, his fat gut hanging over the sides of 
the furniture like melting butter. Oliver spoke as Cliff walked in, “To 
what do I owe this unexpected and most unwanted visit?”

Cliff sat down on one of the sofas. The sun had set, and Oliver sat up 
as best he could and asked, “WELL?” Cliff looked on and said, “I had a 
surprise visit this afternoon from the FBI.” Oliver snapped to attention 
and sat up straight on the lounge. “What the fuck did they want?” “They 
wanted to speak to one of my new employees who had just left, but we 
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ended up having an interesting conversation.” Oliver started to sweat. 
It started on his forehead and before he knew it, it was running down 
his face and neck. Oliver asked nervously, “What was the conversation 
about?” “Oh, you know, general stuff. We talked about the merger and 
the sales implications of that. It was general chit chat.” “Um…okay. Did 
I come up?” “Yes you did, Oliver. I brought you up.” Oliver twisted his 
neck so hard to look at Cliff that he almost broke it. 

“Why the fuck would YOU bring me up?” “It was all a part of 
the conversation. I didn’t want to seem evasive, so I was open about 
our operations and our new partnership.” Oliver was clearly nervous 
and asked, “What’s your angle, Cliff? Why would you get into detail 
that wasn’t asked about?” “I didn’t say that it wasn’t asked about. I 
said it was discussed.” “So, they asked about me?” “Not directly…
but you came up in the conversation as well as this morning’s meeting 
and announcement.” “Fuck, Cliff. Did you sit there and tell them the 
whole history of our venture?” Oliver was now standing and walking 
over to his wet bar to pour a drink. He grabbed a tumbler and filled it 
with ice then poured a glass of Maker’s Mark bourbon. Cliff got up 
and grabbed a glass and did the same. 

“Thanks for offering me a drink, Oliver.” “I didn’t offer you shit. We 
are not friends, Cliff, so I want to know why you’re here.” Cliff sat down 
with the drink, took a sip, and said, “You know why I’m here. I know 
your secret. I know about your ‘exotic taste’ in foods.” Oliver didn’t say 
anything. Cliff asked, “Did you know that Adam Osborn, the VP of Sales 
at Rollins Industries, was found brutally murdered two days ago right 
here in our own town?” Silence met the question. “I called Austin to meet 
with me and the FBI, but you know what? He didn’t show until the agents 
pulled out of my parking lot in Devil’s Chair. I saw him sneak around the 
side of my building as the agents left. When I got ahold of him, I reamed 
him a new one and wanted to know why he didn’t come to my office.” 

“What does your employee problem have to do with me?” “Oh, 
Oliver, Oliver, Oliver. Austin doesn’t just work for me. He works for 
you. I asked him where he was last night, and he told me he was out. I 
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asked where, and he said he was running some errands for you. Now, 
there is only one errand that I can think of that Austin Daniels would 
be running for you and that would be to get you some…Golden’s 
secret select meat.” Silence met his revelation. Cliff finished off the 
drink and put the glass on a leather-covered table in the middle of the 
room. “Use a fuckin’ coaster, asshole.” Cliff just walked to the exit 
of the solarium and said, “I know that you have Austin doing your 
bidding. I also know that sex has nothing to do with it. Austin has his 
eye on my daughter, and if you think that I’m going to let that animal 
near my baby, you’re insane. I keep him because he’s a sadist, and 
I need that running the farm and dealing with the slaughterhouse. I 
don’t need the FBI on my doorstep, only a few miles from you, asking 
me questions. Now, I don’t know for sure that you had anything to 
do with Osborn’s untimely death, or if you had Austin facilitate that 
for you. What I do know is that you need to keep your sick meal 
choices to yourself. Feeding them back in Chicago or New York or 
even in Los Angeles will be fine. Just don’t bring that shit out here, 
because if anyone is going to go down, it will be you. I also know 
that Zamusky and Schmitz have similar tastes only they keep it in 
house. Keep this shit away from my operations. If you don’t, I swear 
to God I will kill you myself and feed you to the masses.” 

Cliff walked out of the room, and Oliver heard the door slam shut 
behind him. Oliver lifted his nose in the air and asked, “Did you get 
all that, Austin?” Austin appeared from another room off the solarium 
where Cliff could never have seen him. “Yes, sir. I did.” “It would 
appear that we have shown up on the FBI’s radar. Grabbing the girl 
last night who was involved with Osborn is going to make its way 
back here!” “No, it won’t, sir. I tied up any loose ends there.” “So, no 
one saw you take Amelia last night?” Cliff had a thoughtful look on 
his face. “No, sir. We slipped out unnoticed.” “That statement would 
imply that there was someone who might have noticed,” Oliver said, 
smacking his lips together. He got up and walked into the kitchen and 
started to pull out some pans and spices. 
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“Bring me a side of Amelia from the dry locker.” “She’s not nearly aged 
enough, sir. Are you sure you wouldn’t rather have one of the others that 
have aged longer?” Oliver had poured a small amount of olive oil into a cast 
iron pan and was mincing some garlic and onions. “I’m sure. While she is 
not aged, I can take a filet or two off the rump, so we can have a couple of 
nice steaks.” Austin walked out of the room, and when he came back, he 
had the carcass from the locker over his shoulder. Some blood had dripped 
down onto his shirt, and Oliver said, “You didn’t cut her right. She isn’t 
bleeding out evenly. You’re getting sloppy, Austin. That is very unlike you.” 
Austin threw the meat down on the butcher block counter. With a filet knife, 
Oliver began to gently cut into the flesh, separating two fine looking cuts of 
meat. He ordered the carcass rehung, and Austin did as he was told. 

Oliver was trimming the meat and said, “You see, Austin, there is 
little marbling in these cuts of meat. Why is that?” Austin looked down 
at the two steaks and said, “They have not aged long enough to allow 
the meat and the fat to render together?” Oliver shook his head as he 
finished trimming the second steak. “Not altogether true. This is a very, 
very active muscle, so it has little fat because she was probably a runner. 
Remember, just because they are large animals when you catch them 
does not mean you’re going to get the meat you want out of them. When 
you’re catching them in the wild, you never know what you’re going to 
get. In this case, it will take a little more of my culinary magic to make it 
work, but I will make these two steaks succulently tender.” Oliver gently 
laid the meat in the pan, and as it sizzled he said, “You set the table for 
two, and we will have mashed potatoes and baby carrots with the meal.” 

Austin did as instructed as Oliver prepared the meal. It smelled 
wonderful, and Austin took a deep breath and said, “I love to hunt, sir. 
I will have to be more selective in the future about the type of meat 
I bring to you.”  Oliver was plating the meal when he said, “You are 
just a beginner, Austin. You have many, many years of learning ahead 
of you. You are already very, very good at hunting. It will just take 
time.” Oliver poured them each a glass of Cabernet, and they toasted 
a wonderful meal and future hunts.
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Jim got back to his office and threw his midi recorder onto his 
secretary’s desk. She was gone for the day. He wrote a sticky note that 
said, “Type and give back to me.” He threw the written report on her 
desk as well and put the missing persons information for Amelia into 
the database. He walked back to his office and sat on the stool next to 
the window and smoked a cigarette.

The Chevy Silverado sped down Highway 2, and Steve was nodding 
off in the passenger seat. “I’m going to take you back to the house, Steve. 
You’re tired.” Steve looked over at him and said, “I’m fine, John. It’s 
just a long haul from the mountains back to the city. What do you make 
of this Cliff Joling guy?” “I don’t know. There’s a lot going on out there, 
more than meets the eye.” Steve was now alert and asked John what he 
meant. “That ranch of his is in Devil’s Chair, and he owns most of the 
Devil’s Punchbowl. We have found multiple bodies on his land over 
the past few months.” Steve interrupted and asked, “Yea…and on that 
note, why didn’t you say anything to him about that?” John shrugged 
as he merged onto Interstate 5 South. “I’m sure he reads the papers. He 
knows.” Steve looked on and said, “He might read the papers, but you 
had the opportunity to bring it up and didn’t. What’s on your mind?” 

John was staring out the windshield, dodging traffic as he made 
his way to the 110 Freeway, which would take them back to the 
office. “I think that there is more to Joling’s operation than meets the 
eye. I think that this merger that he talked about with S&Z has more 
to it than just a competition component. I think something darker is 
going on up there.” “So, what are you going to do?” John pulled off 
the freeway and made his way to Wilshire Boulevard and the federal 
building. “I don’t know. I’m going to look into this Austin Daniels 
guy some more. I know that he was there, and he was watching us as 
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we left.” “Did you see someone?” “No. I just have a feeling. I can’t 
explain it.” Steve sat up in the seat as John parked the truck. The two 
men got out, and Steve said, “I don’t like it when you get feelings. 
When you get a feeling, it makes the hair on the back of my neck 
stand up.” John laughed as they each went to their offices.

John sat down at his computer and entered the license plate 
number for the Ford F-350 he saw at Joling Farms. He had a pretty 
good idea who it belonged to but wanted to see if the guy had any 
wants or warrants.

It was ten to five, and Wanda Harris was getting ready to call it a 
night. She had put her business situations to rest for the day and was 
cleaning out her purse before leaving the office. She was organizing 
a collection of makeup and other accessories when she came across 
a business card in the bottom of her purse. “Joling Farms? What the 
hell is Joling Farms?” She looked at the card hard. “Austin Daniels, 
Vice President of Operations.” She couldn’t remember where she 
had gotten it. She put it back in her purse and called it a night. Two of 
her coworkers invited her out for drinks, but she begged off, telling 
them she was tired. “I’m going to pick up some Chinese and take it 
home to eat and go to bed. I’m wiped.” There was some haggling, 
but she was not going to be deterred. She had been out late three 
nights in a row. Amelia was missing, and her boyfriend was dead. 
She needed some time to absorb all that had happened, and another 
drunken night would not solve the problem. 

When she got home a little after six, she kicked off her shoes and 
enjoyed her meal on the couch. She was watching the nightly news but 
dozed off in the middle of the broadcast.
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Chapter Ten
“I don’t want you to rush this, Gaston.  

I want you to resolve it.”

A
ustin had finished his meal with Oliver and driven back to his 
bunkhouse on Joling’s property. He took a shower and decided to 
go hunting again. He was making notes from his conversation with 

Oliver. “Remember, Austin, sometimes before you take the prey, you 
should learn a little about them first. It is alright to get to know what you 
are hunting before you take it.” Oliver’s words were dancing around in his 
head as he showered and dressed to take in a night on the town. “Oliver is 
right,” he said to himself, “I must suppress the urge to take my prey right 
away. I will go out tonight with the intention of simply meeting the prey, 
not taking anyone. I need to know more about how they think and operate 
to make sure I make the best possible picks for the best possible foods.” 
Austin finished dressing and decided he would make his way back down 
to Irvine to see what he could learn just by observing.
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John got back the report on the F-350 he had seen in the yard 
at Joling. The vehicle was registered to Joling Farms. He was 
disappointed. He hoped it would have more on Daniels. He ran Austin 
Daniels information through the NCIC, but it came back clean. He 
buzzed Steve in his office to see how he was doing and to let him 
know what he found on Austin.  “Well, John, if there is one thing I 
have learned about you over the years that you have worked for me, 
your instincts are typically right. If you think that this Austin guy is 
dirty, then you should follow your gut.” “Yea, but right now my gut 
is giving me mixed signals on several fronts. I still want to talk to 
Gaston Reed. I think he’s the key to understanding just what’s going 
on in this strange and tight-knit market.” Steve told him to follow 
his muse. “Hey, John. I’m going to grab a car and head for home. 
I promised to have dinner with Gail. Do you and Sara want to join 
us?” “I would love to, Steve, but Sara is working late at the hospital, 
and she has a board meeting. Then she has agreed to meet with Jade 
and Jessica at the house tonight to talk about Jessica’s acceptance 
into UCLA. They’re planning to go over the pre-med classes that she 
will need for her studies.” 

Steve laughed. “It sounds like you two have a kid.” John was quiet. 
“No…we don’t have a kid. Jade and Jessica hit it off, and Jade is the 
one who has a kid. Jessica has been staying with Jade and working at 
the coroner’s office doing odds and ends to make a few bucks while 
she gets it together to go to college.” “Well, it sounds to me like 
the kid has it together. How is she going to pay for UCLA?” John 
laughed and said, “Okay, that’s one area where you have Sara and 
me on the parent front. Sara has agreed to pay for Jessica’s schooling 
so long as she keeps good grades. However, that’s Sara’s deal not 
mine.” Steve let out a belly laugh and asked, “How old is that kid?” 
“She just turned seventeen. Although she is an emancipated minor, 
her age doesn’t fit her intellect. She’s really super smart.” Steve told 
John he was heading out. John hung up the phone and looked at the 
computer screen displaying Austin Daniels’ background. He looked 
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at the screen for a long time and said to himself, “There is more to 
you than meets the eye, isn’t there Mr. Daniels? Why do I have a 
feeling you are doing things that are very, very wrong?” John packed 
up his office for the evening and got ready to head for home.

Seal Zamusky was walking the kill floor of his farm’s slaughter 
house. He was inspecting the knockers to make sure that the air hoses 
and bolt guns used to kill the animals were in working order. He had 
tested a few, but only on empty air, and decided he needed to run 
through a kill of one of the animals to make sure that the line worked 
correctly. He called Henry and asked if he was nearby. A few minutes 
passed, and Henry came walking into the butcher building and saw 
Seal with the bolt gun in his hand. “You got plans for that?” he asked. 
“Yea. I haven’t seen the automated system work for butchering 
livestock. I thought you could work with me, and we could run down 
the system.” Henry smiled and told him sure. 

They walked out into one of the outbuildings where they kept 
the cattle, and Henry asked, “What do you want to kill?” “Let’s do 
something large.” They picked a full grown cow, wrangled it out of 
the stable, and onto the kill floor. “It’s been a while since I worked the 
kill floor,” Seal said with the bolt gun in his hand. Henry looked on 
and said, “Just make sure you drop the damn animal onto the stainless 
steel conveyor, so it will run the automated system. If you kill the 
fuckin’ thing, and it hits the floor, I will have to pull in one of the guys 
to help move the son of a bitch.” Seal nodded, and he walked the cow 
onto the stainless steel feeder unit then put the bolt gun to its head 
and pulled the trigger. The sound of compressed air filled the room 
as the bolt shot out and then back into the gun. The animal dropped 
like a rock onto the butcher belt, and Henry pushed the button to start 
the process. It took only a matter of minutes, and the animal had been 
butchered and released at the end of the line. 
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“WOW,” said Seal. There, on two steel tables, were two sides of meat 
and a meat hook assembly dropped down from a rolling track, slammed 
the hook into the neck, and lifted it and hauled it away. It was the same 
with the other half, and Seal said, “Incredible.” Henry was laughing. 
“We didn’t invest in this type of technology to be slow. “So, how many 
animals can it do per hour?” Seal asked. “It all depends on what animal 
we are killing and its size. Considering an average size animal, we can 
butcher about a hundred animals an hour from beginning to end.” Seal 
smiled with the bolt gun in his hand and said impressive. “We should be 
able to keep Oliver and his customer base supplied with the meats they 
want and need in a timely manner.” 

Henry nodded and asked, “Are you done?” Seal shook his head. 
“Well, do you need me?” “No. I got it. I’m going to run some other 
animals through the unit just to see how it handles diversity.” Henry 
nodded and walked out of the barn. Seal looked over at a pen of 
animals that had matured enough that he could kill them. He rubbed 
his hands together in an intense manner. “Let’s see how this unit works 
on a couple of you guys.” He opened the pen and dragged two animals 
out and hit them both in the head with the bolt gun quickly before they 
could resist. In seconds they were dead, and he was watching as the 
meat made its way through the butcher process. “This is pretty cool. 
What do you guys think?” Seal was looking back at one of the pens 
holding the animals in it. He looked into their eyes, and for a fraction 
of a second, he thought he saw fear. He laughed and said, “You’re a 
mindless bunch of smelly animals. You have no fear. You’re too stupid 
to realize your whole purpose is to feed man.” He walked into one of 
the clean rooms and washed up and went out of the building satisfied 
that the equipment was a good investment. 

Gaston Reed was packing up his apartment when Greta came 
home to see all of his lights on and boxes everywhere. She walked 
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up to the front door and gave it a light tap. Music was playing softly 
in the background, and he didn’t hear the knock. Greta walked in 
and put her hand on Gaston’s shoulder, and he just about leaped out 
of his skin. Greta jumped as well. “Jesus Christ! Are you trying to 
give me a heart attack?” Gaston was catching his breath, and Greta 
stepped back and said, “I could ask you the same question. Going 
somewhere?” “What was your first clue, Greta?” Gaston said in a 
smart-ass way. “Well, the boxes for one and the fact that all of your 
shit is off the walls, and it looks like you’re leaving.” “I got the job 
with that farm I told you about.” She looked around at the half full 
and taped up boxes and said, “That’s great news…have they asked 
you to move?” He kept packing a box as he answered, “Duh…they 
are way out in the mountains of Los Angeles County, so the owner of 
the farm hired me and ordered me to work first thing in the morning. 
You have a key to my place, right?” She nodded. “My employer is 
sending down a moving company to pick up my stuff in the morning. 
Would you be a dear and let them in?” “Do you know what time?” 
He looked at her a little confused. “That’s a hell of a question.” He 
looked at his watch. It was just after seven. 

He called Cliff Joling’s cell phone. “Joling.” “Mr. Joling, this 
is Gaston Reed. I’m sorry to bother you, but I am in the process of 
packing and have asked a neighbor to be here tomorrow to let the 
movers in. Do you know what time they will arrive?” “Oh…well, I 
haven’t scheduled them yet, but I will send down a few guys from 
the farm to do it. They should be there at six a.m.” Gaston relayed the 
time to Greta. She nodded and told him she would be there to unlock 
the apartment. “Thank you, Mr. Joling. I appreciate this opportunity. 
I will be at your offices first thing in the morning.” Cliff cleared his 
throat and asked, “Do you have a minute to chat?” Gaston said of 
course as he waved Greta out of his apartment.
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The Eagle was certain that Gaston Reed knew more about what 
happened to Adam Osborn than he had told police, so he threw a 
duffle bag of equipment into his truck, dressed in his body armor, and 
headed out for Reed’s home in Irvine.

Cliff Joling beat around the bush for a few minutes and then asked, 
“Gaston, I had a most unexpected and unsettling visit this afternoon.” 
“Oh...from who?” “That’s the funny thing. It was two FBI agents, and 
they were asking questions about you.” Gaston’s face sank and turned 
sheet white as he held the phone tightly in his hands. “They asked 
about me? What on Earth would they want to know about me?” “It 
seems that they were looking to speak to you about the disappearance 
of Adam Osborn…he was found murdered a few days ago as I recall.” 
Gaston was seething with anger but held it together while he spoke 
to Cliff. “I have already been interviewed by the Irvine Police, Mr. 
Joling, and they cleared me of any wrongdoing. First, I have no 
idea why the FBI would want to speak to me, and second, and more 
unsettling, is why they came to your business to speak to me.” 

Cliff was sitting on a sofa in his office while talking to Gaston. 
“I believe that the agents had been to your home and somehow 
learned that you were coming out here. I don’t know that they had 
any intention of speaking to me when they came out because they 
only missed you and Austin by a few minutes.” “I see. I hope that 
this is not going to place me in a poor light with you, Mr. Joling, or 
jeopardize my situation with you.” Cliff had a huge smile on his face 
while he listened to Gaston’s breathing getting heavier and heavier. 
“Mr. Joling? Are you still there?” “Oh, yea, Gaston. I’m sorry. I had 
a momentary distraction. I didn’t get that last part of what you said.” 
“I said I hope that this situation is not going to affect our relationship 
or my position with your company.” “Not at all, Gaston. It’s not like 
you killed Adam Osborn…right?” “Of course not, sir. I had nothing 
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to do with what happened to Mr. Osborn. I’m as shocked as anyone 
over his murder.” “Well, of course you are, Gaston. A good man like 
yourself. I mean, for crying out loud, do the police think that you had 
someone kill Mr. Osborn at your request?” There was a moment of 
silence, and Gaston came back with an astounding, “Certainly not!” 

“Well then, you have nothing to worry about. I would ask that you 
do something for me, however.” “Yes, sir.” “I would like you to go 
down to the FBI tomorrow before you come in and meet with the two 
agents that stopped out here looking for you. I would rather you clean 
up any matters you have with the authorities in Los Angeles before 
you come out here permanently. I don’t want my staff or my friends 
being harassed or seeing the FBI on my farm. You understand, don’t 
ya? It would put me and my company under suspicion, and I don’t 
need that type of negative attention.” “Yes, sir, I understand. I will go 
down to see the agents first thing in the morning. Do you have their 
names?” Cliff gave him John’s name but didn’t remember Steve’s last 
name. Gaston thanked him and promised to visit them in the morning. 

“I don’t want you to rush this, Gaston. I want you to resolve it, 
so that when you get here you can focus a hundred percent on your 
work and my business without distractions.” “Yes, sir. I will see you 
tomorrow as early as possible.” He hung up the phone and stood 
looking out the window at the street below, asking himself, “Why 
would the FBI want to talk to me, and who the fuck told them I was 
out at Joling Farms.”

The Eagle parked in an alley behind Gaston’s apartment. He put on his 
mask and slowly moved to the rear entrance. He could see that all of the 
lights in the unit were on. He looked through a side window to see boxes 
littering the floors and heard the raised voices of a man and a woman.
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Gaston was standing at Greta’s front door asking her if she had spoken 
to the FBI. She was trying to explain that she had but only because they 
seemed intent on speaking to him. He was yelling at her, and she was 
getting more and more sheepish, “Gaston, please stop yelling at me. 
Two agents showed up at your apartment this morning. I was on my way 
out for a run, and they saw me and asked if I knew you.” “And you told 
them YES?” Greta pulled back and closed the door a little more. “Well, 
yes. Why would I lie? You spent the night with me last night, or did you 
forget? I was going to see if you wanted to sleep with me tonight since 
you are packing, and we could have one more roll in the hay, but I don’t 
need this shit.” He leaned into the door and got his face close to hers and 
said, “Listen to me, you fuckin’ cunt. If I wanted the FBI to know where 
I was, I would have left a goddamn note on my door. What did they ask 
you?” “Nothing. Really. They just wanted to know where you were, so 
I told them. I didn’t know it was a state secret.” 

Gaston was seething. His face was beet red, and the veins in his 
neck and on his forehead were popping out. “It’s not your fuckin’ 
business. If I want you to disappear, you will disappear. You got it? 
I’m not going to have you jeopardizing my new job because you’re 
a common whore who can’t keep her mouth shut. You’re good for 
sucking cock, that’s it. Me…I’m going places, and I don’t need a 
slut like you fucking that up.” Greta slammed the door in his face, 
screaming and crying. “I’m calling the police. You just threatened 
to kill me.” He pounded on the door and tried the door handle, but 
it was locked. He could hear her crying and saying, “Where’s my 
goddamn phone? You’re not going to threaten me, pal!” 

Gaston ran back through his open apartment and to his bedroom 
closet. He reached in and pulled out a shotgun. He turned to run 
back to Greta’s apartment to shut her up once and for all, but when 
he went to leave, a figure in black towered over him. Gaston froze in 
terror just long enough for the Eagle to remove the weapon, taking 
Gaston from the apartment.
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Chapter Eleven
“You have the look of a man who’s  
seen a ghost, some recent specter.  

Please tell me I’m wrong.”

“I
t’s too loud in here.” Wanda saw the business card being handed to 
her. She took it and smiled at the handsome man. “I have to go to the 
bathroom.” When she returned, her tall, dark, handsome stranger was 

gone. She walked out the front door of the bar only to see Amelia in the 
passenger seat of the F-350 pickup and the handsome man driving away. 
“YOU BITCH!” she screamed. She screamed herself right out of sleep.

The news was still on the television, and she tried to get her 
composure. A half-eaten container of broccoli chicken was on the 
coffee table in her living room, and she realized that she remembered 
who the guy was from the night before. She grabbed for her purse and 
pulled out the business card that he had given her. ‘Austin Daniels.’ 
She looked at the card for several more seconds then said, “That’s 
who Amelia left with last night. That was the last person that I saw 
her with.” She was still groggy as she half sat half laid on the couch. 
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“I’m supposed to call someone if I get this information. She was 
groggy and was starting to doze off again. She said to herself in a 
sleepy voice, “I’m supposed to call someone about this but who?” 
She fell back asleep on the couch with the card between her fingers.

 

Austin had made his way down the mountain but decided he would 
go into the suburbs of Los Angeles instead. Most of the usual haunts 
from years past were destroyed in the great Los Angeles fires several 
years ago. He was in West Hollywood before he found any nightlife. 
He looked at the clock on the dash of his truck, and it showed half past 
eleven. He knew of some old haunts, and with a little investigative 
work and dumb luck, he found one of the bars he used to hang out in 
to get meat for Oliver. He made his way into the bar and sat down in 
a corner booth. A topless waitress came over and asked if he wanted 
a drink. “Rum and coke, no lime.” She smiled and batted her eyes at 
him. He put a dollar in her g-string, and she sashayed her ass over 
to the bar to put in his order. “Nice,” he said to himself as he looked 
around, trying to take in the sights. “This is strictly a reconnaissance 
mission, nothing more. I don’t take anyone home as prey.” 

The waitress came back with his drink. She put it down, walked over 
next to him, and untied the side of her bikini bottoms, flashing her naked 
ass. She leaned down and asked, “Would you like a private dance?” He 
took a drink and looked at her blond hair with dark roots. She wasn’t 
young, but she had a great body. “You don’t have anywhere to pin a 
name tag. What’s your name?” Austin asked. “It’s whatever you want 
it to be, baby.” He smiled, taking another sip of his drink. He patted the 
seat next to him, and she sat down. “I’m not good at naming people, so 
what’s your name?” “Crystal.” “Pretty name.” “Thank you. I need to 
get back to work unless you want a private dance.” “How much?” “That 
depends.” “On what?” “What you want, big guy!” Crystal batted her 
eyes at Austin, and he said, “Sure. Why not?” 
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Crystal took him by the hand and led him into the hallway. There were 
a couple of bouncers standing guard over the dancers. He heard moaning 
and groaning coming from some distant location. Crystal pulled him close 
and asked, “So what do you want to do with me, stud?” Austin smiled and 
asked. “What are my choices?” She pointed to three doors. “For a private 
yet supervised lap dance, we can go through door number one. For a private 
unsupervised lap dance, we can go through door two. And if you want to 
fuck me with your huge cock, we go through door number three.” “What’s 
the cost?” Crystal pulled back a little and asked, “Are you a cop?” Austin 
shook his head. “No, I’m a farm supervisor.” “Price depends on what you 
want. My best all around deal is $500, and for that price you get to go all 
around the world in all my holes.” Austin pointed to door number three, and 
she led him by the hand through the door and into an alley behind the bar. 

There was a neon motel sign next door, and she walked him up the 
back steps, opened the door, and threw her nude body on the bed. Austin 
followed, looking around as they moved. He saw no one as they entered and 
said, “You need a shower before I fuck you.” “Anything you say.” Crystal 
got up off the bed and moved slowly into the bathroom. Austin followed. 
“I’ll do a little water dance for you if you like while I bathe.” He nodded 
and sat down on the closed toilet seat while Crystal started the shower and 
then stepped in. She left the shower curtain open while she danced and 
lathered herself up. He sat looking at her voluptuous figure moving under 
the water. Austin said, “Grab the shower bar above your head.”At five feet 
five, she could barely reach the bar. Her body was stretched out before him, 
her man-made breasts swaying with her moves. “Throw your head back,” 
he ordered, and she complied. “Close your eyes and dance with your head 
back.” She closed her brown eyes and swayed to the music in her head. 
Austin stood up and walked toward her. She opened one eye to look at him. 

Austin smiled and said, “You’re cheating…” He pulled out a stack 
of hundreds and fanned them out. “There’s a bonus for doing exactly as I 
instruct.” She smiled, closed her eyes, and flung her head back. “There’s 
also a penalty when you don’t do as I instruct.” Crystal’s head was back, 
and she was swaying under the water as Austin pulled two knives from 
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his pants. He embedded the first one into her abdomen just above the 
pubic bone. Crystal slumped forward, her hands still on the bar. Blood 
and urine poured out of her bladder. He took the second blade and waved 
it in front of her face. It had a rounded end on it. “This knife allows me 
to open you without the risk of nicking your bowel.” He drove it into 
the hole in her abdomen and slowly pulled the knife up with slight, soft, 
sawing motions until the blade hit her sternum. Her hands released the 
bar, and he left the blade in her abdomen as he laid her down into the 
shower tub. The water was still running. Blood, urine, and feces began 
to pour into the water. His voice was soft and quiet as he whispered into 
her ear, “You’re dying…don’t bother to fight, just let the warmth of the 
water take you down with it.” He pulled out the blade and took both hands 
and placed them on each side of the incision. He ripped the wound open, 
exposing Crystal’s internal organs. “Ah…they look delicious.” He pulled 
three large plastic kitchen bags from the pocket of his jacket and quickly 
removed her organs, leaving only her liver, lungs, and heart in place.” 

Crystal’s breathing was labored, and she was trying to speak but 
couldn’t. Austin allowed the shower water to wash away the blood. He 
looked into her eyes, which were now pinpoints of pupils. “You’re not 
dead yet, Crystal. I want to take my time. I just don’t get the opportunity 
to take my time when I’m butchering. It’s a beautiful thing to watch life 
and death come together. I’m going to eat your heart and lungs with my 
mentor. Your death will give me and my mentor life…your life is not a 
waste. You will give me sustenance.” Crystal’s pupils started to dilate, and 
he knew she was in the final stage of life. Austin reached his hands under 
her rib cage through the incision up to her trachea, and with a straight 
full powerful pull downward separated her trachea and pulled her lungs 
and heart out from under her ribs in one solid mass. He laid them on her 
chest. Crystal’s heart was still fluttering in his hands, and her lungs were 
writhing as if trying to take a breath. “It’s so beautiful...” 

Austin washed the organs in the warm water then bagged them 
and placed the bags next to the tub. He opened the wound and cleaned 
it out until there was no blood. He slit the sides of her abdomen and 
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removed the belly fat. “You probably liked bacon, that’s what I have 
removed from you.” He bagged the rest of the fat from the body and 
then flipped the corpse over in the tub. He raised her by the hair, 
allowing the rest of her bowel to fall into the tub. The water was now 
cold, and he held her body under it and rinsed it clean. Next, he dried 
her and packed her abdomen with towels then laid her nude body on 
the bed and went back to the bathroom. He cut up the rest of the gut 
pile and flushed it down the toilet then cleaned up the tub and the 
floor where some blood had splashed. 

Once the bathroom was clean, he carried the bloodied towels 
from the bath and her abdomen and threw them out the window. He 
smoothed her hair back and laid her arms at her sides. Her mouth was 
open as well as her eyes, and he closed them using some super glue 
he had in his pocket. The pale white corpse was now nothing but an 
empty cavity. He picked up the baggies and said, “Thank you for your 
sacrifice. It won’t go to waste.” He slipped out the window, picked up 
the towels, and threw them in a dumpster on the way to his truck. He 
started the engine and began the long journey home, excited about his 
kill and the meal that Oliver would make of her.

Gaston opened his eyes only to be greeted by a bright light over his 
head. He could hear the sound of equipment out of his line of sight. His 
head was strapped down as were his arms and legs. He was cold and 
could tell without looking that he was nude. He saw a clear tube running 
from a plastic bag above his head and down to his side. “Hello,” he 
called out, but no one responded. “Hello, please…help me!” A shadow 
passed in his peripheral vision, but he could not make out the form. 
“Who’s there…where am I?” “You are with me, Mr. Reed.” The male 
voice was not familiar to him. “Who are you, and what do you want?” 
“You can call me justice, or, by the name I’m better known as, the 
Iron Eagle.” Gaston started screaming, and the Eagle shoved Gaston’s 
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underwear into his mouth. “I take it from your reaction you’ve heard 
of me?” Gaston couldn’t move, but he was still screaming though the 
sound was muffled. “You have done some bad things, Mr. Reed, and 
you and I need to discuss them.” The screaming stopped, and the Eagle 
said, “I see I struck a chord with that last statement.” 

Gaston felt a cold sensation in his left arm, and he suddenly felt light 
and carefree. The Eagle removed the underwear from Gaston’s mouth 
and asked, “Are you feeling good?” “Yes, yes, I am.” “Excellent...I’m 
going to ask you some questions, and you’re going to answer them 
honestly.” Gaston was smiling and said, “Sure!” “Did you kill Adam 
Osborn?” “Nope!” Gaston started laughing. “What’s so funny, Mr. 
Reed?” “Everyone keeps asking me if I had anything to do with Adam’s 
death.” “With good reason.” “Perhaps…but Adam is dead, and that’s a 
fact. I didn’t kill him.” “But you know who did.” There was a moment 
of silence, and the Eagle drug a mandolin grater across Gaston’s chest, 
causing him to scream in pain. “You know who did kill Adam, don’t 
you?” Silence met the question, so the Eagle took the grater and began 
to scrape the flesh off of Gaston’s chest and abdomen. Gaston didn’t 
scream. He began to laugh. And with each pass of the grater, his flesh 
was removed, and his laughter grew louder. 

The Eagle put down the grater and said, “You like pain?” “Yes.” 
The Eagle showed Gaston the shredded flesh from his body. He didn’t 
seem to be connecting two and two, and the Eagle stepped out of the 
operating room and called Sara over from the main house. He showed 
her Gaston’s response to pain. Sara took a hold of Gaston’s penis and 
rammed a piece of catheter tubing into his urethra. He let out a loud 
howl of satisfaction not pain. The Eagle pulled her aside and asked, 
“Have you ever seen this before?” She nodded. “He’s a masochist. He 
derives sexual pleasure from pain. You are going to have a hard time 
getting information out of this one. He will most likely die laughing 
from the pain. He doesn’t perceive pain as punishment.” The Eagle 
looked on and said, “Great…I have to get the only victim in the history 
of the world who I cannot extract information from with pain.” 
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“What was his reaction when you told him that you’re the Iron Eagle?” 
“He screamed his head off!” “So he knows, intellectually, that you are the 
Eagle, and he knows that you kill your prey. What has he done?” “Killed 
or ordered the killing of a recent victim.” “Talk to him about the victim 
as you torture him. His hatred of the victim, and the fact that he is now 
being put through agony, might override the masochistic side of him, and 
he will feel pain as pain through the hatred.” The Eagle looked down at 
Sara and said, “Thank you, Mrs. Freud!” “No problem!” Sara patted the 
Eagle on the shoulder and said, “Any time.” She went to leave the room 
but stopped and pulled open the medicine cabinet. She took a bottle and 
a syringe, stuck the needle into the bottle, and drew down a large amount 
of medication. She walked over to the table, and Gaston looked at her 
and said, “Well, aren’t you a hot little number? How about we take it to 
the bedroom?” She injected the medication into his IV, and within a few 
seconds he began to scream in agony. She walked back to the Eagle and 
said, “There…problem solved.” “What did you give him?” “A very high 
dose of Demerol. It will offset the endorphins from pain and cause his 
reaction to it to be negative. You will only have about an hour or so with 
him. He will only survive one more injection before it stops his heart.” 
As she was leaving, she pointed to the table and said, “Pull down 100mg 
when it wears off, inject it into his IV, and work fast!”  

The Eagle walked back over to Gaston and asked, “Did you order the 
murder of Adam Osborn?” He was screaming, so the Eagle took the grater 
and ran it over and over his penis and balls. Within minutes he was a bloody 
mess, and he screamed without stopping until the drug began to wear off, 
and he started to laugh again. The Eagle gave him the second injection, 
and the pain started all over again. Gaston was thrashing and screaming as 
the Eagle cut away his eyelids and lips. He took out his dental equipment 
and began drilling tooth after tooth and spraying ice water into each nerve. 

Gaston was becoming more and more lethargic. “Did you order 
the killing of your boss, Adam Osborn?” The Eagle yelled. Gaston 
finally spoke through the blood and the pain. “Yes…Yes…I asked for 
a favor, and it was done, and they ate his sweetbreads and cut up his 
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flesh. He deserved it; the son of a bitch deserved it.” “What of you, Mr. 
Reed? What do you deserve?” Gaston’s breathing got labored, and he 
said, “Nothing…I did nothing wrong.” “Oh, now that’s not true. You 
ordered the killing of Mr. Osborn. Who killed him?” “You wouldn’t 
understand.” “Try me!” The Eagle stood over the torn remains of 
Gaston’s body. “He was an appetizer. Chef’s animal killed that asshole. 
Chef’s animal killed that asshole.” Gaston heaved once then twice then 
stopped breathing. The Eagle checked for a pulse, but there was none. 

He walked out of the operating room and into the foyer where Sara 
was sipping a glass of wine. “Did you get what you need from him?” 
she asked, lounging on the sofa. “I got something. I’m not sure what it 
means, or perhaps I don’t want to believe what it means.” Sara could see 
from the look on John’s sweat covered face that something was horribly 
wrong. She said, “You have the look of a man who’s seen a ghost, some 
recent specter. Please tell me I’m wrong.”  John looked back toward the 
operating room and said, “I don’t know yet. I just don’t know.”
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Chapter Twelve
“So, you think that we have  

a cannibal killer?”

i
t was just after midnight when Jim’s cell phone rang. Barbara just 
rolled onto her side in bed, not saying a word. “What?” A few 
moments later, he rolled out of bed and left the house. It was ten to 

one when he arrived at the Comfort Stay Motel. It wasn’t hard to find. 
It was right at the corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and West Fairfax 
Avenue. Jim knew the motel and the strip club next door. There were 
two black and whites parked out in front. Jim got out of the car and 
walked over to two officers standing and talking. He recognized one 
of the officers right away. “Sergeant Art Molson. What the fuck are 
you doing out here on street duty?” He heard O’Brian before he saw 
him. “Jim fuckin’ O’Brian. What the fuck is the sheriff for the county 
of Los Angeles doing on a fuckin’ hooker killing?” Jim was taking a 
cigarette out of his top left pocket as he approached. Arty already had 
one lit, and Jim grabbed the smoke out of his hand to light his own. 
“Thanks for the light, asshole, so what the fuck do we have here that 
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one of your people would wake me up for in the wee hours of the 
morning?” Arty told the other officers to stay put. He put the cigarette 
in his mouth and said, “Follow me, dumb ass.”

Crime scene tape covered a first floor window and the front door 
to a motel room. “Fuck by the hour?” Jim asked. “You got it, and this 
one was one of the best fucks by the hour on the streets.” Jim looked 
around and said, “You knew her?” Arty nodded, taking a hit of the 
smoke. “Yea, I busted a nut in her every week or so. Nice kid. She’s 
been workin’ the streets for years.” Jim laughed. “So, you were one 
of her humpabouts, huh?” “Fuck you, Jim. The guys patrol the streets. 
If they want to get laid, that’s their business. I have known Crystal, 
that’s the hooker’s name, for about five years. She’s not a druggy or 
a boozer. She liked hooking and dancing, and she was really good at 
both. She had some risky behavior like condom on or off. She was cool 
either way…though, no condom meant you had to come in her mouth 
or her ass.” “Yea. Yea. Thanks for the literal ‘blow by blow.’ Why am I 
here?” Arty just shook his head. “You go in and take a look then come 
back and tell me.” Jim saw that the coroner’s van was backed in, and 
he walked under the crime scene tape and into the room. 

He saw Crystal on the bed, her body cavity open. He saw Jade 
talking to one of her CSIs and called out to her. “So, they got you 
out of bed, too.” She nodded. “What do we have?” Jade shook her 
head. “A woman who has been gutted, literally. There is nothing left 
in the torso at all.” “What the fuck are you talking about?” She called 
for the room to clear. There were three bright crime scene lights on 
the body, and when Jim saw her, he understood. “Jesus Christ. It’s 
a fuckin’ cleaned out carcass. Mother fucker. It’s like an animal ate 
her innards.” “An animal probably did or will.” “How the fuck are 
you going to find a cause of death on this one?” Jade knelt down. 
There was a meat thermometer in the woman’s temple. Jim saw it and 
asked, “Seriously? How the fuck are you going to know if she died as 
a result of something in her head?” “Based on what I can get of her 
body temp, she died between nine and twelve. As for a cause of death, 
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I don’t need to put her on the slab for that.” She leaned down and with 
a pen showed Jim the incision marks on the body. “She was gutted 
alive. She didn’t die fast, and no one saw or heard a thing.” Jim stood 
up and said, “No one ever sees or hears a thing out here. I still don’t 
get why they called me?” Arty was standing in the doorway, “I asked 
them to call you in, Jim. I have seen a lot of things, but this one takes 
the cake. The guy butchered the kid, man. The guy fuckin’ butchered 
her.” “So, you think that we have a cannibal killer?” Jim asked. 

“I don’t know what the fuck we’ve got, Jim. All I know is that all 
the parts of her that could be eaten were taken, and there’s evidence that 
her intestines were flushed down the toilet. I’ve got a team of guys in 
the sewer.” Jim took out his cell and called John. “Swenson.” “Wake up 
Steve and get your asses to the corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and 
North Fairfax. We have a killing that takes things to a whole new level.”

Austin made it back to the farm at half past three. He put Crystal’s 
organs in the refrigerator and took a shower. He chopped up some 
shallots, took out a cast iron pan, and began preparing the liver as 
Chef Oliver had taught him. Austin took one lobe and saved the rest 
to share with his mentor. He fried the liver until tender then sat down 
at the small table in his farm house and had an early morning meal 
before taking himself to bed. 

As he laid in the darkness falling asleep, he said to himself, “Chef 
Oliver will be proud of me. He will be very proud. I will go over to 
his house in the afternoon today and bring him the rest of what I 
collected. I will offer to cook for him. Yes. I’m certain he will allow 
me to cook for him.” He mumbled the same thing over and over to 
himself until he fell asleep.
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The night air was cold. Steve was in a heavy jacket while John was 
in an FBI windbreaker and a polo shirt. “Do you ever get cold?” Steve 
asked John. “It’s forty five degrees, Steve. This is not cold. Plus, any 
feeling of cold was trained out of me. I understand layers and protection, 
but I have been trained to ignore the elements.” Steve looked on and said, 
“It’s a fuckin’ wonder you’re still alive.” They approached as Jim came 
walking around the corner of the building. “You two are never going to 
believe this scene.” John followed Jim back to the room where Crystal’s 
body laid. Steve was behind the two men and walking slowly. “You okay, 
Steve?” Jim asked. “Yea…I just got woken up and dragged out of bed. 
Not all of me is awake yet.” John crossed under the crime scene tape and 
saw Jade pulling the thermometer out of Crystal’s head. “So what’s the 
time of death?” Jade was cleaning off the instrument and putting it in her 
case. She didn’t look at John. She moved down toward Crystal’s public 
bone and was examining her. “Between nine p.m. and midnight.” 

John leaned down next to Jade and looked at the corpse. She had 
placed a ruler on Crystal’s pubic region, and John looked closely with 
his flashlight. He pointed to the top of her pubic bone and said, “There’s 
the entrance wound. The assailant chipped off some of the bone when 
the knife was driven into her bladder.” Jade noted it on her recorder as 
she looked over the body. John looked on at the body and said, “Two 
knives were used in this killing. The first was a straight blade. He entered 
her abdomen at the bladder as not to nick the intestine and then used a 
blunt end hunting knife to split her up to the sternum.” Jade made notes 
as she both looked at the body and listened to John. He made another 
comment, and Jade stopped and said, “Agent Swenson, would you like 
to take over my job for me?” John apologized and continued to look 
at the corpse and make his own notes. When he was finished, he stood 
up and walked out of the room headed to where Jim and Steve were 
standing. He heard Jade call his name, and he turned around. 

“I’m sorry for snapping at you, John.” “It’s okay…you were right 
to snap at me. I was distracting you.” Jade looked on in the direction of 
her van and said, “She was butchered.” John nodded and said, “Yea…
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that’s the consensus.” “Do you have any witnesses?” “Um…not that I’m 
aware of. Steve and I just got here, so we haven’t been able to talk to 
anyone yet.” John went to walk away, and Jade put her arm on him to 
stop him. “This killing scares me, John.” He looked down at her and said, 
“It should…it should.” John walked off to join up with Steve and Jim.

The phone rang at S&Z Farms at a little before six a.m. Henry had 
been working the night shift following up on paperwork and checking 
out the animals and the butcher operations on the graveyard shift. “S&Z 
Farms.” “Henry, is that you?” Henry knew the voice right away. “Good 
morning, Oliver. What’s up?” “I would like to see you and Seal as well 
as Cliff at my home this afternoon.” Henry sighed and said, “Oliver, the 
National Weather Service has issued a winter storm watch for elevations 
below three thousand feet starting tonight at ten p.m. and running until 
midnight Friday. That’s three solid days of bad weather. We need to 
make sure that the livestock is indoors and that the operations are locked 
down. We could get up to five feet of snow.” Oliver was quiet for a 
moment and then said, “I understand, but I really need to have a half 
hour of your time to go over some exciting news that I have for this 
new merger.” “This can’t wait until the weekend when the storm has 
passed?” “No…I know it’s an inconvenience, but we do need to discuss 
some very relevant details with regard to the merger that I don’t think 
can wait.” “Have you called Seal or Cliff yet?” “No. I’m going to call 
them now.” “How did you know I would be here at the farm at this 
hour?” “Austin said he saw your truck, so I figured I would try you there 
before calling your home and waking everyone.” 

Henry was putting some documents into a folder on his desk as he 
answered. “I appreciate that, Oliver, but there is no one to wake up at 
my house right now. Maggie and the kids are on holiday with her family 
in Orlando. They won’t be back for two weeks.” “And you didn’t join 
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them?” “When would I have time, Oliver? Between this merger and 
running the farm, Seal and I have our hands full. What time do you 
want to meet?” “How about eleven? I will prepare a nice brunch for 
everyone, and we can discuss the details.” “Fine. I’m in. Are you going 
to call the others?” “Yes. I will take care of it. I will see you at eleven.” 
Oliver hung up, and Henry put down the line and said out loud, “Why 
did we have to get in bed with a nut job? His business touch might be 
Midas, but his people skills suck the big one.” 

Oliver put down the phone and looked over at Austin who was 
standing next to the entrance to the kitchen. “I’m not happy about this 
killing, Austin. I appreciate the gifts; however, you and I discussed how 
you need to temper your primal urges. If you keep killing like this, you are 
going to get caught, and that could jeopardize everything I have worked 
so hard to accomplish.” “I’m sorry, sir. I just couldn’t help myself. She 
just looked so delicious.” “Go back to work. Be here at eleven for brunch. 
Leave the bags on the counter. I will prepare them for the brunch.” 

Austin had a disappointed look on his face and said, “I saved the 
rest of the liver for you, Chef. I want you to enjoy that. I had a lobe this 
morning when I got home. I prepared it as you have trained me. It was 
wonderful. I was hoping you would allow me to prepare the meal for 
you.” Oliver laughed and said, “Austin…you are my student. You are not 
ready or worthy of cooking for me yet. You have much to learn. Come 
back at ten thirty, if Cliff will allow you to, and you can be my sous 
chef while preparing the meal.” That evoked a smile from an otherwise 
sullen Austin. “Yes, sir. I will ask Cliff to let me help you.” “Good. Now 
go to your tasks, or Cliff won’t let you out of the feeder house.” 

Austin left, and Oliver opened the bags and removed the organs 
that Austin had brought him. He held each one up to his nose and said, 
“Wonderful. A non-smoker. Such a fresh clean odor.” He separated the lungs 
and heart and put them on a wood cutting board. He took the remaining 
liver, spleen, and pancreas and placed them off on their own board. He 
began to tenderize the lungs, beating them soundly with a meat hammer 
between two pieces of wax paper, all the while humming a catchy tune.
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Chapter Thirteen
“What a fucked up mess.”

T
he sun was rising over Westwood when Steve and John got to their 
office at the federal building. John walked in and dropped his case 
on the floor and sat down in his chair with his head in his hands. 

Steve had been walking behind John and saw his behavior. Steve 
walked into John’s office and said, “I know that we don’t know each 
other that well, John, but I have never seen you behave like this. What’s 
going on?” John sat back in his chair saying nothing for a few minutes, 
and Steve sat patiently waiting for the response. “I can’t solve this one, 
Steve. It’s at my fingertips, and I just can’t put the pieces of the puzzle 
together.” Steve looked on at John’s manicured office. There were no 
cork boards filled with crime scene photographs or crime scene folders 
in disarray all over the desk as Steve’s had always been.

“A lot has changed in crime fighting over the past ten years,” Steve 
said. John looked at Steve as he continued. “I used to use cork boards 
with photographs and string, drawing lines between what I thought the 
killers were doing or saying to me when they weren’t talking to me in 
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letters or other communications. I remember a conversation that my late 
wife, Molly, and I had after Janet Simmons, my newest field agent, had 
been found dead in Long Beach after she had been raped.” John nodded. 
“I remember the case.” “Molly and I got into an argument after Janet’s 
death. She wanted an eye for an eye. She wanted vigilante justice. I 
remember trying to talk her down, but she used my own words against 
me. I remember her telling me of nights she would come by my office 
to surprise me only to find me asleep at my desk. I remember her telling 
me that she sometimes questioned the man she married when she saw 
me sleeping peacefully amongst the grotesque crime scene photos and 
gray case files. It defied logic to her, yet, somehow, almost every case 
that I solved I solved by sleeping on that desk in that carnage.”

“Why are you telling me this, Steve?” John sat back in his chair, 
and Steve did the same. “I found through the years that sometimes 
the only way to catch a killer was to become one.” John’s face grew 
grave, and he asked, “Are you speaking literally or figuratively?” 
Steve let out a laugh and said, “There’s a fine line between those 
two points, John. A very, very fine line. However, I am speaking 
metaphorically. You are detached from the killings. They exist 
only in files in folders and photographs that are in an evidence bag 
somewhere. If you’re going to catch this killer, you’re going to have 
to go into a much darker place, John. You’re going to have to become 
a killer.” “I’m not a killer, Steve.” Steve let out another light laugh. 
“Yes, you are, John. We all are. You have to immerse yourself in the 
crime scenes. Have the lab pull the files for Osborn and the hooker 
and have them brought to your office.” Steve stood up and headed 
for the door. “Where are you going?” “Me? I’m going to get a cup 
of coffee and then read my email and see what is going on in the 
world.” “And what am I supposed to do?” “Catch a killer, John. 
Everything you need to catch him is in those two files.” John called 
down to have the files brought up. It was ten after ten. When the files 
got to him, he started to look over the cases from the case reports to 
the photographs, trying to tie them together.
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Jim got into his office at nine, and he sat down in his office chair 
and just allowed the events of the past few hours to travel through 
his mind. There was a note on his desk that a winter storm warning 
had been issued for most of Southern California, and he crumpled 
it up after reading it and said, “So fuckin’ what? It’s going to rain. I 
don’t live in the goddamn mountains.” He looked over the files on 
his desk and then said, “Fuck it. I need a smoke.” He left the office, 
sat down on the smoker’s bench outside, and lit up and took a deep 
drag off the cigarette. As he exhaled he said to himself, “What a 
fucked up mess.”

Greta Talbot had been waiting for the moving trucks to come for 
Gaston’s things for almost an hour. She was about to give up when a 
large moving truck pulled up in front of the building and four large 
men exited it. She walked out the front entrance and asked if they 
were there for Gaston Reed. They nodded, so she showed them to 
his apartment. She watched as each man walked in, and she asked, 
“How long do you think you will be?” One of the men was lifting 
up a stack of boxes. He stopped and looked around and said, “Two 
hours.” Greta frowned and asked if they would be alright on their 
own for a little bit because she needed to run an errand. They all 
nodded, and she told them she would be back before they left and 
took off for the parking lot and her car. She wanted to get a little 
something for Gaston to send up to him with the moving men, but 
upon further thought she decided she wanted to drive up and surprise 
him with a little housewarming and new job gift. She pulled into the 
local strip mall and went into a stationary store to see if she could 
find something that he might like for his new desk. A clerk came 
over to assist her. 
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“Is there something that I can help you with this morning?” the young 
woman asked. “Yes. I have a friend who is moving away. Well, he has 
already moved away. We had a little bit of an argument last night, and I 
wanted to get him something for his desk that will always remind him of 
me.” “What line of work is he in?” “Sales.” The clerk had a thoughtful 
look on her face and said, “Follow me. I think I might have exactly what 
you’re looking for.” The two women crossed the store to a display case 
that had monogrammed items in it. “What’s your budget?” “Oh…not 
large. We are good friends, but I don’t want to spend a lot of money.” 
“We have some nice stationary that can be custom monogrammed. We 
have briefcases and other business accessories that might please him.” 
Greta walked amongst the items and said, “Give me a few minutes to 
look around.” The young woman smiled and said, “Please call on me. 
My name is Holly, and I will be happy to assist you if you find what you 
like.” “Great!” She thanked her, and she walked off. 

Greta looked down at her watch and saw that she had already been gone 
almost a half hour. She looked around the store when she saw some small 
semi-precious stone globes. She walked over and looked at them and found 
one that she thought would fit Gaston’s lifestyle and desk. She called Holly 
back and asked the price of the globe. Holly told Greta that the globe was 
on sale for forty dollars. “That’s perfect. Can I get it gift wrapped?” Yes was 
the response, and she paid for it and was back on her way to the apartment. 
When she arrived, the men had worked fast, and Gaston’s apartment was 
bare. “Wow…I wish I could find movers like you four when I move.” They 
laughed, and she locked up the unit after making one final walk-through to 
make sure they got everything. “It looks great. You picked it cleaner than 
the Grinch at Christmas.” Straight faces met her joke, and she wished them 
well as the men loaded into the truck and headed back for Devil’s Chair. 
One of the men handed her a business card and said, “We will be delivering 
the furniture to this address in Valyermo. I don’t know that Mr. Reed even 
has his address yet. If you speak to him before he speaks to his boss, our 
boss, would you let him know that this is the location where he can find his 
belongings?” She nodded and thanked the men as they drove off. 
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Yusuf Freidman, the building manager, walked up just after the truck 
left and walked through the apartment with Greta. He made a comment 
that it was left in good condition. “It looks like Mr. Reed will be getting 
back his security deposit,” he said to Greta as he locked up the unit. She 
looked down at the card with Gaston’s address on it and said, “You know, 
I’m going to run up to his new home and surprise him this afternoon. Can 
I take the check with me?” Yusuf laughed and said, “It does not work 
quite that quickly, Ms. Talbot. It is a process, and under the terms of the 
lease agreement, I have ten days to send back a security deposit. Besides, 
I don’t know if there is damage to the unit that I have not seen yet.” Greta 
smiled and said, “Well, at least I can tell him that I tried.” 

They parted, and Greta walked back into her apartment. She was 
undressing to shower while watching the morning news. She listened 
as the weather forecaster announced that Los Angeles and its mountain 
areas were on storm watch. She was showering when she heard the 
weatherman announce that the National Weather Service had issued a 
winter storm warning with snow levels down to three thousand feet. The 
weather was not supposed to come in until midnight according to the 
news. She jumped out of the shower and looked at the time. It was half 
past eight. She decided rather than surprise Gaston, she would call him 
to let him know she was coming. She called up to Joling Farms, and a 
pleasant female voice answered the line.

“Joling Farms, how may I direct your call?” “May I speak to Mr. Reed, 
please?” “I’m sorry, but Mr. Reed is not in his office yet this morning, and I 
don’t believe that his voicemail has been set up. Would you like to speak to 
his manager?” Greta hesitated and then said, “Yes, please.” A few moments 
passed, and a pleasant male voice came on the line. “Joling Farms.” “Yea, 
I’m sorry. The receptionist was going to transfer me to Mr. Reed’s supervisor. 
I must have the wrong extension.” “No, you have the correct line. How may 
I help you?” “I am so sorry to bother you, sir. I was calling for my friend, 
Gaston Reed. I was told he is not in, and his voicemail is not set up yet. My 
name is Greta Talbot. I’m a neighbor and close friend of Mr. Reed’s. I was 
calling to let him know that a few things were left behind when the movers 
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came for his things, and I was going to bring them up to him. Would that be 
all right for me to do?” The voice on the other end of the line was soothing 
and said, “Of course, that would be fine. It is always an adjustment when 
someone starts a new job in a new city. Do you know how to get to Mr. 
Reed’s new home?” “I have an address in Valyermo. Is that right?” “Yes 
ma’am, it is. Do you know how to get to Valyermo?” Greta laughed and 
said, “To be honest, I have never heard of the town.” 

There was a laugh on the other end of the line as well, and the male 
voice said, “Have no worries. We are a long way from most of civilization. 
Do you have a pen? I will give you directions.” Greta wrote down the 
directions. After she had finished, she said, “I would have just put the 
information into my car’s navigation.” “I’m afraid we are pretty well off 
the beaten path. Navigation is not always accurate, but I guarantee you if 
you follow those directions they will take you right to Mr. Reed.” “Thank 
you so much. No wonder Gaston is so excited about his new job. His boss 
is a very, very nice man.” There was a thank you, and the man asked, 
“You do know that we are under a winter storm warning up here, right?” 
“Sure, but it’s just a little rain, that’s no big deal.” “Well, it is a bigger 
deal if you’re going to come up here to visit Mr. Reed. We are at fifty-
five hundred feet. We are expecting a substantial snow storm, so if you’re 
going to come up, I would recommend leaving sooner rather than later.” 

“Oh, WOW! Snow? Is there skiing?” “No, I’m afraid not. This is 
rugged farm country up here, but I’m sure that Mr. Reed can show you some 
wonderful scenery.” She thanked the man and hung up without getting his 
name. “I will need to ask Gaston who his boss is, so that I can thank him 
in person.” Greta went on with getting ready for the day and decided she 
would take off in the early afternoon to stay ahead of the weather.

Austin Daniels hung up the phone with a smile on his face. “So, 
Gaston has a girlfriend. I should be able to have a great little cookout 
in my own cozy fireplace. It would be rude to not take care of Gaston’s 
guest…assuming he doesn’t get done with the FBI early and get up 
here and spoil my meal.” 
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John was sitting at his desk looking over the files for Osborn and 
the hooker. He was looking over the photos and the reports carefully. 
“Both victims were butchered several hundred miles apart. How the 
hell do I connect the two killings?” He looked at the photos of the 
Osborn body closely when he noticed something on one of the limbs 
that had been severed from the corpse. He took out a magnifying 
glass and looked hard at the knife cuts into the flesh. He took the 
photographs from the morning’s killing and looked at the knife 
wounds that he noticed on that victim as well. It took only a few 
seconds, and it was as if a light switch was turned on in his brain. 
“Bingo…it’s the same knife. The killer is the same.” He called Jade 
at her office and asked her to verify what he was looking at. He was 
on hold while Jade pulled the files and looked at the photos. She 
came back on the line and said, “We have a winner, John. It is most 
certainly the same killer. The knife marks match. Now you just have 
to do one little thing.” He already knew what she was going to say. 
“I know, I know. I have to find the owner of the knife.” “Hey…good 
for you…you are getting to be so grown up, Special Agent Swenson.” 
Jade let out a laugh, and he told her to get bent as he hung up the line. 

He called Steve’s office. “Hoffman.” “Thank you!” John’s voice 
echoed over the speakerphone. “You’re welcome. Now, how are we 
going to find this son of a bitch?” “That’s a hell of a good question, 
Steve. That’s a hell of a question.”
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Chapter Fourteen
“Trust me. You’re going to want a drink.”

W
anda Harris had had a terrible night’s sleep. She tossed and turned 
all night. She didn’t remember going to bed, but she was in her bed 
just the same. She got up and washed her face and was going to get 

ready for work. She walked out into the living room where the remnants 
of last night’s Chinese food was on the coffee table along with a bottle 
of Jack Daniels. “Oh…yea…now I remember. These two things don’t 
go together!” She started to pick up when she saw the business card that 
had been the subject of her dreams and nightmares all night. “It wasn’t a 
dream. This guy really is the guy that Amelia left with. Shit.” She grabbed 
her purse and pulled out Jim’s business card and dialed his cell phone.

Jim was stubbing out the cigarette when his phone rang. He was 
just about to press the button and yell when he saw that the caller was 
not law enforcement. “O’Brian.” “Sheriff O’Brian, this is Wanda Harris 
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in Human Resources at Rollins Industries. I filed the missing persons 
report on my boss and friend, Amelia Farrell.” Jim coughed and said, 
“Yes, Ms. Harris. I remember. How can I help you?” “I totally forgot 
this until this morning. On the night that Amelia vanished, I did see her 
leave the bar. She left with a tall gentlemen who had originally been 
hitting on me. I had to go to the bathroom, and when I came back I saw 
them leave together.” Jim sighed. “Yea. I remember the F-350 pickup 
truck. If that’s what you remember, Ms. Harris, you already told me 
that.” “No, sir. The man that Amelia left with gave me his business card 
because we couldn’t hear each other in the bar before I left the two of 
them.” Jim shot to attention. “Okay. Do you have the card?” “Yes, sir. 
The man who gave me the card is named Austin Daniels, and he is 
the Vice President of Operations for Joling Farms.” “Where are you, 
Ms. Harris?” “I’m at home, Sheriff. Why?” “I don’t want you to move. 
Stay in your home, lock your doors and windows, and do not under any 
circumstances answer the door or phone until you hear or you see one of 
my deputy’s cars. Do you understand me?” “Yes, sir…I didn’t think this 
would get that much attention.” “It’s very important, Ms. Harris. What’s 
your address.” Jim was jotting it down on the smoking bench with a pen 
from his pocket. “Okay, I’m on my way. I’m sending a deputy to your 
home right now. Sit still. I will be there shortly with some other police 
officials.” Jim hung up the line and ran into the building and straight to 
the dispatch office. “Patch me through to the Orange County Sheriff.”

Alexander Norton had been the Orange County Sheriff for two 
decades. He and Jim had had their differences through the years, but, 
all and all, they were very good friends. “I have Sheriff Norton on the 
line.” Jim grabbed a phone and said, “Al, it’s Jim O’Brian. I need a 
favor.” “Sure, Jim. What’s up?” “I have a potential material witness 
to an abduction, and I need you to put a deputy on her until I can get 
there with the FBI.” “No problem. Give me the name and address.” 
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Jim rattled off the information, and Al told him he would have a 
deputy at her home in three minutes. Jim thanked him then dropped 
the line and ran upstairs to his office. He picked up the phone and 
called over to John at the federal building.

“Swenson.” An out of breath Jim O’Brian was on the other end of the 
line. “I think I have a break in the two killings.” John told Jim to calm 
down and asked what he had. “I have a witness to the possible abduction 
of a woman who was reported missing yesterday.” “Okay. What do 
you have?” “A woman named Wanda Harris reported her boss missing 
yesterday, and I ended up having to go to Irvine to take the report. When 
she told me about the situation, she told me that the last time she saw her 
boss, Amelia Farrell, was outside a bar that the two had gone to to drown 
their sorrows over the death of Adam Osborn. It turns out that Ms. Farrell 
is the girlfriend of Mr. Osborn. Ms. Harris last saw the woman leaving 
the bar in a white Ford F-350 pickup truck two nights ago.” Steve was 
sitting in a chair across from John listening to half of a conversation. John 
interrupted Jim and asked, “Did you say a white F-350 pickup?” “Yea, 
but it gets better. The night that Farrell disappeared, the guy had been 
flirting with Ms. Harris, and he gave her his business card.” “What’s the 
name on the card?” “Austin Daniels.” “Son of a bitch! When Steve and I 
went up to Joling Farms to speak to Gaston Reed, he wasn’t in, but we did 
talk to Cliff Joling who was an on edge guy. He was trying to get his vice 
president of operations into his office, and his name is Austin Daniels. 
Then when Steve and I were leaving the farm, there was a white Ford 
F-350 pickup parked off to the side that I thought was suspicious.” 

Jim laughed and said, “Son of a bitch, John. What do you want to do?” 
“You get out to Harris and get the card and other information from her. 
I’m going back out to Reed’s apartment to speak with him about Daniels 
if he’s still there. I will call you when I have spoken to him.” Jim agreed 
and hung up the phone. Steve stood up and said, “I don’t know what you 
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two are cooking up here, but I’m going back to my office.” Steve walked 
out as John grabbed his coat and took off down the hall after him. Steve 
hadn’t even sat down when John poked his head in and said, “We have 
a break in the case.” “Yea, I figured as much from the call. What do you 
have?” “Come with me. We are going back out to Reed’s apartment to 
see if we can grab him before he goes anywhere.” John and Steve took 
off out of the office. As they drove, John called Sara. “Dr. Swenson.” 
“Hi, can you pack a cold weather bag for me with the usual equipment?” 
“Yes. Steve’s with you?” “Yea. I will stop by to pick it up in a few. I’m 
on my way to visit with a suspect.” Sara’s voice was soft. “Okay. I will 
have it ready for you when you get here. How many restraints and how 
much drug?” “A lot. I have a feeling I’m probably going to need a whole 
lot. Is that a problem?” “I will take care of it.” “Thank you.” 

John hung up the phone, and Steve asked, “What the hell was that all 
about?” “I have a winter hiking and camping trip that I have been planning 
with a few old Marine Corps buddies, and I wanted to make sure they got my 
stuff together.” “There’s a damn winter storm coming in, and you’re going 
on a hiking and camping trip?” “Yea…we have been planning it around 
weather, and this storm will make a perfect weekend hike and camping 
trip. It helps to keep us sharp.” Steve shook his head and said, “I need to 
have you put in for a psych evaluation. There’s a screw or two loose in your 
brain.” They sped down the freeway to Irvine and to Gaston’s apartment.

Jim got to Wanda and was able to take over her situation. She 
gave him the business card, and he advised her that she was under 
protective custody until further notice. She was angry and indignant 
at first until Jim explained what had happened over the past twenty-
four hours. By the time he was finished, she was quite contrite and 
willing to do whatever she was told. Jim put two of his deputies on 
her home, and he and Al worked out a protection detail for her until 
they either captured or cleared Austin Daniels in the cases.
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John and Steve pulled up in front of Gaston’s building, and Steve 
said, “I thought that Mr. Reed had an offer to work for Joling, and that 
they were moving him?” “Yea, but I don’t know if he’s gone yet.” 
The two men walked up to the apartment, but there was no answer. 
John knocked on Greta’s door, and there was no answer as well. He 
looked around and saw a sign that pointed to the management office. 
Steve followed John to the office. They walked in, and John and Steve 
showed their IDs and asked if the manager had seen Mr. Reed. “Mr. 
Reed moved out this morning. I mean, I didn’t see him. His neighbor, 
Greta Talbot, let the movers in and then let me know when they 
were done, so I could do a walk-through.” John asked, “When did 
the moving people leave with Mr. Reed’s things?” “Oh, it was early 
because Greta called me pretty early this morning.” “We tried to reach 
Ms. Talbot, but she’s not at home. Do you have a work number for 
her?” “Ms. Talbot works from home, but she’s not there. She left about 
a half hour ago to go up to see Mr. Reed in some way out of the way 
town where he works now. She wanted to take him his deposit check 
because I told her that he was going to get it back, but I told her no. I 
have ten days.” John thanked him and walked out of the building. 

Rain had just begun to fall as the two men made it back to John’s 
truck. John started it up and took off quickly, pulling Steve back in his 
seat. “What the hell’s the hurry, John?” “We need to get to Devil’s Chair, 
and we need to get there now.” “Why? What the hell is going on?” John 
kept driving, and after a few minutes, Steve realized they weren’t headed 
for Highway 2. They were headed for Malibu. “John, what the hell is 
going on with you? Where the hell are we going?” “I have to stop by my 
house and pick something up.” Steve stared off through the rain soaked 
windshield and said, “Let me guess…snow camping equipment?” John 
didn’t respond as they sped toward PCH and his home.
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John passed the entrance to his home that Steve knew and 
continued down PCH. He pushed a remote button on the top of his 
truck and made a hard left turn into what Steve initially thought was 
going to be a wall. Steve put his arms up in front of his face, bracing 
for impact. Instead, the truck started down into a tunnel. It was well 
lit, and Steve sat next to John who was speeding through the tunnel 
without saying a word. He pulled into the underground parking lot, 
parked the truck, and jumped out. Steve followed. John was running, 
and Steve was fighting to keep up. John opened the door into a foyer 
and a beautiful room overlooking the sea. “Where the hell are we, 
John?” John didn’t respond. Steve turned from the view to see Sara 
standing in a darkened hallway that all of a sudden became very 
familiar. “John…why do I recognize this place?” 

Sara handed John the gym bag, and he walked back into the 
darkness and came out with a second. Sara walked out into the foyer 
and invited Steve to have a seat. Steve walked into the living room 
and sat down on a loveseat. He looked around. It was furnished in 
black leather sofas and chairs. The floors were black with red specks. 
The walls were bright white, and the room had panoramic views that 
looked out over the Pacific. The rain was pelting the windows, and 
Steve looked at Sara and asked, “What part of the house is this?” “This 
is a special part of the house that is John’s domain only.” Steve sat 
for a few more seconds, and Sara asked, “Would you like a drink?” 
“Would I like one? Yes! Am I going to have one? I don’t think so. I 
think I better stay straight.” Sara got up and walked over to the bar 
and pulled out two tumblers and filled them with ice and scotch. She 
walked back to Steve and said, “Trust me. You’re going to want a 
drink.” Steve took the drink and watched as Sara took a drink of hers. 

She looked at Steve staring at the glass and said, “Scared that 
it’s drugged?” She took the glass from him and took a drink of it and 
handed it back to him. “There. Now, I’m going to have a buzz quicker 
than you. Drink up. You’re going to need it.” Steve took a sip, and he 
heard John’s voice from down the dark hall talking to someone. “Okay. 
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I’m heading out to Devil’s Chair. You have things under control with 
the witness?” There were a few more moments of silence when Steve 
saw a large black image emerge from the darkness. The glass hit the 
floor and shattered into a million pieces before Steve could get a word 
out. There, standing in the darkened hall, was the Iron Eagle. Only this 
Eagle had a face, and that face was John Swenson.

John walked into the foyer in full black body armor with a cell phone 
pressed against his ear. Steve looked at Sara who had no reaction. Steve 
was about to speak when he heard John say, “Roger that, Jim. The Eagle is 
out.” Steve sat silent for a long time as John picked up several duffle bags 
and moved from the foyer to the garage with them. John walked back in 
after putting the last one in his truck and said, “I’m sorry you had to learn 
about it like this, Steve.” Steve was silent, and then from within a daze he 
said, “Jim knows who the Eagle is?” Sara nodded as John stood silent in 
the foyer. Steve looked at Sara and said, “You knew?” She nodded slowly. 
Steve was putting two and two together in his head, and Sara could see 
it. Steve said, “You were the second set of hands and the female voice we 
could not discern from the Marker murder?” Sara nodded, taking a sip of 
her drink. “Son of a fuckin’ bitch. In a million years, I would never have 
guessed it was you, John …oh my God. What the fuck have you done?” 

“Deep down, you always knew it was me, Steve, but this is not a 
time to converse. I have to get to Devil’s Chair before another person 
falls victim to this killer.” Steve sat for a few more seconds. “Is the guy 
in Devil’s Chair a serial killer?” “At least!” John said, pressing a small 
disc against his throat changing his voice from John Swenson to the 
voice of the Eagle. “And you’re going up there to stop this?” The Eagle 
nodded. Steve stood up and said, “You don’t know the terrain or the 
trails. There are a thousand back ways in and out of the area. I know it 
like the back of my hand. I’m coming with you.” The Eagle stood silent 
for a moment then said, “If you come, and you get in trouble, I will not 
risk the mission to save you.” Steve nodded. Sara looked on at the sea 
as the Eagle and Steve walked out the door into whatever nightmare lie 
in the mountains of Devil’s Chair and the Devil’s Punchbowl. 
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Chapter Fifteen
“What the fuck are you doing?”  

“Tracking a killer.”

T
he snow was gently falling around the feeder house at Joling 
Farms. The brunch meeting had been to discuss new ideas that 
Oliver had for farming the organics that the united farms could 

produce. The storm was coming in quietly, and Oliver was sitting in 
his solarium with Cliff, Seal, Henry, and Austin watching the snow 
and chatting about farming, the crops for the spring, and for the 
revolving feeder livestock that would need to be managed between the 
two farms. Seal was seated with a drink in his hand and said, “We are 
well automated over at our place, Cliff. How about you?” Cliff took 
a sip of his drink and said, “I’m able to run several hundred thousand 
acres with a total of five men, including Austin, and he handles the 
kill floors and the feeder units.” Henry chimed in and said, “Austin 
can work a kill floor every fuckin’ day, can’t he?” Cliff nodded his 
head. Henry said, “There’s no way over at our place. It’s me and Seal 
most days, but we have two others who do a good job, and they can 
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give us a break from that grind.” Oliver chimed in and said, “It’s all a 
matter of trust, gentlemen. If you have good employees, and you pay 
them well, you can buy their confidence and their loyalty.” There was 
a ‘hear, hear’ to that as they toasted each other.

Austin had been sitting silent in the room. As the men spoke, he 
stood up and excused himself, saying he had business down at the 
farm that needed attending to. The others sat with Oliver and kept 
drinking. Oliver had promised them a wonderful dinner in just a few 
short hours, and there was little any of them could do with the storm. 
Their farms were being tended to, so they relaxed and enjoyed each 
other’s company. Something that six short months ago no man in the 
room would ever have thought possible.

Greta Talbot was doing the best she could to make her way based on 
the directions that she was given, but she felt she was hopelessly lost, 
and with the wind blowing, the snow falling, and sunlight running out, 
she cried out with a fearful, “Oh shit! I’m fucked!”

The Eagle and Steve drove in silence up Highway 2 into the 
Angeles National Forest. They were headed for Devil’s Chair. Steve 
finally broke the silence and asked, “All of this time it’s been you, 
hiding in plain sight?” “I never hid. Everything you needed to catch 
me was in every one of those files.” “You altered the fuckin’ files. You 
fucked with those profiles to cover your ass.” Steve was pissed, and 
he was getting more pissed by the second as there was no response 
from the Eagle. “Jesus Christ, John. How could you do the things 
you’ve done?” There was silence, and The Eagle pulled his police 
computer over to him and typed in Greta Talbot’s information. Her 
profile came up on the screen along with her DMV records showing 
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the make and model of her car. He read the screen. According to 
DMV records, she was driving a 2011 burgundy Chevy Malibu. The 
Eagle pulled over to the side of the road and grabbed his silver case 
from the back seat of the truck. Steve sat silent, watching. The Eagle 
opened the case and typed in the VIN number of Talbot’s vehicle. 
The screen came to life, and Steve looked over to see the navigation 
system in her vehicle on the screen. “What the fuck are you doing?” 

“Tracking a killer.” “And just how the fuck are you going to do 
that?” The Eagle flipped the laptop in Steve’s direction, and he saw a 
red blinking light. “Who’s that?” “Austin Daniels’ next victim.” Steve 
looked at the Eagle and asked, “Who the hell is Austin Daniels?” “I 
fear he is but the tip of a murderous nightmare.” Steve’s face changed 
from one of anger to one of fear. “Where is the Talbot girl’s car?” 
The Eagle turned the computer toward Steve and said, “You’re here 
because you said you know this place like the back of your hand. 
Well, this is the time to prove it.” Steve looked at the blinking dot 
and said, “The vehicle is on Big Pines Road just south of Valyermo.” 
Steve looked around as the Eagle started back onto Highway 2. 
Steve said, “In about a half mile, you’re going to turn left onto Big 
Pines Highway.” The Eagle never took his eye off the road. As he 
turned onto Big Pines, he asked Steve, “What’s the distance between 
Valyermo and Devil’s Chair?” Steve got a thoughtful look on his face 
and said, “Um…it all depends on how you go. If you use the known 
roads, about nine miles; however, I know several fire roads that you 
can use that will cut the mileage down to three to four. Why?” The 
Eagle said, “We have business in Valyermo after we save Ms. Talbot.” 
Steve looked out the window of the truck and at the blinking dot of 
Talbot’s car. It had been stationary but began to move. 

“She’s on the move.” The Eagle looked over at Steve and said, “Her 
car might be moving, but she’s not necessarily the one driving it. Where 
is it headed?” “It’s headed northeast toward Valyermo.” “Who the hell 
would go to Valyermo?” The Eagle kept driving. The snow was starting 
to pick up, and he asked Steve, “Do you know of any road out here that 
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we can take that would let us cut them off before they reach the town?” 
Steve stared at the map and the moving blinking light. “Well, if the car is 
headed for Valyermo, it will transition from Big Pines to Valyermo Road, 
which will take her right into town. If you put this thing into four-wheel 
drive and drive as fast as you can, we can transition to Reservoir Road. 
There are some switchbacks on that road right near Valyermo Pond. They 
are unmarked roads, but I know them well. If you hit it right, we should 
be able to get ahead of the car and cut them off.” The Eagle put the truck 
into four-wheel drive, pressed his foot hard on the gas, and said, “Grab 
anything you can to keep yourself from going flying, Steve.” He gunned 
the engine, and the truck began to rocket down the highway headed for 
the transition in the hopes of stopping Talbot’s car before it reached town.

Greta had been sitting alongside the road for several minutes when 
a large pair of headlights came in the direction of her car. She opened 
the door and waved a towel she had in the front seat in the hopes of 
getting the driver’s attention. The vehicle turned out to be a huge 
pickup truck, but it went speeding by, and she cursed out loud, “What 
the shit? I thought these farm boys and girls stopped to help people.” 
She put the window up on her car and started to pull back onto the road. 
The snow was falling even heavier, and it had piled up as she sat. Her 
front wheels started spinning, and then the whole car slid sideways 
down into a ditch. She looked out her passenger window, but all that 
was there was grass and dirt. She tried to open the driver’s side door, 
but her one hundred and ten pound body was no match for the gravity 
that was pushing the car door back against her.  The door slammed 
shut, narrowly missing her left foot. “Fuck, fuck, fuck…I’m gonna die 
in this fuckin’ frozen tundra.” She was about to try again when a pair 
of headlights pulled up off to her left behind her. She saw someone get 
out and walk up to her window and then tap on it. She rolled down the 
window to see a tall handsome man standing on the edge of the ditch. 
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“Are you okay?” he called out against the howl of the wind and 
the snow. “Do I look like I’m okay?” He laughed and said, “Stay put. 
I will pull you out of the ditch.” She saw the man get back into the 
truck and pull around her then drive past her. For a second she thought 
he drove off, but a few more seconds went by and the headlight 
reappeared ahead of her and stopped about twenty feet from her car. 
She saw the driver get out and grab something from the front of his 
truck, and she sat and waited. He walked back over to the driver’s 
window and tapped. Greta put the window down, and the man said, “I 
have hooked up a wench on my truck. I’m going to pull back a little 
more to make sure I have traction, and then I will pull you out. When 
your car starts to move, turn your wheels in the direction of the road.” 
She nodded, and he disappeared into the snow. A few seconds went 
by, and she felt the car start to move, and she did as instructed. A few 
more seconds, and she was back on the road. 

The man took off the equipment and came back over to the car and 
asked, “Do you have snow chains for your car?” “No…I didn’t know it 
snowed in California.” That drew a loud laugh, and he said, “Follow my 
tail lights. We will have to move slowly, but you are only about two miles 
from town.” “I’m trying to get to Valyermo.” “You’re two miles from 
there. What are you doing out on a night like this?” “I’m trying to get to 
a friend’s house.” The man shook his head and walked back to his truck.

Austin had parked his truck off the road when he saw Bill Hailey pull 
over to help the stranded girl. Bill was a local farmer and an all around 
nice guy. Austin sat in his truck and watched as the two vehicles made 
their way up Valyermo Road headed for town. “I’ll have to wait until 
she gets to town then grab her before Bill can get into a big Q&A with 
her.” He pulled onto the road behind the vehicles but lost sight of her tail 
lights in the snow. Austin had his own headlights off, so he wouldn’t be 
seen, and he slowly crept along the road headed back to town.
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The Eagle’s truck was sliding all over as he and Steve pushed 
faster and faster up Reservoir Road. Steve called out for him to make 
a sharp right, and when he did, the truck’s tires slid on the snowy icy 
road. The Eagle turned into the skid and got the truck back under 
control. “Okay, the road is about to end. It’s been a lot of years since 
I have been through this area, but as I recall when we reach the turn 
in the middle of this road, you should keep true. It will drop us on to 
an access road, and from there it’s only a hundred yards to Valyermo 
Road.” The Eagle gunned the engine, and the truck rose in the air as 
they hit a large berm. The truck had all four wheels off the ground and 
came smashing down on a gravel road. “Was I right? Did I tell you I 
knew this area?” Steve let out a loud laugh as the truck skidded onto 
Valyermo Road where there was no sign of Talbot or the car. 

Steve picked up the laptop and looked for the flashing light. It was 
there, and it was about twenty yards behind them. “The car is about 
twenty yards behind us.” The Eagle saw a rock outcropping on the 
other side of the road, and he pulled the truck around and backed in 
behind the rocks. He grabbed a small black case and told Steve to stay 
put and jumped out of the truck into the snowstorm. The Eagle could 
see a pair of headlights coming up the road with another pair behind 
them. He watched from behind some boulders as the two vehicles 
passed him. The truck that was leading Talbot’s car wasn’t Austin’s 
truck, and he opened the case and pulled out a transponder unit. He 
clicked it on and was about to make a dash for the lead truck when he 
saw another vehicle out of the corner of his eye following the other 
two very, very slowly. It had no lights on, but the Eagle could make out 
the shiny F-350 plate on the front of the truck. He waited for it to pass 
him and ran out into the road and dropped on his stomach. The truck 
stopped for a second, and the Eagle moved up behind it and pushed the 
transponder onto the frame of the rig. He heard the click of the magnet 
and knew it was attached and headed back for his vehicle.
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Steve was holding the laptop and staring at the screen when the 
Eagle got back into the truck. “There are two dots on this screen. One 
just appeared, but it’s blinking in black against the white screen. What’s 
this about?”  The Eagle sat silent as the truck moved past his own on 
after Talbot. He turned to Steve and pulled the laptop from his hands 
and said, “That’s our target. He’s going to lead us to our mission.” Steve 
blurted out, “I thought finding Talbot and saving her was the mission.” 
The Eagle slowly shook his head as he pulled the truck out onto the 
road in the snow and dark. The Eagle reached into the glove box in front 
of Steve and pulled out a pair of night vision goggles and put them on. 
Steve heard a click and a high pitched sound and asked, “What the hell 
are you doing?” “Seeing. Now I can see them, but they can’t see me.” 

Steve sat back for a second and then said, “Am I not freaked out 
enough? Jesus, man, one minute you’re my main special agent in 
charge of the Los Angeles field office and the next you’re the Iron 
Eagle. I’m not liking my odds of living through this.” “Why…what 
have you done that would draw my attention?” The Eagle never took 
his eyes off the road or the vehicles ahead of him. “You never let 
anyone who has seen your face live. I haven’t forgotten Legion Park 
and Billy the Kid.” “He was an evil man who had done reprehensible 
things to women. How do you connect yourself to him?” “I remember 
what I said to you. I said, ‘You’re breaking your rule and letting a 
victim live,’ or something to that effect, and you shook your head and 
said no then you pulled a knife out of the victim’s femoral artery, and 
he bled out.” “You’re not a bad man, Steve. You have not hurt anyone. 
If anything, you have dedicated your life to helping and saving people. 
I mean you no harm.” “You’ll forgive me if I’m not convinced.” 

Austin’s truck was pulling off the road, and the Eagle told Steve, 
“Look on the map. I need a route to get ahead of Talbot. I have to grab her 
before Austin does.” Steve pulled the screen close, and it shined bright 
on his face in the front of the truck. The Eagle stopped, and Steve said, “I 
can’t make out landmarks from this. I need to see the topography.” The 
Eagle took off the night vision goggles and handed them to Steve. He 
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put them on and pressed them against his eyes and looked around. “Go 
twenty feet forward and turn left.” The Eagle followed the direction, 
and Steve said, “Now, in ten feet, bear hard right.” The Eagle did as 
instructed, and Steve said, “Keep true for a hundred yards. I will tell 
you when to turn right again.” The Eagle crept along in the truck until 
he could see lights ahead of him and off to the right. “We are running 
parallel to the road. In another hundred yards, you can make a soft turn 
to the right, and you will be only a few yards from Talbot’s car.” Steve 
was talking like a navigation system. The Eagle moved as instructed 
until his truck was only ten yards from Talbot’s stopped car. He told 
Steve to stay still, and he moved out of the truck back out into the storm.

Greta had stopped in front of a gas station, and Bill walked up to 
her car and said, “Well, young lady. Where is it that you’re trying to get 
to?” She handed him a piece of paper, and he looked at it in the light of 
his headlights. He started laughing and said, “Holy shit, girl…you’re 
five miles ahead of where you are supposed to be.” “What?” “You are 
looking for Cliff Joling’s place at Devil’s Chair, but what the hell would 
you want out there? There’s nothing but an office building, farm stables, 
and pasture land out there.” Greta started to cry and said, “All I wanted 
to do was come up here to see a friend who took a job with the farm, 
and now I’m hopelessly lost in a snow storm with no way to get home.” 
Bill leaned down and said, “Calm down. You’re not hopeless, you’re 
just lost. I tell you what. You park your car here at the station, and I will 
take you up to my place. You can stay with me and my wife tonight.” 
Greta started to calm down, and Bill handed her a handkerchief from his 
pocket and said, “Now, go ahead and shut off the car and follow me.” 

Greta turned off the motor and got out, following Bill as they made 
their way to his truck. When they got in, she asked, “And where do 
you live?” He started driving down the road and said, “My wife and I 
have a home on Boca Raton Avenue across from the Valyermo Country 
Club. We have a guest room you can stay in until the storm blows over, 
and you can get out of here and head for your friend.” Greta let out a 
laugh, “Oh no…my friend can go to hell. I just want to get home. I 
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really appreciate you stopping and helping me like you did.”  “We look 
out for each other out here Ms…” Greta swallowed hard and said, “I’m 
so sorry. My name is Greta Talbot.” “Nice to meet you, Greta. I’m Bill 
Hailey.” The two drove on into the night while the Eagle made his way 
to Greta’s car. He got there, and the engine was still warm, but the lights 
were off. The doors were not locked, and the key was in the ignition. He 
slid into the back seat and turned on the car and its headlights. He knew 
it would be a few minutes and Austin would try to pounce.

Steve sat in the truck with the night vision goggles on. He had watched 
the Eagle disappear into the parked car by the gas station, and he said, 
“What the fuck are you up to?” The words had no sooner come out of 
his mouth then he saw a white pickup truck without lights on coming up 
the road and stopping just behind Talbot’s car. Steve watched as a large 
man got out of the truck and started for the car. He was moving stealthily, 
and for just a moment he wanted to call out to the Eagle. He saw the man 
open the rear passenger door and stick his head inside. Then it was like 
something out of a cartoon. The man’s whole body was suddenly dragged 
into the car in one swift, clean motion. Steve laughed in spite of himself. “I 
didn’t just see that!” A few seconds passed, and the car was rocking back 
and forth. He saw the rear door open and saw the unforgettable silhouette 
of the Eagle stand up. He reached in and pulled out the other man and 
threw him over his shoulder and was walking back to the pickup. Steve 
sat silent, wondering what was going to happen next as the Eagle opened 
the rear doors of the truck and threw a body in the back. 

The Eagle took the wheel and said, “We need to get out of this storm. 
I need a place to have a conversation with the gentleman in the back.” 
“Conversation…really? A conversation? I’ve seen what your idea of a 
conversation is, and it won’t be something that the guy likes.” “You know 
this area. I know where Joling Farms is. We will take him there. We can use 
the office building.” Steve didn’t say a word as the Eagle moved the truck 
back down through the streets to Big Rock Canyon Road. They pulled up to 
the office complex, and Steve was surprised to see two guards standing in 
a low guard tower on the outside of the gates. “What the fuck?” Steve said. 
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“Yea…hold that sentiment while I take these two out.” The Eagle got out 
of the truck and pulled a weapon from his body armor. Steve never heard a 
sound. He just saw the two guards in the tower slump over as the Eagle got 
back in the truck and took the laptop from Steve. With a few keystrokes, the 
large gate in front of the guard tower began to open, and the Eagle pulled in 
and parked where he and Steve had parked only a day earlier. 

“Stay put until I come for you,” the Eagle said as he got out of the 
truck. Steve watched as he moved over to the guard tower and removed 
the two men. He saw the Eagle doing something on the floor of the tower, 
then he appeared and walked up to the building. He was gone for only a 
few seconds and then walked back to the truck, opened the back doors, 
and threw Austin’s body over his shoulders. He grabbed a duffle bag 
and said, “Follow me.” There was no argument. Steve stepped out of the 
truck and followed as the two men entered the main entrance to the office 
building. There were several very, very large outbuildings across from 
the main office, and Steve asked, “What are those buildings for?” The 
Eagle was laying Austin’s body on the floor of the lobby and said, “They 
are for livestock. It’s a climate-controlled environment to make sure the 
animals stay warm or cold, depending on what type they have out there.”

“Hmm…” Steve said, “So, are we going to check out the buildings?” 
“Yes, but not right now. I need to get information from Mr. Daniels here. 
You might want to go back out to the truck.” Steve stood for a long time in 
the lobby looking down at Austin who had obviously been drugged. “What 
did he do that made you go after him?” The Eagle looked on at Steve with 
his cold dead black eyes and said, “I know he killed the prostitute at the 
motel last night.” “How could you possibly know that?” The Eagle reached 
down and grabbed Austin’s leg. He was wearing a pair of baggy white 
pants, and the Eagle pulled a flap on the right pant leg that revealed a hidden 
compartment. He put his hand into the pants and pulled out four knives. 
They were each folded, and he placed them on the reception desk in front of 
Steve. “So, the guy has a few buck knives. That doesn’t make him a killer.” 
The Eagle pulled open each of the knives. The blades were covered in blood 
and hair.” Steve looked at the Eagle and asked, “Perhaps he’s a hunter?” 
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“Yes, Steve, he’s a hunter. A hunter and consumer of man.” The 
Eagle removed Austin’s clothing and then took his body out the front 
door. He threw him in the snow and took out several pieces of rope and 
strung Austin up between two of the office’s entry posts, spread eagle. 
Steve looked on and said, “I won’t be a party to this.” The Eagle looked 
at him and said, “You already are. Do you want to learn the truth about 
this man, or do you want to go hide in my truck?” “What truth, John? 
What fuckin’ truth?” The Eagle didn’t respond to the name. He just 
unpacked a duffle bag of equipment and set up a couple of small but 
bright halogen lights and pointed them at Austin’s nude body. He took 
a bottle of medication from the bag and a syringe, filled it, and injected 
Austin in the right buttock. “Now what?” Steve asked. “We give it a few 
seconds to hit him. When he wakes up, he’s not going to be very happy.”
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Chapter Sixteen
“I would hold onto that vomit,  

Agent Hoffman. I think this  
is only the beginning.”

T
he house had a warm homey look to it as Bill Hailey pulled into 
the driveway and parked. Greta got out and followed him to the 
front door. Bill was greeted by his wife, who invited Greta in, 

and the two took off their wet coats, and Bill said, “You have to be 
freezing, kid. Go stand in front of the fire.” Bill disappeared into 
another room with his wife as Greta stood in front of the roaring 
flames and felt the warmth running through her body. Bill returned 
with his wife and said, “Greta Talbot, I’d like you to meet my wife, 
Sondra Hailey.” Greta shook Sondra’s hand gently and said, “It’s nice 
to meet you. Your husband is an incredibly generous man.” Sondra 
nodded and sat down on an ottoman in the living room looking at the 
fire. “Greta,” Sondra asked, “that’s a relatively uncommon name.” 
Greta laughed and said, “Yea…when I was a kid I used to think that 
my parents didn’t like me, that’s why they named me that. I learned 
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later that I was named after my grandmother on my mother’s side. 
My mother is full-blooded German, and so I had the misfortune of 
getting the family name.” Sondra said looking on into the fire, “I 
think it is a lovely name, and it fits you.”

Greta got a strange look on her face. “I’m not sure how to take that?” 
Sondra smiled and stood up and said, “I mean it fits with your look – 
young, blond, blue-eyed, and nicely built. I would guess that you’re a 
runner.” Greta nodded and was starting to get a freaked out look on her 
face. She looked at Sondra, who didn’t look much older than her. Sondra 
had long brown hair down to the middle of her back with alabaster skin, 
high cheekbones, and a pretty smile. She was slim as well, and Greta 
thought she looked familiar, like a model she had seen in a magazine. 
“I’m sorry, Sondra, but you look very, very familiar to me. Have we 
met, or is there somewhere that I might have seen you?” Sondra smiled 
and was about to speak when Bill walked into the room with a tray, three 
coffee cups, and three tumblers with a brown liquid in them. 

“I assume you are over twenty-one?” Bill asked. “I’m twenty-
four.” “Well then, you can have a hot toddy and a shot of Irish whisky!” 
She nodded and took the coffee mug off the tray and finished telling 
Bill that his wife looked familiar to her. Bill let out a laugh and said, 
“You might very well have seen Sondra’s face. She’s a model for 
Victoria’s Secret as well as other magazines when she is not helping 
out here on the farm.” Greta looked relieved and said, “I knew I had 
seen you before. You are very beautiful.” Sondra thanked her, and the 
three sat in front of the fire, conversing. Greta heard the chime of a 
grandfather’s clock. It toned eight p.m., and she said, “I had no idea it 
was so late.” Bill laughed and said, “Is there somewhere that you need 
to be because that storm is not going to let up for a few days? At least 
that’s what the weather reports are saying.” “No…I do wish I could 
get to my friend, but I’m glad that you happened along and saved me.” 
Bill took another sip of his drink and then took the whisky and said, 
“A toast! To being warm and to caring about one another!” The girls 
took the glasses and each saluted and swigged their drinks. 
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Bill said, “We have a dinner date with my boss at one of his business 
partners’ homes here near the golf course. Would you care to join 
us?” Greta said, “I wouldn’t want to impose. I have been enough of 
an imposition on you two this evening.” Sondra said, “Nonsense. You 
are no imposition. Besides, if you come, I won’t be the only woman at 
the thing. My husband’s employer and his colorful friends can be a bit 
boring, if you know what I mean. Besides, the host is a master chef. He 
is a master in the kitchen, and we only get to see him a few times a year. 
You are in for a real treat. If you’re on a diet, though, you will have to 
put it on hold because when Chef Golden is cooking, there is no such 
thing as low fat.” There were a few laughs around the room, and Greta 
accepted the invitation happily. Bill showed her to the guest room and 
brought her bag in from the truck. “I don’t have anything really dressy 
to wear,” Greta told Bill. “No problem. These are casual meals. I’m sure 
whatever you wear will be just fine. We will leave in about ten minutes. 
Is that okay?” She nodded, and Bill left the room.

Austin came to pretty quickly after the Eagle gave him the injection. 
He looked around and said, “Who are you?” The Eagle stood in front of 
him. Steve was standing off to the side but not completely out of sight. 
“You can call me justice, Mr. Daniels.” “Justice? Justice for what?” 
“Tsk-tsk, Austin. Are we going to start off this conversation with stupid 
questions? I am going to ask you some questions, and you’re going 
to answer them.”  “I’m nude and tied between two posts outside my 
office. I think I’m the one who should be asking the questions.” The 
Eagle reached into his bag and pulled out a small black cord with several 
shining sections on it. Steve looked on, not sure what the Eagle was 
holding. It only took a moment before he figured it out. The Eagle took 
the cord and with the flick of his wrist the cord struck Austin’s body, and 
a small trickle of blood ran down his side. Austin screamed and said, 
“What the fuck…who the hell are you?” The Eagle struck him again 
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with the black cord, and Austin let out a howl of pain and a string of 
profanity. There was blood running down his ribcage, and Steve looked 
closely at the cord on the ground and realized that it was inlaid with razor 
wire. “Austin, do you know Gaston Reed?” “Fuck you!” “That wasn’t 
the answer I was looking for.” The Eagle struck him again three straight 
times fast, and the last strike landed between his legs. “I can do this all 
night, Mr. Daniels. The temperature is just perfect. Not so cold as you 
will quickly freeze to death, and not so warm as to allow you to bleed 
out as I cut you. So, I will ask you again. Do you know Gaston Reed?” 

Austin tilted his head and saw Steve out of the corner of his eye. 
“You’re that FBI agent that was here today?” Steve stepped out from 
the corner and asked, “And how do you know that?” The look on 
Austin’s face said it all. He knew he had slipped big. The Eagle reared 
back with the cord, and Austin cried out, “Yes, yes, I know Gaston 
Reed!” “Good. Do you know Adam Osborn?” Silence met the question, 
and the Eagle struck him four more times, and as he did, Steve became 
bolder and stepped out more in Austin’s line of sight. He cried out with 
each strike of the cord until he admitted he knew Osborn. “Did you 
kill Mr. Osborn?” Steve was watching both of them. Austin looked 
at Steve and said, “You are supposed to save people from people like 
this. You are supposed to protect me!” “I can’t protect you from him.” 
He pointed to the Eagle. “I am a prisoner just like you.” Austin looked 
at Steve and asked, “Who’s prisoner?” Steve pointed at the Eagle and 
said, “The Iron Eagle.” Austin looked into the cold dead eyes of the 
Eagle through the falling snow. The moisture glistened off the Eagle’s 
body armor in the office and security lights over the building. 

“You of all people should understand!” Austin yelled at the 
Eagle. “Understand what?” “There are bad people. I was just doing a 
service to society while getting my training.” The Eagle asked again, 
“Did you kill Osborn?” Austin waited too long to respond, and this 
time the rope struck his groin. Austin screamed out, “Yes…I killed 
Osborn and his prissy little girlfriend, Amelia.” The Eagle didn’t see 
that one coming. “Who else have you killed?” “What does it matter? 
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They are dead, and we are not. They made fine snacks as well as 
dinner and brunch.” Steve heard what Austin said, but he could not 
process it. Steve asked, “Did you just say you ate the victims?” 
“You’re goddamn right I did, and they were sooo…fucking good. 
I’m a chef in training. I’m learning from the best!” Steve bent over 
and threw up. The Eagle spoke up and said, “I would hold onto that 
vomit, Agent Hoffman. I think this is only the beginning.” 

The Eagle turned to Austin and asked, “Did you kill anyone else in 
the last twenty-four hours?” “You know goddamn well I did. I killed the 
hooker in West Hollywood. She had a great liver. I fried one of the lobes 
for a snack last night with some shallots in olive oil. God, was it good.” 
“Where’s the rest of what you took from her?” Austin fell silent, and he 
was starting to shiver from the cold. The Eagle struck him again, but 
there was no response. Steve looked on and asked, “What’s wrong with 
him?” “Hypothermia…I can fix it!” The Eagle walked back over to his 
bag and took out a syringe and another bottle of medication. He filled 
the syringe and injected Austin with it. Within seconds, he was alert and 
screaming. The Eagle said, “You didn’t answer my question. Where are 
the rest of the parts of the woman you killed last night?” “I gave them 
to my master as a gift.” “Who is your master, Austin?” The Eagle reared 
back and struck him again across the abdomen and chest. Steve looked 
away. Austin cried out for help, sympathy, and mercy. “Did you ask for 
mercy?” Austin’s head hung low, and he was breathing deeply. “Yes, 
mercy. Please. Mercy.” “Where was your mercy for those people you 
killed? Who is your master?” “Golden. Chef Golden.” Steve looked on 
in horror and disbelief. “Not a chance. Chef Oliver Golden runs one of 
the finest and largest restaurant chains in the country.” 

The Eagle walked back into the office and returned with three of the 
knives that were in Austin’s pockets. “Do you recognize these?” Austin 
began screaming as the Eagle unfolded each knife while Steve looked 
on. “Oh God, please. Oh God. I will tell you anything. Please.” The 
Eagle stepped forward and whispered into Austin’s ear, “Yes, oh yes, 
you will tell me everything. Start talking.” The Eagle stepped back and 
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pulled a tablet from inside his body armor and held it up as Austin began 
his confession. It took almost three hours before he had made his final 
admission. Steve was sitting on the steps of the office in tears looking 
off into the distance as the snow fell deep around them. The Eagle put 
away the tablet and said, “Thank you, Austin. You have been most 
cooperative, but it won’t save you.” The Eagle opened the blade of the 
knife, that just a few short hours earlier Austin had used to kill Crystal, 
and plunged it into Austin’s abdomen just above the pubic bone. Blood 
and urine ran down the Eagle’s hands as Austin fought for breath. The 
Eagle looked into his eyes as he twisted the blade. He placed both hands 
on the handle and said, “May God NOT have mercy on your soul.” And 
with that, he pulled with his full force upwards on Austin’s abdomen 
allowing the weight of his own body to expel the contents of his entrails 
and other organs onto the ground outside the office. Steve threw up 
again, and the Eagle grabbed him and said, “There is still a lot of work 
to do. We must move quickly.” The Eagle was holding Steve up by the 
arms as he flung his gym bag over his shoulder and carried the two to his 
truck. He started it up and headed for Oliver Golden’s home.

It was half past ten when the Eagle pulled up outside the chef’s 
estate. He pulled out a couple of gym bags and told Steve to stay in 
the truck. Steve didn’t argue. He sat still as if in shock as the Eagle 
disappeared into the darkness behind the walls of Golden’s home.

Greta was only half conscious and aware of where she was. She felt 
cold but could not understand exactly why. She heard voices around her, 
some familiar, others not, and she tried to turn her head, but her neck 
hurt. She heard Bill’s voice and Sondra’s. They were toasting, but she 
could not tell what they were toasting to.
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Oliver Golden stood in front of the butcher block where Greta lie 
nude and tied by the wrists and ankles with a fine piece of wire across 
her throat. “It has been some happy hunting the past several weeks. 
Austin has brought me some great cuts of meat. I hope that you all 
enjoyed the meal, compliments of Austin as well. It was a collection of 
recent killings he made in the wild. I don’t know about you, but when it 
comes to fresh meat, nothing compares to that of the streets.” There was 
a cheer all around, and Cliff, Seal, Henry, Bill, and Sondra stood around 
Greta’s nude body and smiled as Oliver prepared his knives with a wet 
stone. “I will carve this delicate flower into a most delicious meal for 
the morning. We still have the hooker’s belly that Austin brought me, 
which will go well with eggs and toast in the morning.”

The Eagle heard voices in the distance of Oliver’s home. He moved to 
a window and was able to see Cliff Joling, Oliver, some other men, and a 
woman he did not recognize, standing around Greta Talbot’s nude body. 
He could see that she was moving, and as she moved he saw the flash of 
steel from the blade of a knife in Oliver Golden’s hand. He moved quickly 
and made a large commotion outside the house. He moved back into the 
darkness as several men including Cliff Joling came out into the yard to 
check for the noise. The Eagle pulled his tranquilizer gun from his hip, 
and in a matter of seconds all men were on the ground. He moved silently 
and pulled zip ties from his gym bag and had all four men cuffed and hog 
tied. He put the last piece of duct tape on Cliff’s mouth when he heard 
Oliver calling out for the men. He moved back into the darkness and saw 
Oliver peek out the door and then run back into the house. 

The Eagle ran forward and saw Oliver disappear into a dark 
room with Greta over his shoulder. He grabbed the men, two by two, 
and threw their bodies onto the floor in the dining room. The Eagle 
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looked around for the woman, but she was nowhere to be seen. He 
moved silently to the door that Oliver entered and opened it slowly 
with his gun drawn. He moved into the room when suddenly there 
was a bright light and the sound of an engine starting up. It was a 
truck. It was Austin Daniels’ truck, and Oliver was behind the wheel 
backing straight through the garage door without even opening it. 
The Eagle stood and watched as the four-by-four slid back and forth 
down the street away from the estate. The Eagle moved to run when 
he felt pressure in his back. He turned to see Sondra Hailey. She had 
embedded a butcher knife into his right shoulder. 

The Eagle grabbed the petite woman by the throat and threw her 
across the garage. She hit the wall with a fury. He reached for a light 
switch, and when he turned it on, he could see Sondra on the floor 
with a pool of blood coming out of the right corner of her mouth. He 
pulled the knife from his shoulder blade, and when he put it at his 
side, it was dripping blood. He heard Steve run to the smashed garage 
door and call out. Steve saw the Eagle holding the knife at his side 
and saw the blood running down the Eagle’s back. It glistened in the 
garage lights, and Steve yelled out, “You’re bleeding.” The Eagle 
never turned from looking down at Sondra and said, “I’ll be fine. Get 
back to the truck.” He leaned down and pulled Sondra’s head back 
by the hair. The entire side of her head had been caved in. Her pupils 
were fixed and dilated. Steve ran on and saw her bloody head and 
said, “You killed a woman?” The Eagle stood up and said, “She killed 
herself.” The Eagle dropped the knife next to her body and said, “We 
have to catch Oliver Golden. He has the Talbot girl.” 

They ran out of the garage and jumped into the Eagle’s truck. Steve 
looked over at the Eagle and said, “You’re bleeding pretty bad.” The 
Eagle pointed to one of the gym bags in the back of the truck and said, 
“Hand that to me, please.” As Steve reached for the bag, the Eagle 
pulled open the laptop and saw the black homing beacon stopped 
on the screen. Steve handed him the bag, and the Eagle pulled out 
a black bag that smelled like sulfur. Steve said, “Jesus Christ! What 
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is that?” The Eagle said, “Excuse me” and stepped out of the truck. 
Steve followed and watched as the Eagle poured black powder out of 
the bag and into a funnel that he was holding. He took his left hand 
and felt around his shoulder until he could feel the blood squirting 
out of it. He took the funnel, and with all the pressure that he could 
muster, drove it down into the wound. Steve watched as the Eagle lit 
a match, and his shoulder lit up like a sparkler on the Fourth of July. 
Steve watched in amazement as the Eagle cleaned everything up and 
put it back in the bag. He felt his shoulder again, and the bleeding had 
stopped. The Eagle said, “That will hold until I can have Sara operate 
on it when I get back to the lair. Now, let’s go.”
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Chapter Seventeen
What it lit up was a nightmare that  

Jim wished he could wake from.

O
liver Golden had made his way to one of the slaughter houses 
at Joling Farms in Devil’s Chair. He took Greta, half dazed and 
nude, and drug her through the snow and into the kill room of 

the facility. No one was on the floor. The bright lights shined off the 
stainless steel and clean white floor. He threw her up on one of the 
automatic butcher tables then pulled a knife from one of the butcher’s 
belts hanging on the wall and moved in her direction. “I can’t kill you 
yet. I need you as leverage. As soon as I do away with my uninvited 
guests, I will finish you off.” He heard the sound of a truck coming 
down the road, and he hid in a side closet off the room and waited.

The Eagle parked in front of the office where Austin’s entrails laid 
covered in snow. His body cavity was open as were his eyes, and Steve 
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turned away at the sight of him. The Eagle put his fingers to his lips in 
a “shush” motion and pointed to the main entrance where the light was 
coming out. He pointed a firm hand straight, and Steve followed the 
command. Steve pulled his service weapon. The Eagle moved forward 
and took the weapon from him and handed him another Glock. “You 
don’t want to fire your service weapon where the ballistics can be 
traced back to you,” the Eagle whispered into Steve’s ear. He motioned 
for Steve to move to the other side of the door, and as he did, the Eagle 
disappeared. Steve stood silent in the cold and snow. 

The Eagle put on his night vision goggles and moved around to a 
side entrance he noticed when he was dealing with Austin. He pulled a 
magnetic lock tracer from his armor and placed it on the door. Within 
seconds, the lock clicked, and the door opened. The Eagle moved 
into the unlit room, but before he could look around, his senses were 
assaulted by the smell of aging meat. He looked around to see a few 
empty meat hooks, and as he moved further into the locker, he saw 
sides of meat hanging from hooks lined up in the climate-controlled 
room. An expanse of meats of different sizes and shapes hung in the 
locker, and as he moved through, the Eagle began to recognize the 
shapes. He looked around further and saw other sides of meat stacked 
on either side of the aging room, and he took out a pen light, lifted 
the night vision goggles, and shined it onto one of the carcasses to see 
the familiar blue ink used to stamp meat for aging and grading. There 
were several large bins near the door that exited the locker, and the 
contents of those bins shocked the Eagle. He looked down into the 
bin to see the eyes of a child staring back at him.

The disembodied head’s mouth was open. Its eyes, gray due 
to exposure to the air, reflected the pen light’s eerie glow. It was 
one of many heads stacked in the bin. The realization of what he 
could never have imagined struck him in the pit of his stomach. 
“The meat hanging in here is human,” he whispered to himself. The 
Eagle stopped for a fraction of a second to get his composure before 
exiting the room.
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Steve could see Talbot’s nude body on a stainless steel table. He looked 
around the room, but Golden was nowhere in sight. He looked for the 
Eagle, but he, too, was nowhere to be seen. He saw movement across from 
Talbot’s body and the glint of a knife. Steve looked harder, and he could 
see Golden’s fat belly between two doors that he was hiding behind. Steve 
opened the door and slowly walked in, acting as if he had not seen Golden. 
He walked with his back to the doors headed for Greta when he heard a 
scream and turned to see Golden lunging at him with a full sized butcher 
knife. Steve didn’t realize it, but he had lost control of his right arm and 
hand and had dropped his weapon near the entry to the room. He went to 
raise the gun, but his arm rose slowly and lazily. Steve suddenly realized he 
was unarmed. He moved to the right, and Golden landed on the table with 
the knife scraping the stainless steel just above Greta’s head. He turned to 
see Steve shuffling his feet in the direction of the door and the gun. Golden 
pushed Steve out of the way and sent him careening into the wall next to the 
kill room door. He grabbed Steve’s weapon, pointed it at him, and started 
screaming. “Do you know where you are, asshole? You’re in the kill room 
of this farm. It’s so prophetic that you should end up here, isn’t it?” 

Golden raised the gun and cocked it. He took a step closer to Steve 
when suddenly his face flinched, and he stopped, turned, and fell to the 
floor. The Eagle was standing behind him with a gun trained on Golden. 
“I’m sorry about that, Steve. He’s not dead, merely tranquilized. There 
are four others back at Golden’s home that we need to grab and take with 
us.” The Eagle picked Greta up off the steel table. She was shivering 
and in shock. He took a couple of clean smocks and wrapped her in 
them and took her out and placed her in the front seat of his truck. 

Steve stood for a few seconds and then said, “I didn’t feel the gun 
leave my hand, and my right arm is really weak.” The Eagle stood for 
a moment without speaking or moving when he heard a strange sound. 
Even Steve stopped looking at his arm and started listening to the sound. 
The two men headed across the kill room floor to a locked door at the 
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far end. The Eagle took out the remote lock device from his body armor. 
“What are you doing?” Steve asked. “Picking the lock. It’s magnetic, 
and this unit can pick up the signal and transmit one to unlock the door.” 
There were a few moments of silence, and the noises momentarily 
ceased as the lock clicked open. The Eagle motioned for Steve to step 
aside, which he did, and the Eagle armed himself with a Glock and 
pushed the doors from the kill room open onto a horrific scene.

The Eagle called down to Jim who was still in Irvine. “O’Brian.” “Can 
you get a chopper and a hell of a lot of ambulances to Devil’s Chair?” “I’m 
on it. What are the coordinates?” Jim jotted them down on his tablet then 
called for a chopper and put every ambulance in service within a hundred 
square mile area on alert per the Eagle’s instructions. The chopper picked 
Jim up at a local high school, and he called the Eagle again from the 
chopper and asked, “What’s the situation?” “Steve and I are en route to 
my lair. We have five with us for questioning.” “You mean torture?” “You 
tell me what they deserve after you get to the scene. Golden’s address is 
on a steel table inside the first room you enter. One of his victims is at 
the house. She’s pretty shook up, but I think she will be okay. Eagle out.” 
John and Steve were barreling down Highway 2 on their way back to the 
Eagle’s lair. Steve was silent in the passenger seat. There was not a word 
shared between the two men all the way back to Malibu.

The chopper pilot told Jim they were coming up on the coordinates. 
The snow was still coming down, but there was enough visibility to fly. 
It was nearing two a.m. when the chopper set down a hundred feet from 
a large fire that, from the air, Jim could see was burning in the symbol of 
the Iron Eagle. Jim got out of the chopper. He was the first on scene and 
had multiple units on their way, but they had to drive through the storm. 
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When he got to the far building, he walked into the kill floor, and there, 
on the wall, was the sign of the Iron Eagle, and behind it, as far as his 
eye could see, were children. They were chained to the floor by the neck 
and shackled at the waist. They had feeding tubes in their stomachs, and 
they could not make a move. He looked around the room, and there had 
to be a hundred of them. They made light murmurs but no other sounds. 
He moved down the building to another section, and there was a huge 
room full of teenage boys. They were shackled to each other at the feet 
and wrists and made no sounds either. 

He walked the length of the building, and as he did, he started 
to take pictures with a tablet, and he sent those photos to the Eagle. 
Each room that he entered had nude humans of different ages; none 
appeared to be over eighteen. He went back to the first room, and for 
the first time, he noticed that there was signage over each of the corals 
that held human cargo. In the pen with the youngest humans, the sign 
read, ‘Veal.’ The next had a sign, ‘Grade A.’ There was a sign over a 
door off the kill room floor marked, ‘Aging Room.’ He walked over 
to the door and opened it. The smell struck him right away, and he 
groped for a light switch. He found one and flipped the switch. What 
it lit up was a nightmare that Jim wished he could wake from. 

Over the next week, Jim and his men, along with the FBI and 
agents from the United States Department of Agriculture, would 
find one of the world’s largest organic farming operations, and the 
organics they were farming were humans. There was a complex 
system for breeding. Pregnant women were found bound to beds. 
There were discarded fetuses and dead full-term infants in drums 
marked, ‘Hamburger.’ There was an entire nursery of newborn babies 
that were hooked up to monitors under heat lamps. 

Both Joling and S&Z were drugging women to make them lactate 
at an unimaginable rate, and they were expressing the milk using 
brutal force with inhumane equipment. These dairies were selling 
mass quantities of ‘organic’ milk and cheeses made from human milk 
to grocery stores and restaurants all around the country and the world.
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They were also sold by high end meat producers on the Internet. No 
part of the human was wasted. Bones were shipped to a factory in India 
that manufactured human skeletons for medical research and teaching. 

The largest broker of the foods for Joling and S&Z Farms was 
Rollins Industries, and it would be learned later that the executives in 
the business knew exactly what they were selling. The meat was cheap 
to produce, and it was renewable. Many of the humans that were in 
captivity and slaughtered for food had been on the farm for generations. 
They didn’t have any education or language skills. They mimicked 
their keepers, those who lived long enough to mimic at all. Incest was 
rampant. They used the same humans over and over to reproduce and 
as more research was done it became obvious that Joling and S&Z had 
no concern for the offspring. It was simply food. Birth defects were 
common, and stillbirths out numbered live births two to one. Mother 
and son, and brother and sister breeding was common, and the results 
of the practice were in the bins marked, ‘Hamburger.’ 

Steve Hoffman and the Iron Eagle had uncovered a cannibalism 
ring that ran the world over, but no one would ever know that it was 
Steve and the Eagle who found it and took it down. Jim removed 
all signs of the Eagle. By the time the first authorities arrived on 
scene, he had concocted an incredible story of a joint investigation 
between the LA County and Orange County Sheriff’s Departments 
in cooperation with the Los Angeles field office of the FBI.  Special 
Agent John Swenson and Special Agent Steve Hoffman would be 
credited with profiling the killers and the operations they ran. 

Humans were eating humans, and no one knew any different. The 
papers came alive with headlines of cannibalism, and no one was immune 
to their reach. While the investigation into the farming operations would 
take months, even years, it was discovered quickly that these two farms 
were only the tip of the iceberg. These types of farming operations were 
running the world over, most catering to an elite clientele who was very 
much aware not only of what they were consuming but in many cases 
serving to others. The U.S. raids on Oliver Golden’s restaurants and frozen 
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and fresh food franchises found that nearly ninety percent of the meat and 
dairy products used in his businesses were of human origin. This farming 
and food distribution enterprise brought back into the public eye and mind 
the Barstow feedings of several years earlier but on an unimaginable 
scale. The world had been changed forever. Questions about the American 
and foreign food systems were pervasive throughout the world. In the 
early hours and days after the discovery of this elaborate operation, one 
question trumped all others: where were the men responsible for this mass 
murder? The proprietors were being sought, but there was no sign of Cliff 
Joling, Seal Zamusky, Henry Schmitz, or Chef Oliver Golden. The names 
became synonymous with the ills of the world, and the true evil that man 
can impart on man. Wants and warrants were issued within hours of the 
discovery but none of the men were seen or heard from again.  

The land and facilities at Joling Farms was confiscated, and the 
whole case became known as the Devil’s Chair Gestation. The area, 
which was already a tourist attraction for hiking, became a tourist 
attraction for all the wrong reasons. People came from far and wide, 
to the place where humans fed on humans, to stand on the hillsides 
around the farm and click their pictures and weave their tales of the 
operations and conspiracy theories of every nature and kind.

As the sun rose on that first morning after the discovery of the 
bodies and the human cattle, only one thing was on Jim’s mind. Jim got 
to Greta Talbot at Golden’s house based on the Eagle’s instructions. 
He found her wrapped in a blanket and catatonic. He scooped her 
up and put her in his cruiser and took her down the mountain. As 
he drove down from the snowy elevations, the snowflakes turned 
to ice and then rain. He took her to Northridge Hospital, and she 
was placed under the care of Dr. Sara Swenson. He knew that there 
was more information that needed to be gotten from the girl, and he 
couldn’t let the media get to her.
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On the morning of the discovery, the rain was beating down on the 
roof of the Eagle’s lair. The Eagle and Steve had made it back to the house 
just before sunrise. Steve had still not spoken as he watched the Eagle 
and Sara moving the men into operating rooms. Steve followed the two 
around like a puppy follows its master. He watched as Sara set IVs in the 
arms of Cliff, Henry, Seal, and Bill. Oliver, however, was not strapped 
to a table. He was hog tied and placed in the familiar holding room that 
Steve had occupied some time ago. Sara and the Eagle discussed Greta 
and what Jim had done. They both agreed that she would treat her, and 
they talked to Steve about interrogating her when she was able to talk. 
Steve said nothing but nodded his head in agreement. 

When the men were set, Sara looked at Steve and said, “You’re 
progressing?” Steve nodded with tears in his eyes. “I want you to get some 
rest, Steve. The stress of this is too much.” He shook his head and said the 
first words he had spoken since the Eagle killed Austin, “What now? What 
happens to these monsters now?” The Eagle had removed his mask, and 
Steve sat staring at John and said to Sara, “The Eagle was injured in one 
of his shoulders. It needs treatment.” John took off the body armor, and 
Sara put him under one of the mobile surgical lights to look at the wound. 
“Knife wound down through your shoulder blade. It nicked your superior 
thoracic and brachial artery. It’s a wonder you didn’t bleed out.” She started 
cleaning John’s wound as Steve looked on. “You cauterized it very well,” 
she said as she opened a sealed set of sterile surgical instruments. She gave 
John a local to numb the area and said, “It’s still going to hurt, honey. I 
can’t numb down deep enough for the cleaning that I need to do and the 
surgical repair.” He nodded and looked over at Steve as Sara began to work 
on his shoulder and asked, “Are you going to be okay?” 

Steve stared at Sara who had a long steel instrument deep down in 
John’s shoulder. “He never made a sound, Sara.” She never looked up 
while she worked on John’s shoulder. “I mean…I saw the butcher knife 
that the woman drove down into his shoulder. He just pulled it out after 
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flinging the woman across the garage and into the wall, killing her. I 
saw the blood dripping off the blade and squirting out of his shoulder. 
He fixed it and just kept moving.” Sara was stitching up John’s shoulder 
and said, “He doesn’t feel pain like we do, Steve. He’s been trained to 
ignore it and fight on. He will be just fine.” She finished bandaging 
John’s shoulder, and Steve asked again, “What about them?” He was 
pointing a shaking finger down the hall where the five men waited for 
justice. John looked on and asked, “What do you think should happen 
to them?” Steve’s eyes filled with tears of rage. He was seething as 
he pondered the question. “I don’t know…they don’t deserve to die 
peacefully. They deserve to die screaming in agony, and I haven’t the 
first clue how to do that.” John walked over to Steve and put his arm 
on his shoulder and said, “I do,” he said and pointed to Sara. “We do.”  

“Sara does not know the extent of their depravity yet. We will 
need to bring her up to speed, then she will work with us on their 
punishment. You needn’t worry, Steve. None of these men will die 
until the Iron Eagle allows them to, and they will pray for death long 
before I allow it to take them.” John pointed to the conference room, 
and the three walked through the doors; the two men…changed by 
what they had seen and experienced…and Sara, who was about to be 
changed by learning what these men had done.
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Chapter Eighteen
“How about I feed it to you?”

J
im arrived at the Eagle’s lair in the early afternoon. He walked in 
and called out, but there was no response, so he walked down to the 
conference room and saw that the door was shut. “Must be talking 

about punishment. I have to be in on this.” Jim opened the door to see 
John, Steve, and Sara sitting across from each other. Sara was crying 
and making notes on a tablet as Steve and John looked on. John saw 
Jim and asked, “Was there more carnage?” Jim pulled a cigarette out 
of his top left pocket and put it in his mouth. He lifted his Zippo 
in a gesture requesting permission to smoke, and Sara told him yes 
without ever looking up from her tablet. Jim lit up and said, “Yea…
you could say that. We found another ten aging lockers with the meat 
of the victims stamped for rotation like any other butcher shop or 
meat locker. All told, between the two farms, we found hundreds of 
people in different stages of slaughter with another thousand – at last 
count before I left the scene; they’re still counting – in feeder stalls. 
I wish I could call it savage, but it was really no different than any 
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domestic meat packing plant or farm operation. The only difference 
was that they were humans not cows and pigs.” Steve said nothing as 
he sat in the chair next to John and across from Sara.

Jim took a hit off the cigarette and said, “So, Steve, you have met the 
Iron fuckin’ Eagle. You still think he’s a bad guy?” Steve glared at Jim, 
“You have known all this time?” “Yes and no…I continued the tradition of 
the paramilitary group that John and his brothers in arms are in. They saved 
a nation…twice, you know?” Steve looked away. Jim took the last hit off 
the cigarette and asked, “This is a whole new realm of extracting justice for 
the Eagle. What on Earth are you going to do to these guys that can even 
come close to what they have been doing for decades – generations – for 
that matter?” John stood up and walked over behind Sara and answered as 
he stared down at the tablet that Sara was typing furiously on, “The Eagle 
can’t extract justice for the acts of the generations before, but he can for the 
current actions of these five. Did you make any arrests at the two farms?” 
“Yea…a total of ten…I grabbed Joling’s daughter, but she had no idea 
what her father was doing. I walked her through the operation, and she was 
in hysterics when we were done. She did say that she never wants to see 
her father again.” “She won’t!” Jim heard the words come out of John’s 
mouth, but it was the Eagle who was speaking.  

Sara stopped typing and handed the tablet to John. “Thank you, Sara. 
You want to get Barbara?” She nodded and left the room. Steve looked 
bewildered. “Barbara knows about the Eagle?” John nodded. “Has she 
been involved with any of his killings?” Jim said, “Only out of self 
defense. She did a really good job, too.” Steve stood up and walked over 
to the entrance to the conference room. He turned to the two men and 
said, “While what I have seen in the past twenty-four hours has changed 
me, it does not change how I feel about what the Eagle does.” John said, 
“The punishment must fit the crime, Steve. The courts don’t do it, so the 
Eagle does.” Steve started to walk out the door when he suddenly stopped 
and leaned against the door frame. John and Jim watched as Steve’s body 
slowly slid down the side of the door until he was sitting on the floor. It 
was the last time they would ever see Steve stand again.
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Oliver Golden had been locked in the holding room unable to 
move for nearly a day. He had shit and pissed himself and had been 
crying out for help for hours. He had heard muted screams and echoed 
hollers coming from beyond the door of his holding room, but he didn’t 
recognize the voices. He heard the distinct sound of an industrial meat 
grinder, which preceded many of the muted cries, and at times he 
thought that he heard begging and pleading. His fat flabby body was 
still in his cooking clothes, and the smell in the room was nauseating 
even to him. The door opened, and a large man entered. Oliver looked 
at the powerful arms and huge chest and said, “You would be quite 
the specimen to eat.” There was no apologetic tone in his voice. The 
Eagle grabbed the fat slug, lifted him over his shoulder, and carried the 
stinking fat fleshy man out into a small room. 

The Eagle put him down on the couch and said, “I want you to 
show me your culinary skills.” Oliver got excited and started to rattle 
off ingredients and the different cooking items that he would need. 
The Eagle pointed to a small kitchen in the room and said, “I have 
made sure that all of your cooking tools and spices were delivered 
here from your home.” The Eagle gave Oliver an injection, and as he 
was passing out, he said, “I thought you wanted me to cook?” “I do, 
I do.” Oliver was unconscious within seconds. 

When he woke from his slumber, he was in front of his stove. He 
was wobbly and had an IV in his arm. He stood looking around for a 
few seconds. The Eagle was sitting on a chair across from him. “As 
I asked, Chef, I want you to cook. I’m sure you have to be starving.” 
Oliver nodded and looked around to get his bearings. This was not 
his kitchen, but he soon felt at home and pulled out his knives and 
a cast iron pan and put it on the stovetop. “So, what am I preparing 
today?” he asked with excitement in his voice. The Eagle pointed to 
a bowl covered with a towel. Oliver lifted the towel and got excited, 
“Ah…kidney and a lobe of liver with pancreas and spleen.” He 
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went straight to work, and over the course of an hour had prepared 
a decadent stew of the meats with a side of fried kidney and liver. 
He had prepared some potatoes to go with the meal and started to 
plate it and invited the Eagle, who refused. “Your loss, pal…these 
are wonderful organs and, when prepared properly, are a heavenly 
delight.” Oliver sat down and began to devour the meal. It was a 
wonder that he could taste anything given the speed with which he 
ate. When he was finished, he asked, “What shall I prepare next?” 
The Eagle stood up and said, “I will think of something. You rest.” 

The Eagle left the room, and Oliver was asleep within five 
minutes of his departure. He was tired and feeling a bit run down. 
He slept like a rock and awoke in the bed in the room, starving. He 
saw the Eagle sitting in a corner chair. Oliver went to get up, but 
his back was sore. “Too much standing yesterday,” Oliver said, as 
the Eagle lifted him and placed him in a nearby wheelchair. “Better 
allow yourself to work from the chair. You don’t want to tax your 
body,” the Eagle said as he wheeled Oliver into the kitchen. 

“So, what do I have to work with today?” “Ground meat, Chef. 
There are also all natural casings for sausage if you like.” Oliver’s 
eyes lit up, and he said, “Oh, what I can make with that! I’m starving. 
I will patty some of it, so I can enjoy a burger while I prepare the 
sausage and other seasoned ground meat.” The Eagle delivered the 
meat to Oliver, good and cold, and he was pleased by its texture. 
Oliver was eating as fast as he was preparing the other delicious 
things that he so desired. The Eagle provided only ground meat for 
four days, and Oliver cooked and consumed all of it and still had a 
voracious appetite.  By the sixth day, he was asking for a change. 
“Can I have a new meat source? I have tired of ground meat.” The 
Eagle was all too happy to accommodate him. 

Oliver woke again with the same hunger. He looked over to see 
Sara hanging an IV bag alongside his regular drip. “What is that 
that you are giving me?” he asked, poking a fat clubbed finger at 
the bag and Sara. “It is something to help keep down inflammation. 
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It’s just a steroid, Oliver. It’s helping you to adapt.” He was about to 
ask something else when the Eagle appeared in the doorway. Oliver 
stopped mid-thought and asked, “Please tell me that you have a new 
meal for me to prepare?” The Eagle said, “Yes, ham, Chef. You get 
to prepare two whole hams.” The legs were whole from the knee up, 
and he looked on and said, “This person looks familiar. I wonder 
who I will be dining on today.” He let out a little bit of a laugh and 
started to butcher the legs until he had two beautiful ham shanks. He 
laughed as he seasoned the meat, and when he was done he asked, 
“Is there a smoker I can use?” John pointed to a large smoker unit 
that was funneled out of the room as not to kill him from carbon 
monoxide. “Wonderful…leave me to cook…I’m starving.” The 
Eagle bowed and said, “Enjoy your meal, Chef,” and walked out. 

By the eighth day, Oliver woke feeling incredibly weak and unable 
to move. He was only able to turn his head, and when he did, there was 
a television monitor next to him, and he stared at it with confusion. He 
heard the voice of the Eagle who had entered the room, as well as another 
male voice. They were talking, and he listened but didn’t understand the 
context of the conversation. “Well, Steve, what do you think?” “WOW! 
How long has he been here?” “Almost a week and a half.” “You have 
done a very good job on him.” Oliver began screaming, “What have you 
done to me? What is so damn impressive that involves me?” The voice 
of the Eagle was soothing as he said, “Oliver, you need to relax and trust 
that you are getting everything that you deserve.” The chef started to 
scream when he felt a warm flush in his veins, and then he was out cold.

Oliver was groggy and heard the sound of a power tool. He felt 
pressure but was not able to connect where it was coming from. “I’m 
hungry!” he yelled. “Would you like some sushi?” a female voice asked 
from somewhere in the room. He tried to turn his head to look, but it was 
restrained. “I’m not a fan of raw fish.” “I think you will like this.” Oliver 
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sighed and said, “All right. I will have some, but then I want meat. I’m a 
meat eating man.” A few moments passed, and Sara appeared from behind 
him with a white plate, chop sticks, soy sauce, and wasabi. He raised his 
right hand, and she lowered the plate, but he could not use the chops sticks. 
“No wonder the fuckin’ rice eaters are so damn skinny…I would be skinny, 
too, if I had to eat with two sticks. Give me a goddamn fork!” he bellowed. 

“How about I feed it to you?” Sara asked. “Whatever. Just get it 
over with, so I can have some meat.” She dipped the sushi in the soy 
sauce and fed it to Oliver. “It needs some wasabi. This shit has no damn 
flavor.” She took the chop sticks and put some wasabi on the next several 
pieces, and Oliver was getting happier with his meal.” Sara smiled and 
said, “It’s good, isn’t it?” “It would be better sautéed in olive and truffle 
oils with shallots and just a hint of garlic.” “Well then, give me a few 
moments, and you can prepare it as you like it.” She moved back out 
of sight, and there were a few minutes of silence. He was looking at the 
door that the Eagle always came through when he lost the vision in his 
right eye. “Oh fuck…what the hell just happened? Someone turned out 
the light in my right eye.” “Oh,” Sara said, “sorry about that. How’s 
this?” The vision returned, and he asked, “I can see what the fuck is 
going on. Are you playing with my brain or something?” 

The Eagle stepped out from beside Oliver and pushed a television 
monitor in front of his face. The monitor came on, and he saw an 
open wound and a pair of hands cutting something. “What the fuck 
kind of entertainment is this? I don’t want to watch no operation 
on the tube. Put it on another channel.” The Eagle said, “I’m sorry, 
Oliver, but this is the only channel you’re going to be getting. This 
show is called brain surgery, and the patient is YOU!” Oliver tried to 
move. He could feel his arms and legs moving, but he wasn’t going 
anywhere, and he couldn’t see his hands or arms. “What the fuck are 
you doing to me?” “Feeding you, Oliver. That’s what I’ve been doing 
for almost two weeks. Feeding you. You have had an insane appetite. 
You ate through Cliff Joling, Seal Zamusky, Henry Schmitz, and Bill 
Hailey. You have eaten just about all of the rest of your own body.” 
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The camera panned out, and Oliver could see a torso without arms or 
legs. It was nude, and all of the anatomy was gone. He looked hard 
at the face on the monitor until he realized that the face was his own. 

“OH MY GOD! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO ME?” “Fed you, 
Oliver. Fed you to yourself. All those fresh kills that you had Austin get 
you?” There was a stunned look on Oliver’s face. “Yes, Oliver, I know 
about them all. I know of all of the victims that Austin killed and fed 
to you, and that you fed to your guests, friends, and strangers. There’s 
not much left to feed you, so Doctor Swenson, here, has been removing 
sections of your brain that you won’t miss, and you just had those as a 
snack.”  Oliver’s screaming was unbearable, and the Eagle released his 
head from the halo it had been in for the brain surgery and said, “It is time 
to get rid of the rest of you, Oliver. I know all I need to of your business 
and of your horrific life. It’s time for you to end in a horrific way.” 

The Eagle pushed the cherry picker over and wrapped it around 
Oliver’s upper torso. He moved the remote, and Oliver’s body lifted 
off the bed. Oliver Golden looked like a weeble or a giant egg. The 
Eagle laughed and said, “I fear if I drop you, you will end up like 
Humpty Dumpty.” The picker lifted Oliver, whose skull was open, 
and the Eagle could see the pulse in his brain. “You are very excited, 
Oliver. I guess you know what you’re about to become.” A television 
monitor was in front of the meat grinder, and Oliver saw his torso 
hanging over it and screamed, “You animal! Look what you did to 
me.” “I’m the animal? Really? I’m the animal?” Oliver said, “You 
made me eat myself.” “No. You did that on your own. All I did was 
give you some prednisone in an IV to help that huge appetite along. 
The rest was all you.” Oliver screamed as he heard the blades start 
up beneath him. He called to God, and the Eagle started to laugh. 

“You’re calling on God? If there is a God, I doubt he’s hearing 
you now. I’m pretty sure, if the myths of a heaven and hell play out 
to be true, you will be looking up at me in a few minutes.” The Eagle 
set the picker to its lowest level and watched as Oliver began to be 
consumed like the people he ate. “Ironic, huh,” the Eagle screamed at 
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the screaming man. “All those people you chewed up and consumed, 
and now you’re being consumed. Karma is a fickle bitch…” The 
words coming out of Oliver’s mouth were indiscernible. He tried to 
scream, but the grinder had a hold of his diaphragm. “Well, I’m all 
done with you,” the Eagle yelled loudly as the last of the chef was 
consumed by the grinder. “MAY GOD…if there is such a thing…
NOT HAVE MERCY ON YOUR SOUL.” 

Soon, only the sound of the meat grinder filled the room, and 
the Eagle heard a loud thud as Oliver’s skull struck the side of the 
stainless steel bone collector. The Eagle turned off the machine and 
spent the next hour cleaning up Oliver’s remains. His ground remains 
were all that the Eagle had to incinerate since Oliver had eaten the rest 
of the Eagle’s victims. He put the remains in the incinerator, started 
it up, and walked down the hallway into the foyer to the living room.
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Chapter Nineteen
“I sure as hell have  
been in the middle  

of a lot of his shit!”

D
evil’s Chair was now on the map. It was no longer just a place 
to hike and adventure. It was a place of memorials and rituals of 
every type. Arguments about what should be done with the land, 

buildings, and other areas around the farms erupted in the months 
after the mass human farming operations were discovered.

To many, the farms were considered places of solace to reflect on 
the memory of all those who perished at the hands of the farmers. To 
a vast majority, however, they were places they wanted wiped from 
the face of the Earth. Too many people in the U.S., and the world 
over, were fed their fellow man unknowingly, and that didn’t sit well 
with anyone. There were very few segments of society which had not 
been impacted by what had quickly been nicknamed ‘The Devil’s 
Chair Human Body Farm.’ Nearly three out of five Americans had 
consumed a product from those farms in their lifetime. 
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The strange thing to those close to the case was that there was no 
mass hysteria like the one that followed the Barstow case a few years 
earlier. There seemed to be an almost apathetic feeling amongst people, 
who instead of confronting their own demons, poured their energies into 
ignoring the case all together or trying to pay homage to those souls who 
died. The few men and women who were arrested as a part of the killings 
who worked the farms, and knew and understood what they were doing, 
were tried, convicted, and sentenced to death. For the general public, those 
deaths could not come fast enough, which brought about a new national 
discussion on the death penalty and what rights a person convicted in an 
iron clad case or with a confession should have in the form of an appeals 
process. The death penalty was being argued as no deterrent to crime 
because it usually took decades to get through the appeals process while 
those who committed these and other heinous crimes sat on death row 
eating up tax dollars with their appeals while being supported by the state. 

The Iron Eagle became a hot topic of conversation in the weeks 
and months after the discovery. While there was no evidence reported 
at the crime scene, there had been leaks from law enforcement and the 
media that the Eagle had uncovered the crimes and took those who had 
run the operations and punished them appropriately. It was a debate that 
one would think would bring quick resolution and action, but society’s 
memory is only as long as the last headline that it read, and in a matter of 
months, it fell off the radar of all but the most die hard people.

Steve Hoffman sat on the veranda of the guest house that he and Gail 
lived in on John and Sara’s property and looked out over the sea. Gail was 
laying on a chaise lounge, sunning herself, nude, and Steve took in both 
the sights of nature and that of his young, beautiful wife. He turned his 
wheelchair around and rolled up to Gail and put his arms on her thighs. 
She woke from a half slumber and asked, “Are you okay, honey?” “Yea…I 
have to meet with John and Jim up at the main house. I just wanted to let 
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you know that I’m going.” “Do you want me to push you up there?” Steve 
laughed. “No…my arms are working just fine. I want to keep using them 
as long as I can.” Gail smiled and said, “Well, your legs might be weak, 
but your third leg is just fine!” He leaned down and gave her a kiss and 
rolled the chair up the ramps that John had had installed and headed to the 
living room where John, Jim, Sara, and Barbara were all seated. 

Sara got up and pushed Steve’s chair over near the coffee table 
and handed him a beer. Jim was drinking his own beer and chewing 
on an unlit cigarette as the room was light in conversation. Steve 
took a drink of his beer and asked, “Are we ever going to talk about 
the elephant in the room?” Sara looked at him and asked, “Which 
one?” There was a moment of silence, and Steve said, “The Iron 
fuckin’ Eagle.” “What about him?” Jim asked. Steve shook his head 
in an unnerved manner and asked Jim, “It doesn’t bother you that 
the senior federal agent in charge of profiling killers for the FBI is, 
in fact, a serial killer?” Jim shook his head and said, “Nope, not one 
fuckin’ bit. The son of a bitch does the job, and as long as he does the 
job and kills the bad guys that’s just fine with me.” John was sitting 
next to Sara drinking a bottle of water. 

Sara said, “The Iron Eagle is not always alone in his killings, 
Steve. You know that. I have helped him. Barbara has helped him. 
The only two people in this room who have not helped him exact 
justice for the victims are you and Jim.” Jim got a strange look on 
his face and said, “Hey, wait a fuckin’ minute. I got shot saving his 
ass at Oat Mountain. I nearly got killed because of that asshole!” Jim 
was pointing at John. “He took Barbara and hid her in the bathroom 
where I was trying to cover Steve’s ass in the Billy the Kid killing. 
I might not have helped him kill any of these assholes, but I sure as 
hell have been in the middle of a lot of his shit!” Sara nodded as did 
John. Steve sat silent. John looked at him and asked, “What do you 
want to do, Steve? Do you want to turn me in?” Steve stared at the 
faces all staring back at him and shook his head firmly. “Then what 
elephant is in the room that we need to talk about?” 
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Steve downed the rest of his beer, and Jim got up and grabbed 
him another. Steve looked at Jim and said, “Put a bucket with some 
iced beers here. I’m going to need them.” Jim walked to the wet bar 
as Steve spoke. “My death…we need to talk about my death.” Jim 
brought the beers, sat them next to Steve’s wheelchair, took one for 
himself, and sat down on the couch next to Barbara. “What about 
it?” John asked. “Well, you’re the fuckin’ expert in killing people. I 
thought we might talk about the end of my life.” John shook his head. 
“Sara is the expert in end of life decisions. She’s your doctor. She 
will help you with that.” Steve took a swig of his beer and said, “Are 
you telling me that if I want you to end my life you will refuse?” 
“No…I’m saying that it is your doctor’s call, and if you want me to 
carry out your last wishes I will do that.” 

“I want the Eagle to kill me,” Steve said with a defiant look in 
his eyes. “The Eagle doesn’t do that.” Steve tried to stand up. He 
was seething with anger. “Really? Really? The Eagle killed Barry 
Mullin, the closest person to a father to me. He was innocent, and the 
Eagle killed him.” John sat for a few minutes before responding, and 
Steve jumped all over him. “Oh, what? The Eagle got your tongue? 
Is the Eagle too good to kill me?” John sat back and said, “Barry was 
a bad man, Steve. He knew about Stewart Roskowski. They were 
friends. Barry knew what Roskowski was doing to those young girls, 
and he did nothing to stop it. He kept Roskowski’s secret all the way 
to the grave, or he thought he did. The Eagle learned about what was 
happening but not in time to save the lives of dozens and dozens 
of children.” Steve yelled at John and said, “Barry knew nothing 
about Roskowski. He would never have allowed an animal like that 
to live.” Jim chimed in and said, “Barry knew what was going on. He 
told me many, many times through the years that he and Roskowski 
were close personal friends.” “Did he tell you that Roskowski was 
killing kids?” “No…” “There are no innocents, Steve. If the Eagle 
killed them, then they had it coming. I will help you die when the 
time comes, not the Iron Eagle.” 
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The room fell silent, and Steve sat back in his wheelchair and 
drank his beer in silence. Everyone in the room knew that Steve’s 
death was imminent, and they all knew where they stood with helping 
him end his life. There was nothing else to say on the subject of the 
Eagle or Steve’s death, or so they thought. Just before dinner, Steve 
asked everyone to sit with him for a few minutes. They all sat seated 
in the living room, and Steve said, “I have a final wish for my final 
resting place when I die.” Tears started spontaneously streaming 
down Gail’s face as well as Barbara’s. John and Sara sat silent. Steve 
looked over at Gail and put his hand on her face and said, “I love 
you more than anything in the world, sweetheart, but when I die I 
want to be buried next to Molly.” There was no argument, just heavy 
hearts and tears. Jim was misty-eyed as was Sara. John showed no 
emotion. Steve looked at John and said, “You understand don’t you, 
John? You of all people understand.”
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Death’s Valley
The Iron Eagle Series: Book Seven

Prologue

K
aren Faber was nearing her sixteenth birthday. She would never have 
imagined nearly four short years earlier that she would ever have 
the life that she had today. Her adopted parents, Doctors Emily and 

Nicolas Faber, had given her a life that she could only have dreamed of. 
She survived nearly nine years as Simon Barstow’s adopted daughter. The 
brutality she had suffered at his hands and those of others who worked 
for him was something she was finally able to put out of her mind. She 
had received wonderful treatment and counseling because of the love of 
her adoptive parents. Her intellect was something that no one could see 
coming. She scored off the charts on IQ tests. The first test administered 
came back with an IQ of two hundred and thirty. The second, third, and 
fourth tests could not be measured. Karen’s intelligence challenged and 
intimidated all but a very few she came in contact with.
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She found school boring in her age group and asked only a few 
months after her adoption if she could sit for the GED. Both parents 
smiled and said, “Sure.” She passed with a perfect score of four 
thousand, then she passed the SATs with a perfect score of twenty four 
hundred. Her parents were University of Southern California alumni, 
so Karen was admitted to USC at the age of twelve and graduated 
with her BS degree in chemistry with a minor in Psychology a year 
and a half later at thirteen and a half. She applied to and was accepted 
into Keck School of Medicine at USC where she graduated at the 
age of fifteen, becoming one of the youngest medical doctors in the 
university’s history. She passed her medical board exams and was 
offered a residency position by Dr. Sara Swenson, Chief of Emergency 
Medicine at Northridge Hospital Medical Center, which offered Karen 
an opportunity to do her residency under her mentor.

At sixteen, Karen completed her residency program in both 
emergency medicine and psychiatry, and she and Sara worked on 
establishing a fellowship for three more years, so she could continue 
on. With her advanced education status and advanced medical 
knowledge gained from independent study, Karen was an invaluable 
source of information as well as powerfully intimidating. 

While sitting in the doctor’s lounge, Karen was paged to the ER, 
stat. She ran down the hallway into the emergency room to find a 
man in his mid-fifties suffering from chest pain, and she and four 
other doctors began the process of taking a medical history from his 
frantic wife while treating his condition. While getting the history, a 
code was called, and the patient was in full cardiac arrest. She threw 
the history chart on the ground and began giving chest compressions 
and shouting out instructions. At five foot five, she was tall for her 
age and was probably as tall as she was going to get. She continued 
compressions, called ‘clear,’ and shocked his heart in the hopes of 
getting it out of its arrhythmia, but there was no use, and after ten 
minutes of trying, Sara stood at the end of the gurney calling out, 
“Let him go, Karen, let him go…call TOD.” 
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Karen looked up with sweat dripping down her face and a still steely 
look in her eyes and called out, “Time of death…six thirty-five a.m.” 
She threw her gloves into the waste container and walked out of the 
ER and back to the doctor’s lounge in a huff with Sara right behind 
her. “Fuck!” said Karen. Sara was walking behind her and said, “You 
can’t save everyone, Karen. You just can’t.” Karen sat down on one of 
the sofas, and Sara walked over and pulled two bottles of water from 
a refrigerator next to the lounge sink and handed one to Karen. There 
were a few moments of silence, and then Karen said, “I know I can’t 
save everyone, Sara. I could just see the look in his wife’s eyes as I was 
taking the history. That look of, ‘Who the hell is this little girl?’ I know 
that this is going to come back against me.” Sara sat next to her on the 
couch and said, “I was there through the whole thing.” “I didn’t see you.” 
“I know, and that’s a good thing. You were a hundred percent focused on 
saving your patient not your reputation or what people thought of you. 
You did everything you could. This will go under review, as all deaths 
do, but I’m telling you that you did everything right.” 

Karen sat back and took a drink of the water and said, “Yea, but 
that doesn’t bring the patient back from the dead, does it?” “No, 
Karen. It never does.”

Garrison Cantrell pulled into police parking at the Rampart 
station. He got out of his cruiser and walked into the building in 
his dress uniform. He had been a part of the Los Angeles Police 
Department for five years and was about to go before the disciplinary 
review board of internal affairs to fight along with his attorney for 
his career as a police officer. Benson Santone, Garrison’s attorney, 
was waiting outside the commission room doors for him when he 
arrived. “How are you feeling, Garrison?” “I feel fine. I didn’t do 
anything wrong. How do I feel about these proceedings? I think it’s 
all a sham. They need a scapegoat to appease the public’s outcry. In 
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this high profile case, I don’t think a damn thing we say in there is 
going to make a damn bit of difference in my fate. A bunch of corrupt 
asshole cops are throwing me under the bus.” He had just finished 
saying his piece when the two men were called in before the board. 
The board was seated in its straight and polished line. Los Angeles 
County Sheriff Jim O’Brian was sitting off at the end of the table and 
FBI Special Agent John Swenson sat at the opposite end of the table. 

The board chairwoman sat at her microphone staring down at 
Cantrell and read from a paper in front of her. “Officer Cantrell, 
after due consideration of this board of all of the evidence in this 
matter, and after the testimony of over thirty of your fellow officers, 
this board has come to a decision with regard to what action it feels 
should be taken in the shooting death of Mario Sanchez, who you 
claim you shot in self defense after the deceased charged you with 
a weapon.” John and Jim looked on as the board rambled on and 
on until Jim interrupted them. “Listen, I’ve been here on this panel 
from day one. I’ve seen the evidence, and I’ve heard the bullshit 
lies of the supposed witnesses. The shooting was justified. Officer 
Garrison did exactly as he was trained to do, and all of the physical 
evidence shows that. Fuckin’ Sanchez was the leader of the most 
violent Mexican drug gang in Los Angeles. Garrison, here, had been 
abandoned by his fellow officers, and from my view of the evidence, 
this was a setup by some crooked ass cops.”

Jim stopped and looked at Garrison and said, “I’m not referring to 
you, son.” Cantrell nodded. “So, as an independent reviewer on this 
panel, I believe we should be giving Officer Garrison a medal and 
moving on with police work.” “Your comments are noted for the record, 
Sheriff, but that is not the view of the board,” said Mary Schultz, the 
chair of the investigation board. She looked at Garrison and asked, “Do 
you wish to make a statement before the board renders its decision?” 
Garrison rose and asked, “Would it make a difference? Would it change 
the outcome of what we all know you are going to do here?” He sat back 
down, and before Mary could say anything, John spoke up and said, “As 
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a member of this committee, I have to side with Sheriff O’Brian for the 
record here. The U.S. Attorney found no abuse of power or excessive 
use of force. I personally investigated this case for the FBI and found 
that Officer Cantrell used rational and logical reactions in the way that 
he handled the situation. Had I been in the situation that Officer Cantrell 
had been placed in, based on the evidence, I would have acted the same 
way.” Mary shot John a dirty look and said, “Are you two independent 
reviewers quite finished?” Mary asked Garrison to stand, and with the 
flick of her wrist, on a piece of paper in front of her, stripped Cantrell of 
his position as a Los Angeles Police Officer and admonished him as a 
poor role model for the city and county of Los Angeles. 

She went on and on about the proceedings against Cantrell’s 
attorney’s objections. Schultz ceased her tantrum. Cantrell stood up, 
removed his weapon and badge, and put them on the defense table. 
He didn’t say another word. He just walked out of the room and the 
building, never to be a police officer again.

Philip Massy was running along one of the well-lit jogging trails 
in Balboa Park in the San Fernando Valley. It was half past ten p.m., 
and he was trying to get in his run before he finished the brief that 
was due in court the next morning. He had a good pace, and the 
pulse meter on his cross training watch pinged out an alarm that 
his pulse rate had hit the cardio level. He picked up the pace as he 
crossed into a dimly lit tree-covered part of the running trail around 
Lake Balboa. He was just getting his runner’s high when he struck 
an object with his whole body that laid him out on the pavement. He 
was temporarily dazed and called out, “Who’s there? What do you 
want?” The only sound that came back was a light murmur. Phillip 
started to get up, and he was covered with moisture. “Jesus Christ! 
I was just starting to get my high. I can’t be sweating this much.” 
He pulled a flashlight from his arm band and turned on the mini 
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mag-light. Its bright LED beam lit up the area. He looked down 
at his hands, and they were black. His light colored clothing was 
also black. He shined the flashlight in the direction he was running, 
and his light fell upon what had stopped his run. He screamed as he 
pulled away, pulling his cell phone from his pocket and dialing 911.

Jim heard the call of a homicide come over the radio as he was 
crossing near the park on his way home from a meeting. He made a 
U-turn and headed back to the park and followed the flashing lights 
until he saw where the scene was. He got out of the car and took out 
a cigarette, lit it, and walked up to the officers on scene. “So…what 
you got?” Jim didn’t recognize any of the young officers; however, 
he was in full uniform, so no one gave him any lip. They just pointed 
in the direction of the crime scene lights in a wooded area. He walked 
on and saw the coroner’s van and Jade Morgan putting some stuff in 
it. “What you got, Jade?” She looked up to see Jim standing near the 
van, smoking his cigarette, and said, “A bad fuckin’ situation, Jim. A 
really bad situation.” “Anything new for me?” Jade started walking 
back to the crime scene and said, “You tell me!” 

He followed, and she pointed to the victim, and the cigarette that 
was in Jim’s mouth fell to the ground, and he said, “Holy fuckin’ 
shit!” Jade responded with a cold voice, “No…Unholy fuckin’ shit!” 
Jim looked up to see the crucified body of a woman between two 
trees. He pulled his flashlight out for a closer look. Her wrists had 
been nailed between two oak trees on the running path. She was 
nude with her head propped up somehow. He walked around the 
back of the victim to see how the head was upright. The killer had 
slit the back of her shoulder blades and pushed her hair down into the 
wound, and then it looked like a staple gun was used to lock her head 
in place. There was something on her left chest next to her breast, 
and he looked hard before he realized it was a badge. 
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He asked for some gloves, and Jade handed them to him. The 
fire department had a ladder leaning next to one of the trees but 
far enough away as not to contaminate the crime scene. Jim pulled 
himself up a few rungs and shined his flashlight on the badge. “It’s 
an LAPD shield, and it’s been pinned through her skin,” he called 
down to Jade. “Yea. I got that much. Does she look familiar to you?” 
Jade asked with her tablet in her hand as she processed the crime 
scene. He was not able to get a good look from below. He shined the 
light onto her face. Jade looked up just as Jim was shining the light, 
and she saw his head drop. “I know her,” Jim said in a weak voice. 
“Who is she?” Jade asked. Jim climbed down the ladder and walked 
over and motioned for Jade to come close. Jim said, “Her name is 
Mary Schultz. She is the head of internal affairs for the LAPD.” Jade 
frowned. “Well, this doesn’t bode well.”

Jim shook his head and pointed to the body. “Be careful when 
you take her down because the killer wrote a simple and clear note. 
Take photographs because when you take her down it will be washed 
away by her blood.” Jade had a baffled look on her face and asked, 
“What does the writing say?” Jim sighed, took another cigarette out 
of his pocket, and said, “It says, ‘This is the first of the LAPD PIGS 
that I will slaughter.’ Jade typed what Jim told her into her tablet and 
said, “So, you guys have a new killer to hunt.” Jim shook his head. 
“We won’t have to hunt him. He’s hunting us, well…them. I have 
a bad feeling on this one.” Jade looked on and said, “You always 
have bad feelings.” Jim nodded, lighting the cigarette and snapping 
his Zippo shut, and said, “Yes, yes I do…but this killer is hunting 
cops…that makes him a thousand times more dangerous.”
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